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Thomas Dall confirmed RETURN +++ attends stream, has meltdown over shops, rages for 12 hours in chat Anonymous 07/03/19 (Wed) 13:43:51 No.12078 [Last 50 Posts] [Watch Thread]

>>12058 (You)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QS7UlXonoJE [Embed]

i have been informed he spent approximately 12 hour in bitwave chat to """troll""" the site owner and attending audience since yesterday evening, up until the wee hours of this morning. Somehow he changed his troll ID later in the night. can not tell 
which one it is but it should not be hard to spot him once he appears.

Thomas Dall attended a stream as a guest on bitwave TV last night, namely Murderer. 
predictably had a screaming meltdown on air and rage quit it subsequently right after.

Dall confirmed a 90 day Ban on youtube by Jörg Sprawe aka The slingshot channel. meaning he wont be able to stream on youtube before late august 2019, the DLIVE Ban was also re-affirmed.

his stream in may was taken down because of the provoked copyright strikes. he was hoping youtube would give him doxxes of the people who flagged him and complained about youtube masking the flaggers with Jörger Sprawe.

He has to appear in court because of the Bar Incident
was fined by a former Landlord ca. 5000 Dollars after he trashed the apartment where his neighbor invaded him.
admitted he destroyed the placed shortly after on purposed and refused to pay rent, smashed the drywalls in with a vaccum cleaner in
confessed he did it because somehow he thinks his landlord was responsible for his neighbors home invasion
said he committed to collusion with Samy and Slick over DLIVE, aka the mad cow who whored her niece out to Dispatch 
Mandalorian later came on to talk about DLIVE

later Had yet another meltdown later over photos of Jan Dall and thinks he can tell people on the internet what not to do, 
insists the trolls committed crimes even under US law and threatened another international lolsuit. He also still thinks his thread is defamation, which was largely disproven.

Kitty spotted in Bitwave Chat as Troll URL 3 Anonymous 07/02/19 (Tue) 17:50:35 No.12079
File (hide): 1562082634655.png (37.9 KB, 444x403, bitwave tv trollurl3 super….PNG)

TrollURL3 = Thomas Dall

https://bitwave.tv/

+++

According to FannyAbDabs from A Detractor Discord the Real Thomas Dall has allegedly been spotted chatting on Bitwave TV Chat, currently residing there as of the writing of this message.

He reappeared today after a new controversy that involves the site owner and admin of bitwave tv, accusing him of Pedophilia.

I have not looked into this new drama yet so i can not say how valid these accusations are. What I can say is, that Corey "Zoom aka Godspeed" Bernhill is involved in this. I keep hearing rumors 8chan /cow/ is now getting involved 
in this, and not on Kittys Part.

I am currently busy and wont be able to monitor this drama or bake a new thread, but since the old thread reached bump limit i felt like leaving a visible notice.

Anonymous 07/02/19 (Tue) 17:57:01 No.12080
File (hide): 1562083020769.png (23.61 KB, 520x287, ClipboardImage.png)

>>12058

Dalls last used Discord handle

8mbit#1043

Intel On "Condomgate" aka the Dispatch Drama Anonymous 07/02/19 (Tue) 18:41:17 No.12081
File (hide): 1562085677470.png (448.16 KB, 1001x557, Dramatic Syde Phil.png)

>>12058

according to an Insider, the Admin of Bitwave TV allegedly fucked a 17 year old girl in Michigan that was introduced to him by another female site user, thats infamous for being a mad cow herself. 
Supposedly the girl was introduced to him as 18 years old but had sex with the womans boyfriend when she was as little as 15 years old.

Alcohol and Drug abuse allegedly happened with this character, afterwards sexual intercourse happened. This was after The Admin of Bitwave TV allegedly broke up with his last girlfriend a couple 
weeks ago.

I can not confirm any of this nor do i know the age of consent in Michigan or who brought drugs and booze into the equation, but the Admin of Bitwave TV might potentially be fucked IRL or get his site shut down tangentially for this 
sexual misconduct.

Anonymous 07/03/19 (Wed) 15:11:48 No.12082

>>12066
WOW, kitty is back. Wonder if he will start streaming again.

Anonymous 07/03/19 (Wed) 15:26:05 No.12083

>>12070

if his stream quotes is to be believed, he is very upset about being banned from youtube, he streamed last some time in early june on an undisclosed place, but refuses to stream now and is also technically unable to. Although he 
immediately inquired how to do monetized streams on bitwave, which is pretty much impossible as of now. The site is a mess and might be abandoned after condom gate. 

he basicly came back after he claimed people were looking for him and turned chat into a giant pity party where he wanted everyone to censor each other to stop bullying. people told him to chill out and ignore the trolls but that 
obviously doesn't work because kitty thinks this is criminal injustice.
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Kitty attends the dishonored Killstream, becomes Guntrider Anonymous 07/04/19 (Thu) 14:11:25 No.12084

>>12071

Kitty attended yet another stream tonight, this time the dilapidated and recently paypal-demonetized Ethan "Da Gunt" Ralph. Accordign to eyewitnesses Dall is now trying to team up with Da Gunt to get revenge on Bitwave TV, but 
took his liberty to grind into da Dunts new cohost, Palmer Eldrich (a banned clipping channel) who was allegedly verbally sodomized by him. Da Gunts Fallout with the former host of the Danish Police trolling channel was also 
brought up.

For those who are not in the know, the Killstream has had several meltdowns after the shutdown of stream.me, the most tecent one related to Da Gunts excessive substance abuse on stream, which was documented by the 
musician and former Killstream supporter Ear Juice here. The streams were so bad that both his cohosts at the time have now distances himself from Ralph, since Ralph rendered himself incapable to properly function as a host. 

Not unlike Kitty, if you ask me. According to cowboys Ralph is now at the lowest point in his life (even worse than his prison time), his pet cat ran away, his mother (who he lives with) hates him, the money is as bad as never before 
and his Paki Caveman wife allegedly left him. in short, he has become a fullblown lolcow himself, attempts to dull his pain with excessive amounts of cheap liquor and pills.

>TLDR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=12KHgEEkqeY [Embed]

>Pillstream Part 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iMzTtcUAVo [Embed]

>Pillstream Part 2
https://youtu.be/ZygdsZ8ms04 [Embed]

Anonymous  07/04/19 (Thu) 16:01:07 No.12089
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LINKS + TLDR Intel Anonymous  07/04/19 (Thu) 16:24:15 No.12092

>Kiwifarms Thread, written by the Site Admin Null himself
https://kiwifarms.net/threads/thomas-dall-kittystyle.50543/

>Thomas Dall Detractor video archive, run by Minister of Lulz
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/ministeroflulz/?showall=1

>Dall Youtube channel, currently banned until ca. August 25th 2019
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGGkoyLC4c1xUiBKNjW1Mgg

+++

TLDR

>Who the fuck is this disgusting looking hippy and why should I care?

Thomas Dall aka Kittystyle aka 8mbit  is a sociopathic left wing terrorist with a profound addiction of Marijuana, former conman and child molester from Haderslev in Denmark (Europe) who is unirocally addicted to streaming himself 
on the internet. Think if PewDiePie was a toxic Schizo and never had success. If Robert "Tonkasaw" Pilkington is an Internet Caveman, Dall is the equivalent of an Internet Hobo.

As of May 2019, Dall was under investigation of the Police Department of Haderslev for Assaulting a Beer. 
The Qualities that define him most is his idiocy, his gigantic victim complex, Illiteracy towards law. disregard for adult responsibility and the belief that bullying on the internet is literally worse than murder and rape.
Dall is easyly agitated into action by Unflattering Photoshops of his (dead) relatives or reminding him of his many crimes against humanity, to which he has admitted and supplied physical evidence to aplenty.
Dall is a notorious sucide baiter, Pity party sponge and e-begger who lies about his income. Be careful when interacting with him, he has a habit of doxxing his associates directly or by proxy.

MLPOL was responsible of documenting Dall as a lolcow initially and he has ever since become a retarded mascot of the streaming community Bitwave TV, which he harasses in various forms. He regularly goes into prolonged 
hiatus' due to his irritating life habits, but usually gets rediscovered quickly or delivers himself into the hands of his waiting detractors.

It should be noted that Dall is aware of this thread and has repeatedly posted in it. You will know him when you see him.

Dall in a Nutshell Anonymous  07/04/19 (Thu) 17:00:29 No.12093
File (hide): 1562252429312.webm (15.74 MB, 320x180, Thomas Dall Kittystyle Nu….webm) [play once] [loop]

Thomas Dall Nuclear Meltdown from early May 2019

7 minutes, was published on youtube and later streamed by IBS 
affiliated channels. Audio Warning.
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Thomas Dall Infamy Report July 2019 Anonymous  07/04/19 (Thu) 22:42:19 No.12095

Google.com Results for "Thomas Dall"

Kittys Kiwifarms thread, currently sitting on page one of the Internet famous board between Low Tier God and Mister Metokur, at 88.000 views and counting.

Kitty himself sitting at rank 3 of the google search results, his face is the first (among several) google image results
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Anonymous 07/04/19 (Thu) 23:29:02 No.12099 >>12104

>First batch
Thomas Dall (troll:url3) vs. ?Luna? (troll:dl9f)
>Second and third batch
Thomas Dall screams into the chat
>Forth batch
cozying up to Dispatch

Anonymous  07/05/19 (Fri) 14:58:27 No.12104
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>>12099

according to eyewitnesses, Dall did this for ca ~16 hours. kept screaming and begging towards his nonexistent ex-girlfriend Cassandra Williams under the assumption that shes a bitwave regular.  Pure 
Insanity. And this was after she told him repeatedly to stop contacting her and online harassment towards her since christmas.

Ive been using that place since April and not even once had i seen a semblance of Luna in there. I asummed she had deleted all her online appearances after i had not seen a trace from her before she 
popped up in dalls steam in may.

Thanks for these caps. Very informative. Also disgusting how dall is fishing for pity yet again. I really hope this alledged cuckhold child of his does not exist, and if she does, that she never has to encounter her 
non-biological manchild of a father. drag on society like kitty should be sterilized in Prison.

Thomas Dall streams on Bitwave Anonymous  07/05/19 (Fri) 16:46:55 No.12105 >>12106

File (hide): 1562338014899.png (404.08 KB, 1225x637, ClipboardImage.png)

+++ Thomas Dall is now streaming on Bitwave.TV +++

https://bitwave.tv/CommunityStyle

This is not a drill or a joke. This is real and currently happening as of the writing of this Post. Dall is live and complaining about 
bullying and his prison guards again.
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Anonymous  07/05/19 (Fri) 17:08:59 No.12106 >>12107

>>12105 (You)

Kitty is currently challenging the alleged """Palmer Eldritch""" to debate him on the Discord channel "Official Vox Discord"

Nick Ermann#1043

Anonymous  07/05/19 (Fri) 17:29:28 No.12107

>>12106 (You)

picture proof, dall just picked up his webcam again after he punched. he also threw a drinking glass into his wall when he got mad at chat for mai posting.

Anonymous  07/05/19 (Fri) 17:29:44 No.12108 >>12110
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Anonymous 07/05/19 (Fri) 17:47:34 No.12110 >>12111

File (hide): 1562341654290.mp4 (3.42 MB, 1280x716, kitty - a little pony hors….mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>12108 (You)
I wonder if Kitty still lurks here

Anonymous  07/05/19 (Fri) 17:57:27 No.12111 >>12112

>>12110

ive catched him complaing about how "perpatrators can also be victims" and shit like that. he also now uses lingo associated with this thread. i have reason to believe he was readon this thread today after he threw the glass on the 
wall.

Anonymous 07/05/19 (Fri) 18:00:14 No.12112 >>12113

>>12111 (You)
Our content alone is enough to maintain his paranoia, and he can look at it 24h a day, no stream required.  Of course he reads this thread.  I'm sure he's hoping for some more superior nazi hoerspuss.

Anonymous 07/05/19 (Fri) 18:22:11 No.12113
File (hide): 1562343730579.mp4 (4.27 MB, 1226x718, kitty - even Microsoft tro….mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>12112
Lol even Microsoft is trolling him now.

Anonymous  07/05/19 (Fri) 21:31:09 No.12114 >>12115

File (hide): 1562355069479.png (746.85 KB, 1243x698, ClipboardImage.png)

3 - 0

Cant beat the cock shoves one in

also Commentator gave a SHoutout 
to Thomas Dall

Anonymous 07/05/19 (Fri) 21:32:13 No.12115 >>12118

>>12114 (You)
kek

Anonymous  07/05/19 (Fri) 23:32:25 No.12118 >>12119

>>12115

Dall claims hes sleep deprived, hasn really slept in circa 3-4 days. 

he also claims to have files an application as a road worker, to which he received a reply from the company. His resume is currently being checked.

Anonymous 07/05/19 (Fri) 23:37:14 No.12119

>>12118 (You)
>Dall claims hes sleep deprived, hasn really slept in circa 3-4 days. 
So in other words if true he will become more and more unstable. Perhaps he will stream 24/7 to prove it and we will get a glimpse into how sleep deprivation works wonders.

Anonymous 07/06/19 (Sat) 02:01:44 No.12120

Jesus Christ Kitty is trying hard to "fit in" and sound "cool" in the chat.

Kitty on Killstream Anonymous  07/06/19 (Sat) 11:09:05 No.12121 >>12122

File (hide): 1562404145075.png (654.24 KB, 1089x608, ClipboardImage.png)

Reupload of the Guntstream, July 3rd 2019.
https://youtu.be/sXJpyPDvKVM?t=3624 [Embed]

Kitty joins at about the 1 hour mark.
goes on for a little under 20 minutes
rips into Ralphs new third rate Co-Host (whom he never talked or had any encounter with before). 
He Ragequits shortly after. Chat declares Kitty victor of the fight.

The Gunt Himself is allegedly now attending alcoholics anonymous and is casually doxxing the vacations activities of his future guests

Anonymous  07/06/19 (Sat) 11:19:38 No.12122

>>12121 (You)

seems also like Ralph is now being a bitch towards kovalski because he posted stuff on kiwifarms, deleted and banned several messages in chat that were a thorn in his side. Killstream turning into a hugbox.

Anonymous  07/06/19 (Sat) 11:34:11 No.12123
File (hide): 1562405650488.png (537.71 KB, 1243x698, ClipboardImage.png)

Kitty not taking the Laura incident 
well
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Anonymous  07/06/19 (Sat) 11:54:42 No.12124

Thomas Dall threatening to beat people up with a baseballbat for asking if he thinks that anything his trolls did to him was as bad or worse than anything he ever did in his life.

Also a new draft on the Karma Credit system that he foists upon others. If you mistreat him, even when justified and backed by evidence, you create destruction in the world you will receive punishment.

Anonymous  07/06/19 (Sat) 11:55:15 No.12125

oh, also 20% of the American Government produce Child porn, according to Kitty

Kitty On-Site-Bitwave Meltdown Anonymous  07/06/19 (Sat) 18:42:23 No.12126 >>12127

File (hide): 1562431342535.jpg (283.23 KB, 696x685, Pathetic cat.jpg)

predictably less than 2 days after kitty started streaming on bitwave.tv, he seemed to have had his first meltdown.

stopped streaming and is now bittchign at bitwave chat for laughing at him and refusing to do speech policing. said the site is a pile of shit, the users are morons and that bitwave will die without him or 
his ideas. Once again Kitty proofs that he has the mind of a child and expects everything being catered to his whims. its only a matter of time in my opionion before he will throw the next fit and leave the 
site. back to restreaming it is then.

BItwave is unsurprisingly not taking any shit from him.

Note: as of the writing of this post it is unknown where kitty is also streaming. It is confirmed that it is not just bitwave, but at least 1 other service.

Anonymous 07/06/19 (Sat) 21:52:20 No.12127

>>12126 (You)
He's got nowhere else to go. Been banned off everywhere else.  Only person left is to stream to is himself if he leaves, even his cat is gone.

New Kitty Video + Current Gay OP Intel Anonymous  07/07/19 (Sun) 13:26:22 No.12129

File (hide): 1562498781357.png (249.75 KB, 1087x623, ClipboardImage.png)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QP2-4_FZvNU [Embed]

12 minute highlight reel of the Palmer VS Kitty Gunstream

Kitty has - for the time - returned to streaming on Bitwave.tv

+++

He is blanket accusing the entirety of Bitwave.tv chat of being Sexual Deviants, Rapists and Pedophiles who use and abuse people on the daily and have scared away all normal "users" the site could have ever had, literally the 
worst people from stream.me all in one spot.

The Gunt, while streaming on DLIVE, continues to censor and deplatform any sentiment against him from Bitwave Afilliated Detractors cells, unaware that a sizeable portion of his stream attendees are in fact part of said cell and by 
extension, a DLIVE exclave lead by NPCAnon88.

Threadly reminde that the Admin of Kiwifarms does not support Bitwave.tv, the site is prohibited from being posted on Kiwifarms. Furthermore Onion Wizard, the uploader of this clip, is a Kiwifarms affiliate who may or may not 
undergo homosexual operations on Bitwave.TV.

Also a rumor has arisen that Kitty has been paid by Mandalorian (who is now running homosexual operations on 8chan cow board) to stream on Bitwave.TV to Distract against the Site Administrator in an effort to worse the impact of 
Condomgate. The Plan seems to be backfiring since Kitty is - expectedly - being trolled to shit by onsite posters who are not orbiting Mandalorians circle.
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Anonymous  07/07/19 (Sun) 13:51:19 No.12130

Shoutout to The other guy who doesnt want to be credited.

New Photo Artwork of Thomas and Jan Dall.
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Anonymous  07/07/19 (Sun) 15:58:36 No.12132
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another fatal slip of the tongue by 
Thomas

Anonymous  07/07/19 (Sun) 16:01:24 No.12133
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an he just admitted to looking at his baby sister 
getting bathed with photo proof

literally why

Anonymous  07/07/19 (Sun) 16:06:49 No.12134
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and telling a story how he punched an ex girlfriend he 
just broke up with in high school

Anonymous  07/07/19 (Sun) 16:12:28 No.12135
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Kitty saying he only regrets one thing in live, and it was not getting 
fucked in the ass by a satanist.

Anonymous  07/07/19 (Sun) 16:19:40 No.12136
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Thomas revisioning his gay 
relationship rape arc

Anonymous  07/07/19 (Sun) 16:38:50 No.12137
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Thomas now peddling to prove hes 
not a homophobe.

Anonymous  07/07/19 (Sun) 16:51:41 No.12138
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Dall now denying HE DID NOT run a website 
to legalize Drugs in Denmark.

Anonymous  07/07/19 (Sun) 17:13:08 No.12139
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Thomas giving advice how to grow 
drugs on stream again

Anonymous  07/07/19 (Sun) 17:19:52 No.12140
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Thonas making heroine on stream, showing his dirty 
long finger nails in close view

Anonymous  07/07/19 (Sun) 17:36:07 No.12141
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Dall just admitting he has a paypal with 10.000 + dollars on it, despite him complaing about not 
having income and being poor.

he blames """technical difficulties"""

Anonymous  07/07/19 (Sun) 17:45:32 No.12142
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Dall just admitted to getting at least 100 dollars of (a form of) welfare a month from the danish state 
for living in a rented apartment.

"rental support"

don't forget to order Anonymous 07/07/19 (Sun) 23:50:23 No.12143 >>12144 >>12160

https://teespring.com/stores/yummy-commie-inc

Anonymous  07/07/19 (Sun) 23:55:04 No.12144
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>>12143

oh jesus you madman
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Kitty Stream suspended for CP Anonymous  07/08/19 (Mon) 19:43:27 No.12156 >>12158

I have been suspended that Kittys stream has been taken Offline on Bitwave.tv by Administration, after alegedly showing images on screen that were indentified by the community as child porn.

Thomas Dall was told to remove said images. What or who these images is unknown, presumably it was nude imagery of his half sister. Dall refused to remove the images, he is now banned and his stream offline.

he is still able to chat on site. will maybe deliver more later if i get more insight.
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Anonymous  07/08/19 (Mon) 19:45:07 No.12157 >>12158
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>>12156 (You)
>>12157 (You)

kitty wishing death upon the admin of bitwave tv and posting homosexual 
racemixing photoshops in chat

Kitty Conversations, pre and post CP-on-screen meltdown Anonymous  07/08/19 (Mon) 20:54:53 No.12159
File (hide): 1562612092868.png (138.14 KB, 790x620, BJQhXT2.png)

Discord Messages send from Dall to the Admin of Bitwave TV, one of them publicly.

"Nick Ermann (Thomas Dall) Today at 8:37 PM
warning. Dispatch takes offence, and will ban u if u share this on a streamm on bitwave. Cuz hes that much of a cummtard
he can show cumpics of my dead relatives… But this… this is too much for him, when shit comes back around. What a massive faggot site
caliming "CP" … apparantly a child was hurt in the production of this… LOL … what a bunch of apologetics
the level of hippocracy. Cant miss it unless you got your head so far up dispatchs asshole, you cant see the light
and thats the main problem. Period. Im out. Nothing more to say, what a bunch of losers

@Dispatch how can u attack me and my family, and then take offence when someone offends you. Arent you a bit of a pussy then ? Arent you a bit of a massive FAGGOT

i told u over numerous days, to please respect me and my rights and then as soon as you get shit back, u crul up into your own anus. Nice played, mmister cult leader
the little respect i have for you, is gone, and contemptment is all i have left for you. You are truly despicable. truly an ass. Why dont you FEED YOURSELF TO THE BIRDS"

Anonymous 07/08/19 (Mon) 21:48:26 No.12160

>>12143 Not only did you steal my joke, but monetized it. Kill yourself.

Anonymous  07/08/19 (Mon) 22:42:35 No.12161

File (hide): 1562618554990.png (140.67 KB, 886x766, maifu1.png)

screenshot from the Murderder Discord Server. 

Kitty saying he would rape Mai Mercado aka the women he went to jail for because of his facebook comments.

also kitty allegedly did not get banned for showing childporn, his stream was only taken down and he only thinks he was banned, being to dumb to restart it 
again and instead going for drama.

Anonymous  07/11/19 (Thu) 13:35:15 No.12189
File (hide): 1562844914664.png (525.47 KB, 595x550, yw.PNG)

Shoutout to Kovalski for this wonderful photo that catches the intellectual 
137 essence of Thomas Dall.

Anonymous  07/11/19 (Thu) 13:35:38 No.12190 >>12200

also there was allegedly no stream yesterday, Tommy is being pouty again.

Anonymous  07/12/19 (Fri) 00:15:25 No.12200

>>12190 (You)

Kitty is now rumored to be bandodging on a sock channel on d-live again, stalking an alleged pedophile who plays games with children.

He was also illegally restreaming another channel on bitwave.tv today. Seems like he only has a problem with it when people do that to him, not the other way round.

Anonymous 07/12/19 (Fri) 19:56:24 No.12208

PEDOPHILIA IS A SPECTRUM! KITTY HAS DISCOVERED NAMBLA IT SEEMS!

https://streamable.com/ry9gk

Anonymous 07/12/19 (Fri) 20:28:13 No.12209

kitty just crushed and sorted pills

Anonymous 07/12/19 (Fri) 20:36:18 No.12210
File (hide): 1562956577719.gif (2.32 MB, 320x240, whitelines.gif)

Kitty snorting adhd medicine 
on stream made me think of 
this
>pic related

Anonymous 07/12/19 (Fri) 21:25:15 No.12211

KITTY SNORTING EXPIRED AND UNPERSCRIBED MEDICATION

https://streamable.com/ccyh9

Kitty snorts expired Pills + High Stream Anonymous  07/12/19 (Fri) 22:12:10 No.12213
File (hide): 1562962329868.png (514.6 KB, 1215x597, ClipboardImage.png)

https://bitwave.tv/CommunityStyle

this is a new low for kitty after the pills and alcohol thing. this is on the level of Shoenice.

hes currently on air rocking back and forth in his chair on scream attempting to interact with bitwave streamchat. Now hes 
rambling about Murderer leaving.

Anonymous  07/12/19 (Fri) 22:39:31 No.12214

hes taking another nose full

Anonymous 07/12/19 (Fri) 22:42:07 No.12215

LINE NUMBER 2 of the Expired ADHD MEDICATION! This is fucking amazing!

https://streamable.com/9mdn8

Anonymous 07/12/19 (Fri) 23:39:21 No.12216

PEDOPHILIA IS A SPECTRUM? 

https://streamable.com/grw9k

Dall Meltdown Saturday Night July 13th 2019 + extra drama Anonymous  07/14/19 (Sun) 11:27:48 No.12225 >>12226

File (hide): 1563096468103.png (692.55 KB, 1327x650, Kitty contemplates making ….png)

after snorting 2 lines of expired pills Kitty had a meltdown yesterday evening over drama on the quiplash quiz game. Went 
into pity party mode shortly after.

Later that evening 
- more e-begging, 
- Kitty doing Gay ops with the woman who whored her niece out to Dispatch, 

- Thomas is now allegedly no longer trollshielded by Craig Holman and his Sickofants due to their immense hatred towards said woman
- kitty threatened to leave bitwave TV yet again
- and tell Ethan Ralph and Cognificient Thought Bitwave was mean to him, expects them to somehow help him
- the Jan Dall Emojis are back, which were temporarily taken down to appease Kitty
- more creepy Kitty gifs onsite that make him look like an unhinged psycho

Anonymous 07/14/19 (Sun) 12:41:04 No.12226 >>12228

File (hide): 1563100864482.png (412.92 KB, 1280x720, Sad_Sweetie_Belle_S02E05.png)

>>12225 (You)
Tragic.
At some point, I believe, he will off himself.

Anonymous 07/14/19 (Sun) 21:13:37 No.12228

>>12226
>off himself
That’ll just be his act.  Ever seen Black Mirror?

Anonymous  07/14/19 (Sun) 23:07:23 No.12229
File (hide): 1563138443326.png (408.89 KB, 1220x584, ClipboardImage.png)

Kitty still butthurt from yesterday

issued a blanket death threat against streamchat again the second i tuned in, turned off camera because hes angry and moralizes 
with his emotional value chart.

"i ran out of fucks to give."
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(86.67 KB, 354x539,
ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide):
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ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide):
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ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide):
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ClipboardImage.png)

Anonymous  07/14/19 (Sun) 23:10:03 No.12230

"when you die i will be happy. Anybody who is my enemy" t. Thomas Dall.

Anonymous  07/14/19 (Sun) 23:16:51 No.12231

File (hide): 1563139011151.png (83.15 KB, 351x556, ClipboardImage.png)

kitty is live, talking apparently to himself in the third person. Streamchat 
thinks he lost his mind.

Anonymous  07/14/19 (Sun) 23:24:25 No.12232

File (hide): 1563139465051.png (414.41 KB, 1197x602, ClipboardImage.png)

Kittys Ex Troll Shielders ripping into him too, thomas getting butthurt again 
attempting to deflect everything.

Anonymous  07/14/19 (Sun) 23:56:33 No.12233
File (hide): 1563141393532.png (367.04 KB, 1146x591, ClipboardImage.png)

kitty trying to goat a member of 
streamchat into suicide again

Anonymous  07/15/19 (Mon) 00:34:23 No.12234

https://streamable.com/c3is9

Kittys Kill Yourself Song

Anonymous 07/15/19 (Mon) 04:08:49 No.12238
File (hide): 1563156527045.png (1.57 MB, 720x960, nooooooo.png)

ugh that's my dad

Anonymous 07/15/19 (Mon) 06:16:50 No.12240 >>12241

File (hide): 1563164209460.jpg (968.43 KB, 3300x5100, CuBdjqz.jpg)

ART WORK BY PSYCHE

Anonymous  07/15/19 (Mon) 15:41:16 No.12241

File (hide): 1563198076330.mp3 (453.82 KB, The_Kitty_Song.mp3)

>>12240

Dalls channel on Bitwave has been redorated with this new artwork as well as an edited 
picture of his pencil.

here is a mp3 file of his kill yourself song

Anonymous  07/15/19 (Mon) 19:31:34 No.12242
File (hide): 1563211894308.png (569.82 KB, 1022x571, ClipboardImage.png)

another 3 minute video of Dall 
snorting crushed pills on stream 

https://kiwifarms.net/attachments/kitt
y-drugs-2-mp4.839254/
https://kiwifarms.net/attachments/kitt
y-drugs-1-mp4.839255/

a song of a man meowing like a cat was playing while he took it in

Kitty builds a streaming website Anonymous  07/15/19 (Mon) 20:38:24 No.12243 >>12244

File (hide): 1563215904369.png (1.09 MB, 1243x698, ClipboardImage.png)

After his Weekend Kill-Yourself Meltdown Kitty has had enough and unveiled his next step in his Masterplan to Triller the Trolls and 0wn the Trolls.

www.kittystyle.tv

This is Kittystyle TV, Thomas Dalls new-would be home and place where he broadcasts his daily insanities. Except, its currently offline.

Thomas is currently in Bitwave TV chat asking streamchat for tech support on how to erect his new brainchild. Success pending.

If Kitty does not throw the towel, which is currently expected, it can not be foretold who he is expecting to attract with this. Even on a webspace like this he can be deplatformed for drug abuse and hate speech via the service 
provider. Not to speak of the incoming technical problems he will in all likelyhood be too illterate to deal with.

File (hide): 1563216033790-0.png
(320.09 KB, 1243x698,
ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 1563216033790-1.png
(382.65 KB, 1243x698,
ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 1563216033790-2.png
(296.5 KB, 1243x698,
ClipboardImage.png)

Anonymous  07/15/19 (Mon) 20:40:34 No.12244

>>12243 (You)

screenshots from the website
looks like unedited stock material
ironic considering kittys animal abuse tendencies.

Anonymous 07/15/19 (Mon) 23:17:07 No.12245 >>12246

File (hide): 1563225427252.png (422.84 KB, 1456x715, Opera Snapshot_2019-07-15_….png)

Hasn't even started and already got the panhandle 
out! typical!

Anonymous  07/15/19 (Mon) 23:43:08 No.12246 >>12248

File (hide): 1563226987945.png (236.67 KB, 638x505, dsp phil ilegal positive c….png)

>>12245

I would be shocked at the sheer shamelessness of 
ebeggers if i had not seen this before

Anonymous 07/16/19 (Tue) 01:33:00 No.12247
File (hide): 1563233580287.png (13.76 KB, 445x127, kittycat.PNG)

Thomas admitted he abandoned his cat in a campsite 
then blamed it for its own actions.

Anonymous 07/16/19 (Tue) 01:33:59 No.12248

>>12246 (You)

it's absolutely disgusting, wanting to be paid for building a website straight out of 2003

Anonymous 07/16/19 (Tue) 21:09:36 No.12250

File (hide): 1563304176613.png (604.23 KB, 1062x564, lmao.PNG)

DOXING HIS IP AND 
PASSWORD FOR 
KITTYSTYLE.TV

JUST

DON'T

DO

IT

Anonymous 07/16/19 (Tue) 22:59:41 No.12251 >>12252

File (hide): 1563310780785.mp4 (4.55 MB, 1280x720, 2019-07-16 21-58-12.mp4) [play once] [loop]

Things don't seem to be going well

Anonymous 07/16/19 (Tue) 23:10:39 No.12252

>>12251
>the marvel of having 160 IQ is showing

Anonymous 07/17/19 (Wed) 03:33:21 No.12253
File (hide): 1563327200751.mp4 (4.1 MB, 1280x720, 2019-07-17 02-30-46.mp4) [play once] [loop]

Kitty is currently being a creep by zooming into 
GniessKitty and "psychoanalyzing" her

Anonymous 07/17/19 (Wed) 03:52:14 No.12254
File (hide): 1563328333400.mp4 (8.11 MB, 1280x720, 2019-07-17 02-41-31.mp4) [play once] [loop]

GniessKitty's message to Thomas

Anonymous 07/18/19 (Thu) 00:57:45 No.12258

File (hide): 1563404264000.mp4 (35.79 MB, 1280x720, 2019-07-17 23-49-31.mp4) [play once] [loop]

KITTY OPS WITH SAMY AGAINST MANDY?

Kittystyle TV is dead, Kitty jews helpers and gets scammed. Anonymous  07/18/19 (Thu) 21:26:15 No.12262

File (hide): 1563477974437.png (514.53 KB, 1232x606, ClipboardImage.png)

According to Detractors and my own observations, Kitty has abandoned his Website project. He eventually realised he was too lazy and incompetent go program a steaming space for himself. He also 
refused to pay people who offered to help him for compensation AND on top he got scammed by the server provider.

In short, a normal week for Thomas Dall.

He also has a new deflection technique by pretending not to read steamchat while obviously reading steamchat to protect his ego.

Anonymous  07/18/19 (Thu) 22:04:59 No.12263

File (hide): 1563480298971.png (476.85 KB, 1219x584, ClipboardImage.png)

kitty now talking about the pig breeding industry, comparing farm pigs to red haired people and asked 
chat if they wanted to eat gingers.

Anonymous  07/18/19 (Thu) 22:54:19 No.12264

File (hide): 1563483258601.png (373.1 KB, 1224x599, ClipboardImage.png)

Thomas now having a new meltdown right now over 
being called a Tranny by Carusi.

Anonymous  07/19/19 (Fri) 00:47:02 No.12269
File (hide): 1563490022484.png (270.56 KB, 1222x601, ClipboardImage.png)

kitty worked himself up into such a victim tantrum over the gay tranny drama that 
hes now suicide baiting again

Anonymous 07/19/19 (Fri) 17:12:41 No.12278
File (hide): 1563549160710.mp4 (4.46 MB, 1280x720, 2019-07-19 16-10-41.mp4) [play once] [loop]

Soooooooooo… this happened…

Anonymous 07/19/19 (Fri) 18:12:14 No.12279
File (hide): 1563552734441.gif (4.48 MB, 800x613, pointingkitty.gif)

Thinking hmmm, why would someone who was 
raped be making rape threats? 

https://streamable.com/vo3az

Anonymous 07/21/19 (Sun) 02:09:47 No.12288

File (hide): 1563667787095.png (21.89 KB, 1380x767, suspended.PNG)

KITTY IS GONE FROM MIXER 
AND BITWAVE 

http://bj.afreecatv.com/irlstream

Anonymous 07/21/19 (Sun) 02:10:53 No.12289 >>12290 >>12291

File (hide): 1563667848217.mp4 (12.71 MB, 1280x720, kittyisgone.mp4) [play once] [loop]

Anonymous 07/21/19 (Sun) 04:06:25 No.12290 >>12296

File (hide): 1563674785233.mp4 (27.47 MB, 720x480, 00 - kittys last stream - ….mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>12289
Kitty's last stream (perhaps, but most likely not)

Anonymous 07/21/19 (Sun) 04:31:15 No.12291 >>12296

>>12289
I've heard that before

Anonymous 07/21/19 (Sun) 11:15:49 No.12296

>>12290
>>12291
Aaaaaaaand he is back. Kitty couldn't go even half a day without streaming.

Anonymous  07/22/19 (Mon) 17:17:54 No.12304 >>12310

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1SwLgcy6h4 [Embed]

Dalls angry racist rant against Mexican Jesus from Bitwave TV, who he hates probably because he is stealing his Jesus meme.

28 minutes

Anonymous  07/22/19 (Mon) 17:22:12 No.12306

File (hide): 1563808932659.mp3 (510.39 KB, AngryKitty.mp3)

Kitty declaring himself to be Ironman

Includes new Death Threat

Anonymous  07/22/19 (Mon) 17:25:18 No.12307
File (hide): 1563809118523.png (585.69 KB, 677x921, AngryKitty2.png)

Anonymous  07/22/19 (Mon) 17:50:05 No.12310
File (hide): 1563810605441.jpg (8.56 KB, 300x257, 1554099860513.jpg)

>>12304 (You)

wow that was a lot spicier than i thought, kitty sperged really hard, repeated and explicit death threads with screaming and rage. while watching live reactions from other streams. 
also the froat slitter strikers again.

that needs to be archived .0.

Anonymous  07/22/19 (Mon) 20:02:47 No.12318

File (hide): 1563818567470.png (56.29 KB, 440x735, Janpostingresults1.png)

shoutout to all Jan Posters

we cracked him and got into his head.

Anonymous  07/22/19 (Mon) 20:09:30 No.12319

File (hide): 1563818970443.png (632.17 KB, 1218x597, ClipboardImage.png)

Thomas being Crawilng in my sauce tier edgegar again, automated music stream with customized background threatening 2 of his detractors, who i assume 
one of which is Mexican Jesus.

File (hide): 1563918633117-
0.webm (3.99 MB, 480x360,
Diddley.webm) [play once] [loop]
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IRL stream Jul….png)
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File (hide): 1563918633117-3.png
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File (hide): 1563918633117-4.png
(528.81 KB, 1164x608, Thomas Dall
happy about je….png)

Dall Stream Summary July 23rd 2019 Anonymous  07/23/19 (Tue) 23:50:34 No.12329

- Kaik Baggins released a new Bitwave TV Bumper, a Ramranch Promotional video featureing Jan and Thomas Dall, see File 1. Recommended for watch.

- Thomas Did a short IRL stream, walked to the streets of Haderslev, brought some groceries, visiting a boat pier after and ate ice cream. all while Text to Speech was on loudly.

- did some loud slurping noises while he was outside in response for people saying he sounded like he was sucking dick. did even louder more obnoxious slurping noises afterwards, said he can put 3 whole sausages at once in his 
mouth. 

- turns out Dall wore a Me Gusta Meme shirt all the while he was at it. Chat was appealed.

- did some push ups on stream, ate afterwards. Complained about his Protein deficiency. 

-Thomas  Did an art exhibition stream with some of his old and new works, some unseen so far. He gave commentary on the works and his inspirations. Including a piece of a Jew, An Illuminati Freemason and a Demon with a 
warning sign below it. Ironically, this was some of the least uninteresting content he produced in a while. Thomas may or may not return to this format in the future due to positive reception.

- He told a story from a childhood and how all his detractors have been met with terrible fates, including a sandnigger bully who  urinated on him in school and beat up people with a bat. this individual was allegedly shot by a gypsy 
with an uzi, with 16 bullets to the chest. during his following low key god complex episode Dall declared himself to be an angelic entity that spins the thread of fate and outlives all who do him wrong.

- Kitty was spammed by one or several Trolls who he put on ignore on bitwave (which seems to be a thing), he got moody at the "get a job" spam, played humorous music first, later more edgy pieces when he got weary of losing his 
high from chat not being dickish to him. chat seems to be as much of a content creating asset to him as to people like DSP.

- he Got bored and went to sleep streaming. as of the writing of this post it is assumed he has not seen the new bitwave bumper yet, which will in all likelyhood send him into a new meltdown or the very least some significant rage. A 
Detractor group discovered he has a piece of Jan Blacked porn saved on his computer.
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Dall lies about family correspondence, Announces Sister Fister stream, Designs Tatto Anonymous  07/25/19 (Thu) 15:59:26 No.12348

As of Yesterday - July 24th 2019 -  Thomas Dall entangled himself in another web of lies yet again when chat brought up his living relatives , in particular his younger sister Laura Dall. One Anonymous chat member posted a 
screenshot, showing himself being in a conversation with someone who claims to be the real Laura Dall, aka the woman who Thomas sexually molested at age 6.

After repeatedly attempting to shame chat into guilt, Dall suddenly pulled out his phone and started reading danish text messages, which he translated into english on the go. These were all from March 2019 before he moved to his 
new apartment in Haderslev. No third party validation was given if the translation was even accurate.

It is unknown who wrote him these text messages, as Dall repeatedly refused to show the entire correspondence and the provided screenshots could have literally been written on a notepad by anyone, including himself. He pointed 
out that the unknown sender of these notes, which he claimed was Laura Dall herself, complained that "she" was mentioned in Dalls Threads, along with identifying information and social media. He also claimed Laura does not 
speak any English, which is in all likehood exaggerated (with her being a young millennial active on social media)

During his rambling however, Kitty made a crucial mistake. at one point the sender allegedly mentioned something of about "our younger sister". This is interesting because Laura Dall does not have a younger sister, especially not 
one that was sexually molested. IF these text messages are in fact real, the only person who could have wrote this in trust could have been his middle sister Astrid Dall, making this whole conversation in which Kitty portrayed it fake. 
I was personally shocked at how ruthless and nonchalanty Dall was willing to deceive streamchat, garnering this whole debacle with the the final admission "What do you mean i lied? I fed information to the internet."  Dall had 
been exposed live on air, but he showed no remorse even when he got caught red handed on the spot.

Kitty did not like this getting pointed out at all. Immediately went into pouty deflection mode and told chat to pay him money to insult him via streamlabs. Of course, chat did not take any of his shit and continued to call him out for his 
lies. The stream was later aborted due to technical difficulties on bitwaves side. What is arguably worse is, if this was against all chance the real Laura Dall he was talking to, this would mean Thomas molested yet another sister of 
his. Considering, this third theoretical sister was never mentioned or seen before, this is however unlikely.

——--

Later that night dall continued to stream on Bitwave, poorly drawing in Microsoft Paint. Also heres a draft of the incredibly ugly looking Tattoo that is intended to be inked unto the fair skin of Laura Dall. Consist of some sort of River, 
a Rose and an Owl with the Birthyear 1995. Dall announced that he is trying to get his sister Laura on his stream via phone and perhaps even in person.

Detractor circles deeply hope that his delusion is only ingrained in dalls deranged Mind and that none of his living relatives are this stupid to publicly degrade themselves under his guidance or to go as far as to mutilate their skin 
with his nauseating paintings for life. Unfortunately, as TXT pointed out, Stupidity in a family tends to be genetic.

———

On another note, here is a draft of Dalls CV that he send to companies in a half-assed attempt to get a job. This is as bare bones as it gets and personally one of the worst documents of this kind i have seen. Insert a Penn Jilette 
Face here. i Especially like the disrespectful tongue smiley he left at the end of it. Shoutout to Kovalski for salvaging this.

Dall CV Translation Anonymous  07/25/19 (Thu) 16:09:42 No.12349 >>12363

Translation of Dalls CV, Shoutout to the other guy who doesnt want shoutouts.

+++

I am a 31-year-old energic guy who has been away from work for a while. I am however very much looking forward to coming back!

I have worked at

Arla - substitute in dairy
Agru bircikd - meat packing and product sorting
OK - product sorting and cashier
Spar - Bottle sorting and delivering goods
Hairtools A/S - IT consultant
Kong Frederik IX Nursing home in Haderslev - As a social health substitute
H C Schleidt A/S (bricklaying company) as a bricklaying "apprentice"

I have a high school education

I can speak Spanish, German, English and also function well in Danish

Other than that I have a degree/education in graphical design.

I have worked a lot making videos and entertainment the last few years (self-employed)
But I no longer like it and would therefore really like to start working with something more tangigble and "down to earth" :P

(I am not afraid of working hard or getting my fingers dirty)
i wrote it in notepad so no complaints about typos

Anonymous  07/25/19 (Thu) 18:18:09 No.12350 >>12351

File (hide): 1564071489261.png (166.62 KB, 736x593, ClipboardImage.png)

https://www.bitchute.com/video/jvD
alqjMJUJr/

33 Minute video of Thomas Dall 
absolving himself of his sins.

Anonymous 07/25/19 (Thu) 18:53:37 No.12351

>>12350 (You)
Kitty should really consider getting some professional help and see an psychiatrist. But I think he have been told this many times before and never done it.

Anonymous 07/26/19 (Fri) 13:13:50 No.12363

>>12349 (You)
Energetic? LOL. He only has two modes, full on angry sperg and sit there lazy fuck.

And we know how you like to dirty your fingers, kitty.

Anonymous 07/28/19 (Sun) 20:00:54 No.12388 >>12399

I can't help switching between feeling sorry for Kitty in one moment, and in the next have all feelings of sorrow for him disappears as he goes into full hypocrisy mode.

Anonymous 07/30/19 (Tue) 11:49:10 No.12399 >>12400

>>12388
This tells more about than about Thomas.
All the evidence gathered and documented let one come to one rational truth, Thomas Dall is a piece of shit human, that neither deserves pity nor help. Somebody falling for his extremely weak manipulation attempts should better 
leave the internet, as he is a woman or a sheep

Anonymous 07/30/19 (Tue) 12:00:18 No.12400 >>12401

>>12399
It is true, the pity I sometimes feel for him is misplaced. Kitty have time and time again shown himself to be only interested in on thing and that is himself.

Anonymous 07/30/19 (Tue) 12:11:45 No.12401

>>12400
It is okay. It shows that you are a good human, but the internet is, from my experience not a place for good, well meaning humans, it is a place where predators prey on people like you.

Anonymous 07/30/19 (Tue) 15:16:06 No.12402
File (hide): 1564492565646.png (831.18 KB, 1714x961, drugs.PNG)

Kitty smoking the devils 
lettuce

Anonymous 08/11/19 (Sun) 18:14:09 No.12512
File (hide): 1565540049119.png (381.47 KB, 820x548, b70c30_936c46933c0740d4802….png)

6100 Haderslev, Lansenervej 3A, ST TH
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File (hide): 1565540328773-1.png
(88.79 KB, 788x600, FsgHrGP.png)

Anonymous 08/11/19 (Sun) 18:18:49 No.12513

Someone was nice enough to order diddles a delicious fish pizza and he got mad! not a true Dane if he doesn't love fish

Anonymous 08/11/19 (Sun) 19:13:32 No.12515
File (hide): 1565543612557.png (88.49 KB, 823x628, O6zsLet.png)

Pizza number 2

Confirmed current address Anonymous 08/11/19 (Sun) 19:59:52 No.12516
File (hide): 1565546391935.png (1.32 MB, 867x676, kh.PNG)

6100 Haderslev, Lansenervej 3A, ST TH

Anonymous 08/11/19 (Sun) 20:47:36 No.12517

https://streamable.com/q8uay

Samy sperging on kitty's stream

Anonymous 08/14/19 (Wed) 13:59:53 No.12530
File (hide): 1565783992945.png (27.78 KB, 109x128, smeer.png)

This smug sneer, or SMEER on Thomas this morning despite last nights events of him hiding out behind an "afk" stream once again proves his cyclical nature of pretending nothing 
happened the previous day.

Anonymous 08/15/19 (Thu) 14:56:23 No.12542

File (hide): 1565873782691.jpg (38.61 KB, 800x450, pepelaughz.jpg)

GIT FUGGED CHOMO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=n5kzZlQMNvw&feature=youtu.be [Embed]

Anonymous 08/15/19 (Thu) 20:44:36 No.12547
File (hide): 1565894675988.png (125.31 KB, 500x345, trustkitty.png)

VIMM IS THE FUTURE! 

https://www.vimm.tv/@kittyst
yle

Dall banned for Doxxing Plots, Evasion Stream Anonymous  08/15/19 (Thu) 22:29:19 No.12548 >>12551

File (hide): 1565900958924.png (613.04 KB, 1243x698, ClipboardImage.png)

Dall has allegedly been banned from Bitwave TV and Discord for Running a doxxing server with Samantha Masters and other detractors. This is the second time in a  couple of days Dall got his Discord 
server shutdown, involving a bunch of trolls losely associated with Corey Barnhill.

he is currently streaming on vimm.tv. Acording to eyewitnesses he is sitting in silence watching pew die pie while ocassionally complaining about his once again ruined life and how hard it is to be an 
internet celebrity. His profile was empty without interesting text bits last time i checked.

If Rumor is to be believed, Site Administration of Vimm.TV has also been allerted to Dall and his Crimes against Streaming. As of the writing of this post Dall has allegedly been shadowbanned. A permanent ban is expected to follow 
soon-ish, at the very least during his next misbehavior.

Anonymous 08/16/19 (Fri) 02:39:56 No.12551

>>12548 (You)
Dispatch is too much of a lazy nigger to ban anyone. He gave everyone the ability to ignore whole channels from global chat. As soon as he did so, most everyone ignored kitty's channel because he's an annoying twat and some of 
the hatewatchers that orbit him are annoying too.

As soon as kitty figured very few people were paying attention to him anymore, he fucked off and hasn't been back since. I highly suspect he's still watching bitwave chat because he deeply hates his audience.

As far as I'm concerned, good riddance. The dedicated 20 hatewatchers will follow him to whatever obscure streaming site he goes to next, until he becomes such an annoying twat there that they ban him or shun him.

Anonymous 08/16/19 (Fri) 17:55:23 No.12558

https://www.bitchute.com/video/nrvVFyitaOdy/

Kitty on Vimm episode one, including kitty crying to vimm admins, speaking with a drugged up Samy and Thomas admitting he hasn't used a washing machine to clean his clothes since he moved into his new apartment.

Anonymous 08/16/19 (Fri) 19:55:12 No.12563

File (hide): 1565978112274.jpg (31.3 KB, 499x366, Moshi-moshi-Jesus-desu-obo….jpg)

Let's have some fun

+4526164157

Anonymous 08/17/19 (Sat) 05:07:25 No.12575 >>12581

File (hide): 1566011240222.png (35.65 KB, 300x250, superthumb.png)

Episode 2 of Kitty on Vimm! Kitty talks to Samy (Whore) and Talk Shit (Fake Plate) about his HOLELYFE!! Perfectly sums up Thomas Dall saga and why 
his life will never go anywhere.

Samy also leaves all discord channels but, will most likely be back begging for invites. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/DO5zb2bQO8fj/

Anonymous  08/17/19 (Sat) 12:18:34 No.12581

File (hide): 1566037114415.png (966.5 KB, 667x936, monkey realises his phone ….png)

>>12575

this was posted here yesterday by someone else, but the post got 
deleted for unknown reasons

Kitty gets called on stream after his phone number was leaked.

https://streamable.com/sihmz

i was not able to watch this stream but allegedly his phone was very busy 
yesterday

Anonymous  08/17/19 (Sat) 12:47:29 No.12582

File (hide): 1566038849608.png (198.01 KB, 460x397, ClipboardImage.png)

shoutout to fear and loading

the face of a manchild who get himself banned on every platform, streaming to 5 people 
as a "job", all of which are trolls.

Anonymous 08/17/19 (Sat) 13:39:57 No.12585

File (hide): 1566041997051.png (30.61 KB, 441x232, kittybegging.PNG)

Kitty back on bitwave after having his account removed, begging for his "stalkers" to stalk 
him again. absolutely pathetic

File (hide): 1566042190557-0.png
(204.82 KB, 1453x595, 1.png)

File (hide): 1566042190557-1.png
(224.41 KB, 1351x829, 2.png)

File (hide): 1566042190557-2.png
(107.19 KB, 1339x379, 3.png)

Anonymous 08/17/19 (Sat) 13:43:11 No.12586

Kitty asking for his account to be removed from bitwave

KF Update Anonymous  08/17/19 (Sat) 15:12:38 No.12587
File (hide): 1566047557811.png (802.86 KB, 957x2439, ClipboardImage.png)

https://kiwifarms.net/threads/thomas-dall-kittystyle.50543/page-23#post-5179063

After almost a month, Dalls Kiwifarms thread has received a hefty Update, posted by a new sock account under dalls bitwave handle.

comprehensive Post including Dalls Home Adress with photos, Phone number, current stream link, his CV and threats against his ex gf, with many 
screenshots.

Anonymous  08/17/19 (Sat) 15:14:55 No.12588
File (hide): 1566047695155.png (95.35 KB, 957x426, ClipboardImage.png)

the sock account, registered 
yesterday

Anonymous 08/17/19 (Sat) 18:43:53 No.12589

File (hide): 1566060233376.png (7.31 KB, 438x61, begging.PNG)

back again begging for 
views

Anonymous 08/17/19 (Sat) 20:23:47 No.12590

File (hide): 1566066227301.png (1017.78 KB, 1041x728, streamsniping.PNG)

Imagine that, kitty is back to his stream snipping days and 
stealing content from bitwave.

Anonymous 08/17/19 (Sat) 21:43:31 No.12591

File (hide): 1566071011419.png (66.41 KB, 434x838, desprate.PNG)

D E S P E R A T I O N

Anonymous  08/17/19 (Sat) 23:06:07 No.12592 >>12593

File (hide): 1566075966561.png (384.13 KB, 1243x698, ClipboardImage.png)

Kitty bitching to chat on vimm how much of a victim he is while 
restreaming Bitwave and MLPOL

File (hide): 1566077078991-0.png
(582.77 KB, 1243x698,
ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 1566077078991-1.png
(537.19 KB, 859x484, Kantai
Collection Loli shi….png)

Anonymous  08/17/19 (Sat) 23:24:39 No.12593 >>12594 >>12595

>>12592 (You)

after Danishpolice and Mahgruble denied him his selfidentified victimhood with facts, logic and hard evidence, Thomas Dall proceeded to ban them from his doormant evasion stream to wallow in his selfpity.

now playing youtube videos talking to himself in an empty room that is otherwise silent. Thomas Dall, the eternal Crybully.

Kwality Kahntent.

Anonymous 08/18/19 (Sun) 00:22:54 No.12594 >>12596

File (hide): 1566080574695.png (326.91 KB, 748x1068, kovgirl.png)

>>12593 (You)

Happy to help o7

Anonymous  08/18/19 (Sun) 00:23:48 No.12595

>>12593 (You)

just watching the new bitchute videos from dispatch.

i recommend watching the last 15 minutes of day 2, Talk Shit chewed Thomas out real good.

Also, Thomas once again confirmed reading THIS VERY THREAD, on stream and off time as of the day 1 video. he also found out we and KF wrote 4 posts a day about him with the aid of a calculator. He all did this in an attempt to 
prove he is not mentally insane.

Anonymous  08/18/19 (Sun) 00:25:46 No.12596 >>12597 >>12601

File (hide): 1566080742294.png (75.94 KB, 562x453, 0168_OAT_Comic_Pestil_Gary….png)

>>12594

Gangstalker Pride Worldwide /)

Anonymous 08/18/19 (Sun) 00:32:50 No.12597
File (hide): 1566081169485.jpg (35.85 KB, 480x480, 64758170_737114216725514_3….jpg)

>>12596 (You)

DAS RITE!

Anonymous 08/18/19 (Sun) 01:37:38 No.12601

>>12596 (You)
I personally have nothing against Kitty, I just do what the voices in my head tell me to, when they tell me to gangstalk him.
#kittydidnothingwrong #Imstillgonnastalkhisass

Anonymous  08/18/19 (Sun) 13:28:39 No.12606 >>12607

File (hide): 1566127719110.png (512.21 KB, 1243x698, ClipboardImage.png)

Thomas restreaming Bitwave TV right this moment, 
spamming death threats in streamchat.

Anonymous  08/18/19 (Sun) 13:40:47 No.12607

>>12606 (You)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IlwToxY3sW0 [Embed]

old video from stream.me, evidence that Thomas Dall raided and spammed channels unprovoked, which resulted in him agitating other channels and their audience into retaliating against him.

Anonymous 08/18/19 (Sun) 16:27:37 No.12610

File (hide): 1566138456411.png (795.91 KB, 1386x759, desprate1.PNG)

Desperate times on Vimm for 
kitty

Anonymous 08/18/19 (Sun) 16:28:11 No.12611

File (hide): 1566138491181.png (111.65 KB, 442x696, spam1.PNG)

Yet more spam on bitwave

Anonymous 08/18/19 (Sun) 16:33:14 No.12612

File (hide): 1566138793355.mp4 (7.43 MB, 1278x720, kitty - vimm - kittys plan….mp4) [play once] [loop]

Kitty's current plan for the future, watch youtube videos of others playing Fortnite while 
apparently pretending he is playing it.

Anonymous 08/18/19 (Sun) 17:34:11 No.12613
File (hide): 1566142451112.png (16.77 KB, 343x381, banned again.PNG)

Oh no, I seem to be banned again

Anonymous 08/18/19 (Sun) 21:04:09 No.12614

File (hide): 1566155048542.jpg (28.71 KB, 329x677, DwDW4QXXcAAYBQ4.jpg)

SOME OLD GOLD RESURFACED

File (hide): 1566215777931-0.png
(562.28 KB, 940x740,
ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 1566215777931-1.png
(393.33 KB, 928x420,
ClipboardImage.png)

Dall harasses Bitwave again to get attention Anonymous  08/19/19 (Mon) 13:56:18 No.12615 >>12616

Shoutout to fear and loading who recorded this.

https://streamable.com/b3s3o

Thomas Dall harassing an Anime Channel on Bitwave TV with toxic spam while using a sock account. Bitwave TV repeatedly told him to leave the site alone and go back to Vimm, but he refused. Pic related is his face while he was
 spamming manually. This went on 40 at least 40 minutes in a row, maybe longer.

Anonymous 08/19/19 (Mon) 14:22:08 No.12616 >>12617

>>12615 (You)
Here is the last 10 minutes of that chat spam with video of him
https://streamable.com/ebiiq

File (hide): 1566225739180-0.png
(27.72 KB, 383x239,
ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 1566225739181-1.png
(212.49 KB, 1243x698,
ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide):
1566225739181-2.png
(144.41 KB, 259x431,
20190818_001954.png)

Useful Links Anonymous  08/19/19 (Mon) 16:42:20 No.12617 >>12618

>>12616

after almost a week of streaming on vimm, Thomas could finally been arsed to write something into his stream description. He acknowledges his bad reputation for once.

>Kittystyles Mixed Apples
https://discord.gg/VSmDk6

Kittys new discord server, suspected for being a yet again a new doxxing honeypot.
join on own risk.

+++

>Official Vimm Community Discord
https://discordapp.com/invite/QzJNe9?utm_source=Discord%20Widget&utm_medium=Connect

>Contact and Report Form
https://www.vimm.tv/contact

In case you wish to report Mister Dall for his various forms of abuse and lawbreaking on stream, feel free to send a report via this form directly to the site adminstration of Vimm.TV

Dalls Crimes are well documented on various sites and include (but are not limited to) Terrorism, Pedophilia, Animal Abuse, Assault, Drug Abuse, Death Threats, Serial Harassment, Suicide Baiting, Copyright Abuse and 
much more.  As of the Making of this Post Mister Dall has been banned from at least 6 streaming sites, often several times for ban evasion.

Anonymous 08/19/19 (Mon) 17:25:19 No.12618

File (hide): 1566228319205.mp4 (23.57 MB, 720x480, kittyfarm 480p.mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>12617 (You)
Fist thing Kitty did when he had a person in chat today was to play the victim card, show his Kiwifarm thread and then he went on to 
compare himself to Princess Diana.

Anonymous 08/19/19 (Mon) 17:54:24 No.12620 >>12621

File (hide): 1566230064099.png (138.98 KB, 1918x1013, screencapture-vimm-tv-kitt….png)

KITTY IS GONE

Anonymous 08/19/19 (Mon) 17:57:30 No.12621

>>12620
Well he mostly did nothing else than playing others videos and music so DCMA had to catch up with him sooner or later as it always does.

Anonymous 08/19/19 (Mon) 18:03:12 No.12622 >>12623

File (hide): 1566230592175.png (20.85 KB, 443x152, pathetic.PNG)

BEGGING FOR STREAM 
KEY'S NOW

Anonymous  08/19/19 (Mon) 18:22:52 No.12623

File (hide): 1566231771599.png (597.37 KB, 1221x599, ClipboardImage.png)

>>12622

Thomas Dall now Streaming on the channel of Eric Sonnenberg aka Slick Evader, another lolcow from Bitwave tv, lives in an abusive relationship with Samantha Masters (who is married to another 
man), rumored to be a rapist and a pedophile himself. Kitty probably pressured him into giving him a stream key.

https://bitwave.tv/slickevader

Anonymous  08/19/19 (Mon) 18:47:41 No.12624 >>12625

File (hide): 1566233261151.png (16.86 KB, 791x102, c95tG9H.png)

Screencap of a Discord message from one of the Vimm.tv developers from today.

Kitty allegedly got banned for copyright violations, consuming marijuana on stream and harassing bitwave.tv chat

Anonymous  08/19/19 (Mon) 19:37:50 No.12625 >>12627

File (hide): 1566236269629.png (15.35 KB, 738x436, ClipboardImage.png)

>>12624 (You)

Eric Sonnenbergs channel has been banned from Bitwave TV. Kitty now no 
longer has a channel to stream.

Anonymous 08/19/19 (Mon) 19:37:59 No.12626

RIP SLICK

Anonymous  08/19/19 (Mon) 19:39:18 No.12627 >>12628

File (hide): 1566236358645.png (77.55 KB, 333x452, ClipboardImage.png)

>>12625 (You)

>if i never press f5 You can never ban me

Anonymous  08/19/19 (Mon) 20:10:34 No.12628
File (hide): 1566238234007.png (590.47 KB, 1217x600, ClipboardImage.png)

>>12627 (You)

https://bitwave.tv/turkfebruary

Kitty now a guest on Turk February talking about his bans. Turk claims he new at least one admin and asked him to 
unban Kitty. It did not work out.

Anonymous 08/19/19 (Mon) 21:40:26 No.12629
File (hide): 1566243625771.jpg (26.37 KB, 352x707, 6b7f722f-750a-45d8-aca4-d3….jpg)

https://www.bitchute.com/video/N0yKV1HZBfGv/

Thomas Dall perving on a teenager in a Mcdonalds, filming her 
without consent.

File (hide): 1566246344378-0.png
(46.47 KB, 431x449, p1dikIN.png)

File (hide): 1566246344378-1.png
(609.34 KB, 1152x597,
ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 1566246344378-2.png
(543.32 KB, 1156x595,
ClipboardImage.png)

Anonymous  08/19/19 (Mon) 22:25:44 No.12630

if Bitwave TV chat is to be believed, Thomas Dall may have just been banned from the site, after his account was closed via his own request and his streamkey was revoked days ago.

this was after he spammed the site, harassed users, used others streamkeys and went on another stream as a guest, begging for a new streamkey in text and voice chat. Streamchat AGAIN repeatedly told him to leave but he 
refused before this event.

Kitty, Samy and Slick confirmed Bitwave Ban, Vimm.TV Twitter Response Anonymous  08/19/19 (Mon) 22:46:42 No.12631 >>12633 >>12634

File (hide): 1566247602060.png (134.84 KB, 753x595, ClipboardImage.png)

https://twitter.com/vimm_tv/status/1163550229821644801?s=21

Shoutout to TXT for this tweet, Vimm.TV confirms Kitty was banned for TOS Violations.

Also, According to Fear & Loading, both Samantha Masters and Thomas Dall have been IP Banned from Bitwave TV Chat, it is assumed all remaining accounts of them have been deleted with all 
streaming privileges being revoked.

It should also be pointed out that Eriks Streamkey was handed to Thomas via Samantha, who somehow was in possession of it. It is unknown if an when Erics Account will be reinstated since intense 
collusion with Samantha Masters against Bitwave in the future has to be expected.

Anonymous  08/19/19 (Mon) 22:51:16 No.12632

Threadly reminder that Dalls Youtube ban runs out in about 1 week from now.

Anonymous  08/19/19 (Mon) 23:00:57 No.12633
File (hide): 1566248456507.png (467.35 KB, 1147x602, ClipboardImage.png)

>>12631 (You)

and the bandodging already is 
already commencing.

Anonymous 08/19/19 (Mon) 23:05:18 No.12634

File (hide): 1566248718212.png (573.82 KB, 1618x1792, screencapture-twitter-vimm….png)

>>12631 (You)

full page screencap

Anonymous 08/20/19 (Tue) 01:25:34 No.12635

File (hide): 1566257130659.png (30.47 KB, 390x416, oh shit.PNG)

PURGE HAS 
COMMENCED!

Anonymous 08/20/19 (Tue) 01:44:08 No.12636
File (hide): 1566258247881.png (38.42 KB, 226x673, jumpedin.PNG)

Jumped into the purged server, of course, 
HITLA is in there

Kitty attempting to build a site again Anonymous  08/20/19 (Tue) 16:38:32 No.12642 >>12643

File (hide): 1566311912376.png (71.08 KB, 979x500, ClipboardImage.png)

shoutout to Fear & Loading for the Intel.

after being banned from Vimm and Bitwave, Superhacker Thomas Dall is again attempting to erect a pirate stream on 
Kittystyle.tv. 
Despite his angry typring and sneering at his computer he fails to install his dedicated media player, complaining to his 

empty apartment in frustration.

http://kittystyle.tv/
rtmp://31.220.49.162/live/test

Anonymous 08/20/19 (Tue) 16:58:52 No.12643 >>12644

File (hide): 1566313132015.png (580.23 KB, 547x532, lmao.PNG)

>>12642 (You)

It's a quality stream I see

Anonymous 08/20/19 (Tue) 17:03:19 No.12644 >>12645

File (hide): 1566313398777.jpg (70.33 KB, 547x532, HeldI9K.jpg)

>>12643

Credit to Mandy

Anonymous  08/20/19 (Tue) 17:59:50 No.12645
File (hide): 1566316789965.png (48.09 KB, 635x885, ClipboardImage.png)

>>12644

screencap from dalls trashfire of a website

Anonymous  08/20/19 (Tue) 18:47:25 No.12646
File (hide): 1566319645161.png (627.29 KB, 1261x606, ClipboardImage.png)

this was just posted in bitwave chat after Dall promised to kill himself for a 10.000 dollar 
donation.

"BENNY DALL +45 30 60 09 88. 
PREBEN DALL +45 23 92 60 53. 
I WONDER IF THEY KNOW THEIR NEPHEW DIDDLED THEIR NIECE?"

presumably 2 uncles of Thomas Dall, one of them being a former politician who worked for a communist party in denmark.

Anonymous 08/20/19 (Tue) 20:06:14 No.12647

File (hide): 1566324374184.png (86.94 KB, 776x566, pizza.png)

Kitty Currently Raging at 
Kovalski over Benny's pizza 
delivery.

File (hide): 1566393616236-0.png
(123.83 KB, 752x557,
ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 1566393616236-1.png
(192.54 KB, 983x512,
ClipboardImage.png)

Dall Massbans on Discord Again, Dale Bold returns Anonymous  08/21/19 (Wed) 15:20:16 No.12654

After harassing bitwave.tv again yesterday during his failing attempts to erect a website for his illegal pirate stream, Thomas Dall resumed toebegging, attention whoring and suicide baiting, strawmanning Bitwave and James 
Kovalski in particular. Dall was  banned after getting send through the verbal woodchipper.

Tonight, According to eyewitnesses, a butthurt Kitty has once again massbanned people in the Discord server., especially those who commited thoughtcrimes against him via disagreement.

Also, Kittys Prime Sychophant, the criminal Dale Bold has resurfaced to whisper poison into his Masters ears. A doxx of Dale Bold can be found in Kittys old thread. We may or may not repost it here later.

Kitty, as expected, immediately resumed to historical revisionism positioning himself as the eternal crybully vicitm like the Internet Heeb he is.

File (hide): 1566497374710-0.png
(822.77 KB, 1626x1666,
screencapture-kittystyle-t….png)

File (hide): 1566497374710-1.png
(139.49 KB, 1626x812,
screencapture-kittystyle-t….png)

File (hide): 1566497374710-2.png
(46.59 KB, 1626x812, screencapture-
kittystyle-t….png)

File (hide): 1566497374710-3.png
(167.19 KB, 1626x1054,
screencapture-kittystyle-t….png)

File (hide): 1566497374710-4.png
(331.89 KB, 1626x1284,
screencapture-kittystyle-t….png)

Anonymous 08/22/19 (Thu) 20:09:35 No.12660 >>12661

kittystyle.tv in all it's spastic glory!!! I'm fucking dying here!

Anonymous 08/22/19 (Thu) 21:14:02 No.12661 >>12662

>>12660
If Kitty put as much time into learning HTML and CSS as he does with streaming, his site could end up looking good after a while. 
>inb4 sql injection or xss in guestbook

Anonymous 08/22/19 (Thu) 21:36:37 No.12662 >>12663

File (hide): 1566502597661.png (4.62 MB, 2302x1338, rastafari.png)

>>12661
It doesn't take much, his 
website is just low effort

Anonymous 08/22/19 (Thu) 21:40:10 No.12663 >>12664

>>12662
True, it is cut and paste from various other sites and hoping it sticks together. I am just amazed that there isn't any animated gifs or midi music.

Anonymous 08/22/19 (Thu) 21:43:33 No.12664
File (hide): 1566503013192.png (206.16 KB, 968x733, 1565695988177.png)

>>12663

I bet the midi music and gifs are 
coming!

Anonymous 08/23/19 (Fri) 00:51:26 No.12666
File (hide): 1566514285621.png (124.97 KB, 1308x701, ipscraper.PNG)

https://archive.fo/kittystyle.tv

https://archive.fo/rtKvm

Nice IP Scraper you got there 
Kitty

Anonymous 08/23/19 (Fri) 01:06:14 No.12667
File (hide): 1566515173538.png (17.41 KB, 452x127, pedo.PNG)

Kitty seemed to admit 
he's fucking kids here 
:think:

Anonymous 08/23/19 (Fri) 02:03:41 No.12668 >>12669

Well, at least he's finally found his safe space, where he can't be bullied and he can't be banned or rejected. And where nobody can hear him or see him either. 

Now stay, kitty, stay. 

Good Boy!

Anonymous 08/23/19 (Fri) 02:44:08 No.12669

>>12668
And yet, he will still stream to no one

Anonymous  08/23/19 (Fri) 19:57:35 No.12677 >>12678 >>13365 >>13397

File (hide): 1566583055673.png (201.14 KB, 574x693, ClipboardImage.png)

kitty crying crocodile tears at James Smith, who claims to be a mod on mixer responsible for 
banning him there at the time

whatcha done to this poor tortured soul SIR KittystyleToday at 12:50
hello mr james smith or Co- Valsky
who is this ?
how old are you then
how do i confirmm you are who you are
so you are james smith
?
so ?
"they" ?

who are the people who are "After me" ?
cuz "they" hav a lot of say in everything dont "they" ?
why would "they" try to ruin my life in the first place
no they cant
i dont need peopel like you in my life
cuz u suck the fun out of everything
are you dont talking ?
no they dont
no im not
what do you want
you are in my way
ok
im going to kick you out soon
you dont want anything good fo rme do you
u want me to suffer, and feel pain ?
why dont you get your own life
do something else with it
ur in my way
im not a professional programmer
i dont trust a word you say
i dont believe you
do u know poeple liek you make me not want to make an effort
you kill creativity
cuz whats the point
everythign i make gets destroyed
i cant live my life cuz i got 20 momnkeys
on my back
for no reason
why dont you find another person to bully
im tired man
its every day
eveyr day
what do you want
how about leave me alone
iwnt you out of my life
i dont want to do anything u say. i dont trust you. and you arent very nice
u threaten to destroy my life in parts
im about to kick you still
stay out of my life
stop bothering me`
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Dall embarrasses himself again, begs to be let into bitwave backdoor Anonymous  08/23/19 (Fri) 20:47:39 No.12678 >>12680

>>12677 (You)

Dall inviting the Admin of Bitwave TV (who he hates and doxxed on his site) into his new Discord server, asking him for programming advice and BEGGING for a new account/stream key on bitwave TV

If anyone needed proof that dall is a deluded spineless backstabbing rat who will ask his enemies for favors after he just agitated against them in public, it is right here. Calling this 90 IQ is a compliment.

Also for those who were wondering, Dall deleted his old Discord account that he used prior to the discord doxxing saga, I can confirm it is no longer active.

Anonymous 08/24/19 (Sat) 02:05:35 No.12680 >>12682

>>12678 (You)
Wow Dispatch is the admin? i haven't seen him since Stream.me.

Anonymous  08/24/19 (Sat) 13:10:17 No.12682
File (hide): 1566645016791.png (270.6 KB, 580x580, code with god terry a davi….png)

>>12680

can confirm Dispatch is the Admin of Bitwave.tv

after kitty got banned on stream me in january 2019, a civil war started, instigated by the gun and his dickriders over monetization issues. Alex vanished around the same time Josh got banned after 
being blackmailed. Dispatch kept the torch lit ultimately creating DanishPolices vision of a trolling based streaming website.

As Kitty put it, "this site is literally the worst people from stream.me". And after using it for some months now, i cant really disagree. This is by far the most unregulated Streaming site ive ever used. 
Gangstalking, Anime Piracy, Porn, Pro Hitler Documentaries, they have it all.

The only thing that is stopping this place from growing ios the technical limitations.

Anonymous  08/24/19 (Sat) 13:36:24 No.12683

File (hide): 1566646584013.png (124.62 KB, 369x266, ClipboardImage.png)

https://youtu.be/yyEB3l_wXDc 
[Embed]
>New Song From Ear Juice - "I will 
shit on you."

Anonymous 08/24/19 (Sat) 23:18:16 No.12684
File (hide): 1566681496320.png (158.49 KB, 1306x738, lmaowishful.png)

Well, it seems the QAnon stunt from earlier had more too it, it appears Kitty was under the impression he'd be coming back to bitwave (If you're reading this Kitty, you're never coming back! No one 
wants you on bitwave shitting up chat with your spam and pedo shit). Enjoy your audience of Samy, Hitla, and Turk.

Also, this streaming schedule is just as pathetic as he is!
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Dall was Dispatches BFF, no Stream Key, Kittystyle TV is still a trashfire Anonymous  08/26/19 (Mon) 15:35:03 No.12699

Thomas Dall having another meltdown in Bitwave chat claiming he was Dispatches super best friend who did everything for him all along. OF course this attempt at baseless public shaming with lies went absolutely nowhere, with 
Kitty NOT receiving his desired Stream Key and furthermore agitating the already hostile Bitwave Community.

As of recently Dall was still attempting to improve his own pirate streamign site, to little succes. At the end of the day his audience consisted of maybe 4 people, mostly other cows and gay oppers., most of which are shunned by 
Bitwave.

It is unknown if and when Dall will return to youtube, since his ban is presumed to have run out as of last weekend. The Outlook for his website is dark, so returning there might be one of his only options mid term.

ALso, before i forget it, Alex Arizona, the former host of DaishPolice, allegedly returned to the scene in person. I have not seen any evidence of this yet, but should i find any screenshots or recordings i will post them here later.

Anonymous 08/27/19 (Tue) 06:23:48 No.12706 >>12707 >>12709
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Updated Schedule for Kitty

Anonymous 08/27/19 (Tue) 06:27:52 No.12707

>>12706
Well that surely warranted an update

Anonymous 08/27/19 (Tue) 12:19:33 No.12709

>>12706
>Download WoW over 4G :pepelaugh:

Anonymous  08/27/19 (Tue) 20:06:26 No.12711

I've heard a rumor Thomas Dall is addicted to Cock and Balls torture porn. I am sure he would appreciate it if you send him some on his social media.

Dall Discord banned again? Anonymous  08/27/19 (Tue) 22:32:23 No.12713

I am hearing claims from a detractor server that Kittys Fourth New Discord Server "Kittys mixed apples" has just been banned, after Dall explicitly admitted to molesting his underage sister yet again in text. 

Dalls Discord Handle is presumably gone too. This was right after he banned the troll who goaded him into saying this.

Anonymous 08/28/19 (Wed) 00:08:58 No.12715
File (hide): 1566943737672.png (18.58 KB, 1518x710, Opera Snapshot_2019-08-27_….png)

Kitty's forum is 100% KIA

http://kittystyletv.boards.net/?

"In accordance with Section 25(a) of the ProBoards Terms of Service, this forum has been taken offline."

It seems kitty broke TOS https://www.proboards.com/tos

25. TERMINATION 

(a) By ProBoards

WITHOUT LIMITING ANY OTHER PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT, PROBOARDS RESERVES THE RIGHT TO, IN PROBOARDS' SOLE DISCRETION AND WITHOUT NOTICE OR LIABILITY, DENY USE OF THE WEBSITE 
AND/OR SERVICES TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY REASON OR FOR NO REASON AT ALL, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION FOR ANY BREACH OR SUSPECTED BREACH OF ANY REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY OR 
COVENANT CONTAINED IN THIS AGREEMENT, OR OF ANY APPLICABLE LAW OR REGULATION.
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Kittys Foum And Discord are Dead, Wants to become Offline Hermit, Chases Ugly Cow Anonymous  08/28/19 (Wed) 14:19:31 No.12717 >>13408

Id like to point out that Both Kittys Discord AND the Forums on his website went down., not just one or the other.

Dall was attempting torecreate his own bootleg of kiwifarms there, except with detractor Intel. If the other Intel posted above, his hosting company was alerted to this targeted harassment and shut him down.

Kitty, as usual, being angry and spooked promptly declared that his detractors ruin everything he does, claiming he deleted HIS OWN discord server himself and removing all contacts thereafter, only passing along a notice to a 
former paypig of his.

It is unknown if this is true or if dall is just pretending to play the "you cant fire me, i quit" card in an attempt of damage control. Either way, Both things are gone for good and he has no intention of bringing any of it back, presumably 
also giving up on building the rest of his website.

As you can see in the related Screenshots, Dall also announced that he is pursueing a romantic relationship with "Samy" aka Samantha Masters. (Anoter obnoxious female lolcow). Since kitty is a thirsty beta has has whiteknighted 
her fat ass to hell and back and now pretends to have chances with her. Considering Samathas Past and Current behavior, Kitty is about to blow himself the fuck out big time with this misguided Dickthink.
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Intel on Samy aka Kittys future gf Anonymous  08/28/19 (Wed) 14:53:09 No.12718 >>12720 >>12732

Since Samy may or may not become a part of the established Kitty Lore soon, here is some Intel on the cow:

>Power Word
Samantha Masters

>Internet Aliases
- Whore
- Samy
- Samy-xolilrallyox
- troll:3ux2

>Residence
- USA, suspected somewhere around Illinois

>Age
- Circa 30 years old

>profession
- Low Tier Thot
- suspected former stripper
- Internet camwhore
- Failstreamer

>hobbies
- perpetually Cheating on her spouse, literally doesn't know what monogamy means
- Emotional and Physical Abuse (of herself and others), sometimes on stream
- her abusive relationship with her boyfriend Eric Sonnenberg
- Attention Whoring
- Failtrolling and Failopping
- Trading Nudes
- sperging and having screaming fits, also in text form

>Ailments
Suspected of suffering from Histrionic Personality Disorder (aka Attention Whore Syndrome)
think if Liu the Kitty was attempting to be a streamer, minus the furry shit

>Other things of Note:
- gets upset when you tell her to shave her head
- alcohol and drug abuse
- married in a fast food joint in 2016
- has not seen her busband in about a year or longer
- lives with another man, her boyfriend Eric Sonnenberg (A suspected Jew, Wigger, Rapist and drug dealer)
- unattractive, called her used goods would e a compliment. 4/10 on a good day with make up and lighting.
 Looks basicly like your alcoholic down syndrome aunt complete with butcher arms.
- universally hated by all factions of trolls and detractors across the board
- prostituted her underage (and possibly mentally retarded) niece out to the Admin of Bitwave TV under the pretense she was of legal age
- calls her trolls "incels" unironically like the original manhole she is, also taught kitty that word
- Dislikes MLPOL and attempted to shame users of the site
- otherwise a basic bitch normalfag who got banned from regular sites for being an obnoxious cunt, cant into memes or chan culture
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VIdeos Anonymous  08/28/19 (Wed) 15:00:17 No.12719 >>12720

>Useful Links

Video of Samy and Her fast food Marriage
https://streamable.com/6xfgh

theres a news article about this too but i cant find it right now

>Sad Samy
https://streamable.com/rvs0a
https://i.imgur.com/1bstPzB.gif

Samy sperging on Bitwave, Episode 1 - 3
Shoutout to craig Holmans one eyed mute brother

>Episode 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3eVhcU9z0z0&feature=youtu.be [Embed]

>Episode 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NR91vBRzfvE [Embed]

>Episode Gayben
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQCWIP6gPQE [Embed]

Anonymous 08/28/19 (Wed) 15:05:27 No.12720

>>12718 (You)
>>12719 (You)
>No hooves

Anonymous 08/29/19 (Thu) 08:33:01 No.12732

>>12718 (You)
Literally who?
> Dislikes MLPOL and attempted to shame users of the site
Cowabunga it is

Anonymous  08/29/19 (Thu) 18:26:29 No.12735

Backup of Ear Juices "I Will Shit on You."

https://streamable.com/11md3
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Dall turns into hobo Zoe Quinn, Not leaving Internet Anonymous  08/30/19 (Fri) 20:14:18 No.12741 >>12742

Despite his numberous and erratic rants against Bitwave stalking him and wanting to become an offline hermit, Dall promptly returned to Bitwave every single day to fish for pity, views and new community memeber, to little success.

As of recent, he is rumored to be streaming on Afreeca. tv, an Africa streaming site. The streams are being rebroadcast-ed on Bitwave TV by at least 2 channels.

But the story, as usual, does not end here, After Thomas Dall Declared he will seize all further development of his website due to constant distress from Detractors, he has come to the genius conclusion that if he cant beat his 
enemies in real life, he at least wants to beat them in a fantasy World.

Stalker Quest is a go. (Title Pending)
Thomas Dalls attempt to create a point and click story based "video game" in which he recreates the events of him combating Internet Trolling as a private detective.

The game is, of course, still in eatly alpha, if you even want to call it that. It is very doubtful that Dall, who failed to bring up the mental force to learn proper coding to create a simple website, will prove skilled or motived for long 
enough for this project to ever see the light of (an ideally) commercial release. It is very doubtful to say the least.

WHat should be noted tho is that Dall not only included the internet aliases and faces of other streamer, without their consent or association (for example, using CrackRockChris as an actual Drug Dealer with his real Face), but also 
attempts to recreate his banned stalking forum in this game by including the full names or Internet aliases of the lions share of his trolls, no matter the allegiance.

This """game""" and its already stolen assets are a lawsuit waiting to happen, in more than one way. With Dall already receiving legal threats of included Bitwave personnel. who made clear they want nothing to do with his project, 
one way or another. Some of which seemingly being neutral bystanders. Not that Dall cares, he lumps them in with the other trolls anyway.

Also Dall was yet again spotted reading and indirectly restreaming Bitwave on Afreeca while being in dramatic voice chats with Samantha Masters, where they discusses how they cant take losing arguments on the internet and how 
much it ruins their lifes to read dissenting comments in a chatroom.

Dall banned from Youtube for 6 months Anonymous  08/30/19 (Fri) 20:29:07 No.12742

>>12741 (You)

before i forget it, according to an Insider Dall has been banned from Youtube for a total of 6 months for his copyright abuse in May. When specifically asked why he not streaming on youtube dall allegedly said he cant and that his 
ban lasted 180 days, and not just 90 as are usual according to the current youtube guidelines. Why Dalls channels was not outright banned  instead of being suspended twice for 90 days is unknown.

as of the writing of this post Dall will not be able to return to youtube streaming before circa November 25th 2019.

Anonymous  08/31/19 (Sat) 12:56:27 No.12746 >>12751
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irlstream 19 - IRL streaming [English]
>Recording of one of Kittys Afreeca Streams
http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/47169866

Includes Talk Shit mocking Thomas and Samantha with Samantha 
sperging again over being a failtroll

Anonymous  08/31/19 (Sat) 13:00:37 No.12747 >>12748
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>VOD including development on 
Stalker Quest
http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/ST
ATION/47275645

Anonymous  08/31/19 (Sat) 13:02:39 No.12748
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>>12747 (You)

proof Thomas Dall has a Mai Mercado folder, the politician he had to go to jail over 
threatening her and her children
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Pictures from Dall Anonymous  08/31/19 (Sat) 13:27:05 No.12749

some previously unavailable files from kittystyle.tv, including some of Dalls 0utsyder "Art"

Also a screenshot from Stalker Quest that is otherwise dysfunctional as of the writing of this post. Samantha as a Prostitute standing before an Arbys.

Afreeca stream 31st August 2019 Summary and Timestamps Anonymous  08/31/19 (Sat) 23:09:02 No.12751
File (hide): 1567285741552.png (276.15 KB, 597x559, Stop it anime girl loli ma….png)

>>12746 (You)

I just watched this entire stream start to finish while i was busy with other stuff. Here is some time stamps and general summary
If you are not used to watching long kitty streams, i dont recommend trying this one. save for some highlights this was not all that interesting, even with 
support from several detractors
Also i can now confirm that Alex Arizona, the former host of Danish Police, Is alive and streaming on Bitwave TV. That voice in chat was unmistakably 
him.

TLDR
Talk Shit, Alex, Mandalorian, Firegod and others making this bearable.
Kitty mutes himself to private voice chat for about an hour between 1h and 2h

Samy Spergs
Samy Cries
Dall admits to sucking dick
Dall alludes to having gay sex at at least 3 different ocasions, one of them being in a forest and one possibly with a mtf tranny
Dall is a hypocite (who would have guessed)
Dall wants his trolls to commit mass suicide
Admits he has no problems with rapists and is willing to house and trollshield them, despite sperging about detractors being rapists with no evidence
Begs for bitwave streamkeys

TLDT TLDR
Crimes are only Crimes if you are mean to Kitty, 
Kitty has no sense of responsibility, 
is never wrong and everything he did wrong was not wrong because only (you) are evil, 
even without any evidence.

+++

Talk shit is a great contribution to this stream
i never really listened to streams with samy before but this had some unexpected value to give insight into this character

Kitty starts the stream with saying he never had success in his live
talk shit also tears into samy at around the 0 hour 15-30 minutes mark.
to say this woman has a personality disorder is a compliment
she has more than one problem going on up there
Thomas Dall Says he can afford to buy a used Ferrari, but somehow he is not able to buy a house in New Zealand to VIsit is Undead Child
Threadly reminder that Kitty has no drivers license and stole several cars in his youth, causing several car accidents.
almost kicks talk shit because he wont stop telling kitty to get a job.

skip to 1 hour 3 minutes for samy screaming like a retard
also Thomas is a whiteknighting vagina, neither good or funny at it
Samy threatens to stalk to their death, even killing them
loud episodes of incoherent screaming and attention whoring
 
Samy nudes review circa t 1 hour 45 minutes with alex
 
around 2:45 Mandalorian and Alex talk about Eric Sonnenberg
Craig claims he has a video of him admitting rape, also claims Eric is a Jew
due to his surname being Sonnenberg
10 minutes later kitty talkes about mass suicide
Samy lives with their parents, cucked eric Sonnenberg for his Wifi even after she broke up with him

Kitty also admitting he does not care that a rapist (read: Eric Sonnenberg) is a part of his community and that he will do nothing about it
despite him constantly slandering Dienstlander of being a rapist, because thomas intentionally misheard a quote
so kitty will trollshield you even if you admit to crimes as long as he thinks you are one of his whiteknights
if this is not evidence that his "community" is full of criminals i dont know what is
Eric Sonnenberg is confirmed a jew, a wigger and playing fortnite.
 
3h 10 min Alex interrogating Kitty about being homosexual
he indirectly admits to having sucked dick
 
Dall says he "sucked the air around a dick" and his own dick, also some "fleshy twig fell onto him when he stumbled in the wood while camping" but he never sucked any male meat.
kitty now saying he "perhaps" sucked a dick in 69
with the partner being a tranny
 
3h 50 minutes kitty doxxes dispatch
despite doxxing being disallowed on his server
Samy harasses people on the phone while pretending to cry and leaving the internet
Samy misuses the He cant keep getting away with it meme several times like
Firegod joins briefly towards the end, calls Kitty a child didller who sucked dick.
Kitty unironically believes that the things Dispatch has done are worse than anything he ever did in his entire life.
 
4h Condomgate with Dispatch as live call in
Dispatch does not admit to fucking Samys niece with Alex not believing him
Dispatch does admit tho that he planned to fuck Samy
 
kittys best excuses for being a homosexual child molester
"life is life you know" and "we live in a society"
also several pointless whataboutisms
repeatedly begged for new stream keys too
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new leaks, Discord, Quiplash Anonymous  09/01/19 (Sun) 00:18:44 No.12752

Dall is currently playing Quiplash crossite with Bitwave, he is almost nude, drinking wine and eating bread

also here is some new leaks, shoutout to the Double Agends in Dalls community server who handed this Intel over.
the caps are a couple days old, i may post more late if and when available.

>KITTYSTYLE.TV COMMUNITY SERVER
https://discord.gg/5dEdFZT
Enter on own risk

ALso further evidence Dall is reading and reposting information from THIS VERY THREAD on his Discord server

Anonymous 09/01/19 (Sun) 00:46:31 No.12753

Hiya faggot!

Thomas Dall, Wife Beater Anonymous  09/02/19 (Mon) 23:28:11 No.12763
File (hide): 1567459691150.jpg (445.03 KB, 848x1200, waifu punch.jpg)

new allegations against Thomas Ball that he beat up his ex girlfriend "Maria" in 2012, the beating was so severe that she had to be brought to the local hospital and nearly died from the injuries. Dall was also 
brought before court for this incident.

no details or evidence yet but if true this is proof that Thomas Dall was not only a car thief but also a wife beater before he became a drug addict. Considering Dalls past fits of screaming rage and violent threats 
i consider this to be very well in the realm of possibility.
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Dall plays wow, dead forum and dumb schedule Anonymous  09/05/19 (Thu) 19:58:15 No.12791

>New Public Invite to Dalls Kittystyle.TV Discord server
https://discordapp.com/invite/knCmE7?utm_source=Discord%20Widget&utm_medium=Connect

Thomas Dall is now confirmed playing World of Warcraft Classic, presumably An Alliance character on a european server.
If I get any Intel where he is playing and how his character is named i will drop it here, in case anyone wants to do "JOLLY COOPERATION with him".

For those who are not in the know: Dall got his moniker "Kittystyle" from naming a female Night Elf Druid, since he sounded Doggystyle sounded too sexual and manly for a girl.
EDIT - Dalls Character is a male human paladin named "Kittystyle" down to the same letter, with reddish hair. Server still unknown, looks european tho. Profile pages on wow armory are not available for WoW Classic characters.

Also. Dalls Updated Week schedule and his dead forums that seemingly only he himself and one troll uses.

Anonymous  09/05/19 (Thu) 19:59:02 No.12792 >>12793 >>12798

50 minute Sample of Dall playing the deadmines dungeon I think hes the tank.
http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/47457761

Anonymous  09/05/19 (Thu) 20:55:07 No.12793

>>12792 (You)

Dall blasted through fire and flames with no commentary, team got to the ship docks despite Kitty not tanking with a shield.

Anonymous 09/05/19 (Thu) 23:31:29 No.12797 >>12813

Thomas has formed his own wow classic guild <KittystyleTV> where he can continue to exert his narcissistic tendencies to control every facet of peoples lives around him.

Anonymous 09/06/19 (Fri) 00:15:31 No.12798 >>12809 >>12813

>>12792 (You)
OMG. HE'S TANKING AS A RET PALLY. You can't spell retarded without ret. People who play ret are almost as retarded as hunters. And - ret can't generate threat worth shit and you can see that as he plays. He has no idea how to 
tank.

Anonymous 09/06/19 (Fri) 11:45:58 No.12809 >>12813 >>12830

>>12798
he kind of just plays like he plays solo but expects the group to conform to him.  I've seen him break off of tanking mobs to go loot something 20 yards away while everyone's dying.

Anonymous  09/06/19 (Fri) 17:12:12 No.12813
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>>12797
>>12798
>>12809

to be honest that would be somewhat forgiveable if Dall was playing this game for the first time in his life. but hes not. this title was listed in his favourites list from stream me.

he plays like an antisocial noob whos never played this game before. why people are willing to put up with this just shows you can be the most dysfunctional tard and still get away with 
leeching the system.

I wonder if the people in his guild or from his server are aware of his dark past.

Anonymous 09/07/19 (Sat) 22:02:39 No.12830

>>12809
You don't look after your healer, nobody will heal for you. No heals, no health, no loot.

Anonymous  09/11/19 (Wed) 15:07:24 No.12923 >>12933

not much new happening on the dall front except that hes playing world of warcrack like an addict.
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Dall is a Wow Crackwhore, Server located, Afreeca Stats Anonymous  09/12/19 (Thu) 19:08:14 No.12933

>>12923 (You)

>Latest Stream from today
http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/47654948
included scarlet monastery dungeon

Kitty still playing his Ret Paladin, now at level 38. Still tanking with a 2 handed weapon like a complete nigger and looking like a male crack whore. cant remember seeing him as bad as this since the camper van and drunk spaghetti 
puke arcs. His guild seems still functional but his teammates dont seem to have a great deal of respect towards him.

https://wowpop.appspot.com/realms/stonespine
Statistic for Kittys server, Horde dominated with ca. 62.000 players
for some reason this server also seems to have a spanish subcommunity.

Kittys server Stonespine, english PVP Server in EU (?)

Also some Trivia about dalls Afreeca tv account (which you can find on his profile page).
 since early july he has streamed for over 200 hours., but has not even accumulated 2 digits of subscribers.
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Dalls Wow Server Forums + Fan Discord Anonymous  09/12/19 (Thu) 19:17:59 No.12934

>WOW Forum for Dalls Server
https://eu.forums.blizzard.com/en/wow/c/stonespire

>Stonespine Discord Server
https://discordapp.com/invite/6DxT5wj
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Anonymous  09/12/19 (Thu) 20:17:34 No.12935

>Kittys Discord 
https://discordapp.com/invite/tqMRxR?utm_source=Discord%20Widget&utm_medium=Connect

Kitty also seems to have redesigned the overlay of his website to look more like a wow fansite, his forums are still empty as well. He also seems to have removed all links to his Stalker Quest game.

Dall WoW Account Details Anonymous  09/12/19 (Thu) 22:01:32 No.12937 >>12938
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Dalls Account E-Mail and Account Name have been leaked by himself on accident, this is from the lastest Afreeca Vod of today.

He is Using his Live.dk Mail Adress in cohesion with an account called 8MBIT

it is anyones guess what his password may be, but considering how generally low functioning and lazy Dall is, it can be assumed it is a fairly simple one that he never changed since 
he placed all those years ago.

Dall the Ninjalooter Anonymous  09/12/19 (Thu) 22:28:07 No.12938 >>12940
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>>12937 (You)

Kitty just finished the Herod Trial, barely. Ended with him Ninjalooting Herods Helmet.

roiled need on a helmet he already got while pretending he did not notice he already had it. a mage won the roll and asked him for the vendor price as compensation. kitty played stupid and refused to 
pay him out altho he cheated him and his group.

kitty also begged for loot while in the run, ignored adds on the healer and read item descriptions while mobs where whacking his healer, oblivious or uncaring of this.

Even in the Digital world Thomas Dall cant stop himself from fucking over people.

Anonymous  09/12/19 (Thu) 22:32:47 No.12940
File (hide): 1568320367443.png (1.1 MB, 1243x698, ClipboardImage.png)

>>12938 (You)

right after the ninjalooting incident he took a flightpath, spammed guild invites  to random strangers via the search 
function without even talking to them.

Anonymous  09/12/19 (Thu) 22:45:03 No.12941
File (hide): 1568321103527.png (65.88 KB, 666x639, ClipboardImage.png)

Dall is now using Kittystyle.tv as a Guild Website for Wow Classic.
this is the google search results page for Kittystyle.TV

Someone in chat who got hit with his guild spam responded and told him this is going to get him a bad reputation. Dall basicly ignored him and replied he does not keep track of people he invites and 
that no other guild has its own website here, which is probably false.
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Anonymous  09/12/19 (Thu) 23:01:21 No.12942

some recent Discord tags of the usual suspects in Dalls Discord Server, which he is also using as a Wow Classic server.

Dall is a coward in PVP Anonymous  09/12/19 (Thu) 23:58:01 No.12943 >>12944
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Despite playing on a PVP Server, Dall does not seem to be a skilled man versus man combatant (to nobody's surprised who watched him grind Pve content)

while standing idly in questing zone in the badlands, with numerous enemies and hostile players, Dall was approached by a level 41 Ork Shaman. 

Dalls first response to the sudden confrontation was to make a deer-in-the-headlights-stare, following by a poor attempt at running away and rapid eye movement, before the shaman 
mowed him down in barely 5 hits.

Anonymous 09/13/19 (Fri) 00:15:33 No.12944 >>12945

>>12943 (You)
https://youtu.be/9nsG3lE5St4?t=391 [Embed]

Anonymous 09/13/19 (Fri) 02:06:58 No.12945

>>12944
what the fuck are these bitches talking about? i bet they don't know how many hours of sweat dripping, frog licking, pony dating sims i have played i bet i could show them how good i could fuck a pony they would be so fucking 
jealous of the superior horse pussy they would be absolutely destroyed at the sight of the horse's deep throating capability and the muscles i have from fucking horses all day with the pony kama sutra ability, even when i'm playing 
games i still know how to maneuver myself around with the perfect physique of the horse, which allows for the most competitive gameplay i have ever experienced and the way i do my dick pumping, horse gagging technique and 
my waifu's horse clitoris winking, that'll show that she has full control of her vaginal muscles and the walking vagina literally cannot compare, the crotch tit bouncing that'll make her see that her mounds of flesh are nothing compared 
to the amount of protein rich milk that the horse has and her leg soaking orgasm that'll fucking annihilate the 3DPD moral and will force her to realize she is nothing compared to the almighty horse pussy and thus making her truly 
BTFO by the horse
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This is how you dont play Paladin, Kittystyle Edition Anonymous  09/14/19 (Sat) 12:52:48 No.12956 >>12957 >>12958 >>12959 >>12966

>11 hour Stream as of September 14th 2019 - wow d00d
http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/47690027

Kitty, now level 41,  memewhile has gotten himself a shield and a one handed weapon, presumably after his team mates bitched to him being a shit tank.

heres a screenshot of him doing the dishes while his ret pala with shield is fighting mobs with auto attack on his own. pure comedy gold.

>picture 2, 
Kitty getting greeted by locals in Tirisfal. some of his group members complained they were being "harassed". gee, if only they were not playing on a pvp server.

>picture 3, 
kitty wiping on the final boss of scarlet monastery, going out of mana on Whitemane. His group being just as shit as him repeatedly failing to interrupt the heal spells, presumable because they were also underleveled
 After his group wiped, he realised his armor has been trashed and that he needs a repair. 

>picture 4
gos back to southshore and runs straight through andorhal like a tard, getting himself killed by skull hostiles.

>picture 5
after waddling back to the monastery with his pants shit, kitty and his litter of pussies manage to kill the boss.
Kitty, being his usual obnoxious self, STOP FIGHTING the boss to inspect the loot, then BEGS FOR A CASTER NECKLACE as a paladin melee. You cant make this shit up. this was all while Mograine was strill up and hitting him, 
kitty did not even use auto attack.

Anonymous 09/14/19 (Sat) 13:01:12 No.12957 >>12960
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>>12956 (You)
>11 hour Stream
A new record?

Anonymous 09/14/19 (Sat) 13:04:36 No.12958 >>12960
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>>12956 (You)
>11 hour Stream
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Kitty has a mount, Carry Uldaman, more 2 handed ret """tanking""" Anonymous  09/14/19 (Sat) 13:12:01 No.12959

>>12956 (You)

later that knight in uldaman, after kitty was done prancing around in Stormwind on his welfare mule

bought himself an axe, goes in a sa tank and asks group if he could tank 2 handed. group actually accepts because they are retarded and/or overleveled.

>pic 1
Kitty as a "tank" with a 2 handed axe, being completely ignored by the first boss, who is tanked by the hunters pet lion.

>pic 2
Kitty and his group being grinded into the dust by red mobs, wiping. his group ultimately managed to kill the last boss, but kitty was essentially carried, just there for buffing purposes and could do nothing against a red level 47 boss.

Anonymous  09/14/19 (Sat) 13:14:11 No.12960 >>12961

>>12957
>>12958

ive heard his longest was 18 hours, but thats unconfirmed. 
however, this is now evidently dalls longest stream recorded on afreeca

threadly reminder that this is about thesame  time span Terry a. Davis used to spend argueing with people on leddit over his OS.

Anonymous  09/14/19 (Sat) 13:17:45 No.12961 >>12962

>>12960 (You)

also pardon me, the stream is closer to 12 hours. kittys drug abuse and chugged bottles of coke often leaves him with episodes of insomnia that can be as long as 3 - 4 days.
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Thomas Dall, pathological Junkie Streamer Anonymous  09/14/19 (Sat) 13:23:54 No.12962

>>12961 (You)

it should be noted that there are also 2 other vods in his archive, sitting a 1 and 4 hours. 
so in total he streamed circa SEVENTEEN HOURS almost in a  row since this Thursday evening. 

all of his vods have around 5 views each, with one of each of them stemming from myself. If anyone was wondering what this internet hobo did between 2011 and now, this is the answer. Streaming to fucking no one. he does not 
even read streamchat.

Anonymous 09/15/19 (Sun) 16:35:32 No.12966 >>12968

>>12956 (You)
The levels of incompetence at WoW - it makes my eyes bleed.

Kitty still failtanking at SM with over 40, whines about useless loot. Anonymous  09/15/19 (Sun) 20:54:15 No.12968 >>12970
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>>12966

2 hour stream from today
http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/47727914
no commentary or facecam,
 i guess dall has not showered in at least 3 days or longer

Dall is now level 43, somehow got Herods shoulder in an earlier stream.

finished Herod run again despite the loot becoming borderline useless to him, tanking green mobs once again as 2 handed ret.

a 37 dps warrior rolled on a piece of blue mail chest Armor and won, Kitty whines to his guild that he got scammed by a kid out of tank armor, despite him technically not tanking at all and being able to wear plate items with higher 
armor value.

stream ends with him once again riding through tirisfal for yet another scarlet run. Dall obviously cant be arsed to do quests to get XP or loot. absolutey dungeon dweller.

Anonymous 09/16/19 (Mon) 13:47:13 No.12970

>>12968 (You)
He's on a pvp server? Prolly too scared to quest while flagged.
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Kitty nonstop grinding dungeons, Loot entitlement, Guild spam Anonymous  09/18/19 (Wed) 16:58:58 No.12992 >>12994 >>12999

>New Stream as of September 18th 2019, close to 5 hours.
http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/47792899

threadly reminde from TXT that Dall is wasting his time poorly playing a 15 year old game instead of doing efforts to visit his undead child, getting a life or getting a job to pay his bills and/or child support.

Stream starts at circa 10 pm and goes on until ca. 3 am.
No Facecam, No Mike, copyrighted Music starts about 1 hour in (shitty 70s junkie rock/reggae
Skill bar is no longer visible as of his late 30s. Chat however, is present.
His guild "Kittystyle TV" is now sitting at ~80 Members, most of them fished in with random invite spam.

Dall is now Level 48, meaning he played nonstop for the last 4 days.
I can tell from his items that he has farmed Zul Farrak, a dungeon for circa Level 45.
Hes still tanking as a Ret, this time with an axe and shield.

>Dall starts out in a random group at the entry cave of Maraudon, 
>group wipes at least 3 times
>fairly unorganized, gets lost in the dungeon and fails to spot quest mobs/bosses
>this goes on for about 2 and a half ours total
>by whatever miracle and despite dalls shit tanking, the group manages to clear most of all wings
>kitty has a spergout over a melee DPS ring from the final boss Therazane, kitty insist its a tank ring and still wants it
>wants to force his group to REDO THE ENTIRE RUN because the roqgue won the ring
>group leves dungeon to enter the west wing for a quest, Kitty intentionally resets the dungeon because he keeps going on about the ring
>group does not redo Therazane since it breaks apart after the last quest related boss is killed.
>kitty gets distracted fucking around with an harmless undead mage while his group looks for something, kitty cant find them. Group eventually disbands, partially due to kittys idiocy.
>His skill tree is a mess. he has about 10-15 points in every tree, probably shit talents too.
>takes a flightpath after he teleported back to a city, shitspams invites via the search function to Random strangers
>gets into an argument with a random stranger he spammed about who is an asshole here
>begs a gnome warlock to make him free water 
>tries to find a new Maraudon group at 2 am
>finds one, but its incomplete
>leaves that group for another one, also ioncomplete
>no run happening, kitty leaves after some idle farming
>flys to the Tanaris desert

>Server is shut down around 3a,m, presumably for weekly maintenance. Dall would have probably played for another 1 or 2 hours in the mids of the night given the opportunity.

Considering Dalls poor performance and entitlement at this game, it is only a question of time before his insatiable greed for items will eventually clash greatly with his current and future team mates. He lays claim to items clearly not 
advantageous to his skill set, barely being able to be carried with a semi-competent group. there seems to be hardly any cohesion in his guild of strangers and is is a questions of time before he will ultimately ruin his own reputation 
again. Not to mention playing an openly addictive game like this does the exact opposite of making a contributing member of society out of him.
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Dall confirmed playing Wow 10 hours a day Anonymous  09/18/19 (Wed) 17:36:37 No.12994 >>13044

>>12992 (You)

also i just realized that i screen-capped Dalls total playtime by accident in the second picture

Wow classic was "released" on August 27th 2019, which was just about 23 days ago (as of the time of the writing of this post)

Dall is currently sitting at 9 days and 7 hours playtime, 
which equates to just about 223 hours playtime total
and circa TEN HOURS daily playtime in average
and all that in just under a month.
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Kittys Mike and Phone broke, Failtanking BRD, New Streamer on his website Anonymous  09/18/19 (Wed) 21:06:17 No.12998

from short 6 minute prestream clip from tonight

for whatever reason kitty feels the need to tell his  mute guild in detail that his phone may be broken and that be may need to buy a new one by tomorrow. nobody even cared to reply, out of all the 80+ people in his "community"

perhaps he should have done a soundcheck, because his microphone was not working either.

Kitty also announces theres now 2 different streamers broadcasting on his website.
turns out this was in fact true, the new streamer seems to be some guy called "Tersmo"
see picture one. 
seems to be some 24 year old overweight neckbeard from Finland.
plays a level 34 human male warrior by the same name, is also in Kittys Guild
I dont know yet if and to what extent he has been told about Dalls past.

https://www.twitch.tv/tersmo - his twitch channel

"When i was in high school i used to think Monster Energy is finnish." - Tersmo

Kitty memewhile is trying to Ret Tank with a new polearm in Black Rock Depths, its not going well despite him telling his team mates of his streaming place. they wiped already after entering.

Anonymous 09/18/19 (Wed) 21:50:24 No.12999 >>13002

>>12992 (You)
>begs a gnome warlock to make him free water

Please, with sugar on top. Pretty please clip that if you have him on video doing that.

Anonymous 09/18/19 (Wed) 21:54:20 No.13000 >>13002

I've seen quite a bit of people who fail at life but do well at WoW.

I never knew I'd live to see someone who fails at life AND fails at WoW.

Anonymous 09/18/19 (Wed) 21:57:44 No.13001 >>13002

Post WotLK, Blizzard changed the rules about guilds and made it practical to put together a "guild of strange noobs" and still have everyone get something out of it.

But this is classic, way way WAY before then. No point in being in a guild of strangers at all, all it does is waste your time. I never bothered shopping for a guild to join until I hit the level cap and ran dungeons with people who played 
well.

Anonymous  09/18/19 (Wed) 22:17:45 No.13002
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>>12999

http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/47792899

around 4 hours 12 minutes, this was AFTER he compared e-peen with the gear of the warlock while waiting for a boat
while mindblowingly stupid i think this is unfortunately less funny to see since kitty had mike and facecam off
still, theres a couple of in game chat messages about it 

>>13000

I can testify this being more often than not true. But i think we can all agree that Kitty has a special talent for failure. Must be his cow curse. He just very good at failing.

>>13001

also inclinded to agree there. Kittys guild is a clusterfuck. he is neither building a community nor a raid guild. most people hardly even talk to him. they will leave at 60 at the latest as soon as they get better look prospect. Can you 
imagine him trying to organize a raid? this would make it onto youtube on its own without any of his detractors even having to do anything.

"WoW Classic - Danish Psychopath crashes MC Raid. [EU Alliance Stonespine]" circa September 2019
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Blackrock questing, Maraudon Failure, doing nothing and spamming people again Anonymous  09/19/19 (Thu) 13:28:05 No.13003

>Stream from Wednesday night/ Thursday Morning - September 19th 2019 - 6 hours
http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/47819537

Webcam and Mike are one for the first hour, but get turned off eventually
dalls skillbar is visible again, also ingame chat.
this stream was fairly mundane even for kittys low standards, you would not miss out much if you skipped it

- 10 minute prestream
- Kitty is looking with wild eyes and a concerned look on his face at a blue screen, ends up organizing about 20 files
- it is anyones guess what kitty was looking at here, stock market, news, doxxing files from his discord server or maybe even this thread. 
- considering Kitty is using the default blue layout and that he saved about the same amount of files that have been posted here recently, it is a possibility
- smokes again on camera, possible illegal drugs

some time previous to this stream, dall attempted to tank in blackrock depths. i saw a brief portion of the lifestream at the time,
 but it was seemingly not archived or deleted. sufficient to say it went bad and kitty got mauled immediately after entering when he tried to failtank level 50s

- game starts around 8 pm
- quests in dwarfen compound of the northern blackrock area
- begs again for water from a gnome mage, actually gets water
- tries to kill a level 52 elite golem with a 4 man group with healer, fails twice since kitty refused to tank the nonelite mobs killing his team mates
- gets lost repeatedly on the long corpse runs
- hangs around there for about 3 hours

- sells shit in stormwind for about an hour afterwards
- when he was done with this at around 12 pm, he took a flightpath and spammed guild invites again
- kitty acknowledges to a new guild member that his own name and the name of his website is "meh"
- claims hes just here for the nostalgia and making a great guild to bullshit him

stream goes mute/sound effects only for about an hour around 03:40:00

>Kitty lands in Feralas to do some group questing with some mexicans
>gets ganked by a rogue and a hunter while on the coastline 
>he now moves a lot more in pvp combat but he hardly does any damage and acts pretty cowardly
around 5 hours hes back in the maraudon dungeon
>attempts to do a final boss run with a portal item
>for one reason or another, his group fails and disbands less than 20 minutes after start
>"we f u c k e d it up" - Kitty while dancing, acknowledging the failure of his group
>kitty does nothing of value for the next hour
>stream ends with him riding on horseback to desolace and feralas back to the local ally base on the island
>kitty now has a one of those brown leather hats and wears it
>we learn that Tersmo lives in England as an immigrant
>stream ends at circa 2 am, knowing he failed to achieve his day goal of hitting level 50

Anonymous 09/19/19 (Thu) 15:52:04 No.13005 >>13006

BTW, the ONLY viable tank in classic is prot warrior. Maybe feral drood as backup offtank but before they upgraded the prot pally in BC and WotLK, it was pretty unviable for anything serious, even if you knew how to play. 

Prot would get you through the dungeons to level 60 but after that you were either stuck respeccing to ret or holy, pally tanks were just not viable. And as I recall, most pallies went holy (unless you were into pvp and you went ret) 
and wore cloth because that's what minmaxed their healing. Which would beg the question - if you're eventually going to be healing in cloth - why not just roll a priest to begin with? Or a resto drood? I can't remember how viable 
resto droods were in classic, I know they would eventually become a dime a dozen later on because of how insane their heals were.

And it isn't like classic hasn't been out for over a decade now and there's literally an avalanche of guides out there that will tell you in excruciating detail what to roll, why you want to roll it and how to squeeze every last everliving 
drop of performance out of it.

Anonymous  09/19/19 (Thu) 16:41:36 No.13006 >>13007 >>13008
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>>13005

i guess this boils down ultimately to Kittys indecisiveness, cant decide if he wants to play this game casually or as a powergamer. he downloaded a few mods but i doubt he put more effort into rolling his class 
than maybe watching a simple guide video, if even. its pretty obvious he is an incompetent lootwhore tho

i dont know much about paladins except that they are terrible at almost everything except healing. and this is what kitty is going to do from soon onwards. if he does not like it, tough titties, all the epic gear if for 
healers only. and i honestly doubt kitty will be able to get farther than Molten Core. Any other raid after that is out of the question.

Ive never seen kitty play a single time as a mainhealer since ive been observing his gaming behavior, but its save to say that the roof will come crashing down on him very soon. he tanks like his brain was half 
dead, getting into healing will cause him to have a stroke.

Anonymous 09/19/19 (Thu) 19:45:09 No.13007

>>13006 (You)
>i dont know much about paladins except that they are terrible at almost everything except healing

Ret pallies in PvP were pretty fun (read OP) to play there for a while. Low skill, high damage output and all those bubbles. I distinctly remember being undergeared and underskilled and still beating people that I felt I should've lost 
to. That really made me cynical about Blizzard and their inability to design a balanced game. 

Holy pallies were always viable in healing in just about any setting you care to name. PvP, raiding, dungeons, there were just good. Blizzard did fix the cloth gear issue post-classic but as I recall, the best healing set for holy was 
cloth, not plate in classic.

It wasn't until late BC and WotLK that prot pallies actually became viable and then at some point they became faceroll to play. Then Blizzard decided to nerf all the tanks all at once IIRC sometime in Cataclysm.

Anonymous 09/19/19 (Thu) 19:56:00 No.13008

>>13006 (You)
>he tanks like his brain was half dead, getting into healing will cause him to have a stroke

Ah, I've seen his type in WoW before. Many times actually. What'll happen is he'll find all the best players shunning him. If he does get invited to some other guild's raid and he fucks up healing or they look at their meters and figure 
out he's not making the numbers he should, they'll kick him and the shun him. Or call the raid and he'll find nobody wants to invite him back.

If he stands in the fire or doesn't listen in on discord or vent, they'll notice.

Generally what tends to happen then is either he gives up and goes away to do something else or he'll go into PvP and spend all his time queueing for battlegrounds. No arena combat in classic, that came out in BC, but at least BG 
combat is ladder based in classic, so if he manages to climb enough up the ladder, he'll get access to the decent PvP gear in the special shop that unlocks if you have the standing for it.

However, in classic, rogues are extremely OP and you don't need much in the way of brains to play one, so good luck playing anything other than a rogue in PvP.

No Afreeca Archives? Anonymous  09/22/19 (Sun) 13:18:53 No.13028 >>13036

for one reason or another, Dall is no longer archiving his streams on afreeca, maybe he used up his archive space or does not want his detractors to see his failstreams.

just caught him questing in the blasted lands, lazyly pummeling animals as a ret tank. hes now level 53, ocasionally plugging his deserted streaming site to his guild chat, to little reply or interesting.

hes also smoking giant marijuana cigars while playing, blasting copyrighted music. Mike is usually of
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New WoW Streams + Accidental "Highlight" clip Anonymous  09/23/19 (Mon) 14:04:43 No.13036 >>13039 >>13040

>>13028 (You)

>6 hour main stream from tonight
http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/47919858

>16 minute mini stream
http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/47920554

Dall is now level 54, still failtanking with his inept specc. at least he has a shield now
I have not yet disected the longer stream yet, but i just want to say, this 16 minute clip pretty much encapsulates Dalls Wow journey in a nutshell.
its not long so give it a watch if you wish.

This is bar far one of the worst wow clips ive seen of Dall so far, almost everything that is wrong with him and this game compressed into such a small format.

in these short 16 minutes
>dall goes again into Blackrock Depths, presumably to do the Onyxia attunement escort quest with Marshall windsor
>party has him as a "tank", a lv 57 paladin as heal and the dwarf priestess from his Maraudon run
> Dall does not even try to hold aggro from mobs anymore, he can hardly be asked to use more than one ability during the whole fight
>with is usually just a mana intense AOE attack, i doubt he has much INT (in real life and in game)
>group pulls a patrol while still engaged with another pack and most of them being oom,somehow they survive, most likely to the overleveled healer
>Dall forgets to use autoattack in fight
>Dall sorts high backpack and items while in fight
>checks out other players while in fight
>does pretty much ANYTHING BUT FIGHTING while his group is under attack
> regularly 1 or 2 enemies run straight away from him due to his tank incompetence, he doesnt even care to turn arround or make an attempt at reengaging them
>which confirms that kitty now expects his team to tank at least 1 or 2 mobs each pull or, due to never learning how to play, he now thinks that this is how you are supposed to play a paladin
> Heal goes off to dinner right after the dungeon begins, does not show up despite him primising to hurry
>dwarf Priest calls out kittys group for being shit
>kitty calls the healer a faggot while hes away and puts extra effort in to bypass the curse word filter, announces he had to get food before going in the dungeon. meaning he is neglecting even the little household activity he has to 
do in favor for this game
>kitty orders a pizza on stream and lets his DDs pull mobs without his assitance while waiting
> kitty says he is not AFK but does not help fighting anyway for almost half of the video

i mean if hes not going to fight or play his class like he is supposed to, i wonder why he is even playing this game at all. all he do do for now is being carried by an overleveld party. its abundantly clear that kitty lacks the 
understanding to grasp even a computer game to the degree where he can function in it. 

also threadly reminder that dall is now living in his new apartment for half a year now and still has not installed any blinders, 
instead he rather squints at the sun like a mole going blind or wearing sunglasses indoors like a lazy bum.

Anonymous 09/23/19 (Mon) 15:36:37 No.13039

>>13036 (You)
I'm surprised he's still able to get groups to do these dungeons. Word gets around pretty quick. That healer who figured out he's a bad? That healer will tell all his guildmates "Avoid this guy, he's a bad". And I'm not surprised BRD 
isn't a disaster for him, it was challenging enough back in the day, even if you were competent at the game.

Anonymous 09/23/19 (Mon) 15:39:50 No.13040

>>13036 (You)
Although in kitty's defense, the prot pally isn't really viable as a tank in classic, it has no taunt to reacquire aggro, for instance, so if something breaks off from you, it's just gone, can't really get it back. Not that kitty knows how to play 
in any case. He'd fail at playing a prot warrior just as much probably.

Anonymous 09/23/19 (Mon) 16:41:39 No.13041 >>13042 >>13043 >>13045

I was the rogue in that last vid. I got here because i searched his name after this party, due to his guildname "kittystyle.tv" so i thought he was a twitch streamer and found this. We disbanded the group shortly afterwards, since he 
started to flame the priest, said something like "if you flame me 1 more time i'll leave", and the priest answered that he got ignored.

So he kicked the Priest, and the Hunter who was premade with the Priest, left with him. They started another group with the Warrior that was at the end with us.

This was truly the worst group i was in the entire WoW, and i played this from Vanilla to Cataclyms. We earned like 35k exp in 3 hours with this shitty guy who was telling us his stupid life, how was the pizza, how angry he was 
because he was ninjaed, and so on.

Anonymous 09/23/19 (Mon) 20:03:28 No.13042 >>13043

>>13041
Welcome to the weirdest part of the intarwebs, anon. Enjoy your stay. You have only scratched the surface - and you are not prepared…

Anonymous  09/23/19 (Mon) 20:42:28 No.13043
File (hide): 1569264147764.jpg (1.26 MB, 3900x5647, __sylvanas_windrunner_warc….jpg)

>>13041

Hello and welcome to MLPOL, Anon. /) 
Thank you for the eyewitness account. Making a veteran of six years say this was his worst run of his lifetime is yet another one of Kittys innumerable accomblishments of failure.

We are one of at least 4 different communities that keep track of this toxic manchild.
Kittys dark secret are easy to find, bless the search engine algorhytmn.

Here is a TLDR on the guy  >>12092 
like >>13042 said, kitty is a pandaros box of bullshit like you would not believe.

Feel free to spread word about Kitty and this thread if you wish. You and your mates can make first hand reports of encounters with him here without fear of prosecution or getting banned from your Blizzard account.

Dall plays wow 3 out of 5 days nonstop Anonymous  09/23/19 (Mon) 21:38:58 No.13044
File (hide): 1569267538033.png (1.19 MB, 1366x768, ClipboardImage.png)

>>12994 (You)

i just got through quick skimming through he lastest 6 hour stream
its mostly dall jerking off in the blasted lands and selling shit in stormwind, nothing too interesting
he also spammed guild invites, stream ends at the start of BRD of which we just heard a player account from
however, i found a new shot concerning dalls total playtime, with yesterdays six hour stream

Dall is now at 12 days total playtime (former 9 days playtime on wednesday). mind you, this is the absolute amount of time he poured into this game at the computer, not the calendar time since he started playing.

meaning, out of the last 5 days/120 hours dall spend nearly 3days/72 hours of pure time playing world or warcraft.

a new stream went up a couple hours ago, will maybe leave a new post if i find somethign interesting

Anonymous 09/24/19 (Tue) 02:25:11 No.13045 >>13047

>>13041
Technically he was a Twitch streamer in the past. He's streamed on a lot of different sites. And gotten banned from almost all of them. Reasons? Mostly stupid ones, being an annoying antisocial twat, basically.

If you really want to see him light up, ask him about the time he molested his sister. Or about the bastard child he fathered and hasn't seen because the mother won't let him (makes you wonder why). Or his massive weed addiction. 
Or the time an old man kicked his ass at the local bar because he was being an annoying antisocial twat. I'm sure other anons can chime in on all the things that make him go REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE.

Anonymous 09/24/19 (Tue) 03:05:58 No.13047 >>13054 >>13055

>>13045
Don't even have to do that much:  just mention MLPOL and watch him get pissed off instantly and cry about how mean we are to him.

Dall TLDR Trolling guide Anonymous  09/24/19 (Tue) 12:09:48 No.13054
File (hide): 1569319787926.png (1.29 MB, 1172x1368, dall blacked.png)

>>13047

Top 30 getting Dall Mad in one sentence.

> tell him he is a sister fister
>tell him to get a job and point out streaming is not a job
>tell him the bar incident was not self defense, it was assault
>ask about his undead child
>tell him his father is ashamed of him
>tell him his alphamale neighbor acted morally righteous by defending his girlfriend
>tell him he has a micropenis
>ask about his pet cat simba

>ask him why he is homophobic altho he was in a homosexual relationship
>tell him his content is so bad you want him to pay you for watching it
>ask why he is consuming illegal drugs on camera
>ask why he keeps ebegging, altho he said he was rich 
>tell him he is not a christian and god hates him
>ask him about his fake internet iq test 
>tell him his gameplay is retarded
>ask him why he keeps recording around schools and kindergartens
>ask him why he has antisemitic art on his website
>tell him his guitar play sucks
>Mai Mercado did nothing wrong
>ask him why he keeps making death threats on stream against his viewers and people on stream
>ask him why is permabanned or suspended from every streaming website hes ever used (except afreeca so far)
>tell him his taste in music is shit
>tell him hes an Islamo Communist
>ask him his apartments smells of sweat and piss
>tell him to add more salt on his food
>ask if Benny liked the Pizza
>ask him why his mother and sisters never call him on the holidays
>ask him why he doesn't have a drivers license
>tell him wine is for women and fags
>ask him why he dropped out of university
>tell him you like bitwave.tv, Kiwifarms, and/or MLPOL

Anonymous 09/24/19 (Tue) 12:20:13 No.13055 >>13056

>>13047
'twould be a shame if someone started spamming in trade chat about sister fister and MLPOL on the server he's on…

Corrupted Stream + Archive gets autodeleted Anonymous  09/24/19 (Tue) 13:00:32 No.13056
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>>13055

http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/47948230

the latest 2 hour stream from last nighzt got corrupted and can not be watched.
i dont know what was in there, might have been the rest of the BRD dungeon which ended in dall crashing the party and getting blacklisted by the 
Mauradon Priest and her Hunter friend.
I am unaware if this is a site issue on Afreeca or something Dall did on purpose to hinder access to this VOD.

also, threadly reminder, all of Dalls streams are going to be deleted within circa 6 weeks after archiving. meaning his first streams will start to disappear in about 2 weeks.

if you have any streams you want to download or clip for the future, download them NOW before it is too late.
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Kitty Reposting MLPOL ingame Anonymous  09/24/19 (Tue) 17:38:27 No.13059 >>13060 >>13063

http://play.afreecatv.com/irlstream/217496023

Kitty is right now reposting MLPOL thread content to ingame wow chat

shoutout to the insider who spotted and alerted me to this

Anonymous  09/24/19 (Tue) 17:42:24 No.13060 >>13061
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>>13059 (You)

hes now doing bird noises, going 
into a "why are you shit" spiral
also singing fuck her gently with 
customy lyrics

Anonymous  09/24/19 (Tue) 17:46:01 No.13061 >>13062
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>>13060 (You)

RESTREAMING AND VIEWING WITHOUT 
EXPLICIT PERMISSION PROHIBITED

Anonymous 09/24/19 (Tue) 17:54:42 No.13062

>>13061 (You)
He's breaking the rules of his streaming site?  He's nothing if not consistent self-destructive, narcissistic, shameless, etc.  It sure would be a shame if he lost the right to stream again, that would be horrible.

Anonymous 09/24/19 (Tue) 19:39:10 No.13063 >>13067

>>13059 (You)
Eh, he's not spamming trade or even the regional channels, he's just pasting mlpol posts into local speech. And even then only close enough players in alliance faction can understand what he's saying, horde gets something that's 
intentionally garbled.

He even fails at WoW chat. I've never seen someone put so much effort into something and be so bad at it. Oh wait, yes I have. Yes we have. 

Indeed.
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kitty fails as a Damage Dealer Anonymous  09/24/19 (Tue) 20:10:10 No.13064 >>13069

from the currently running stream, shoutout to Fanny. He also pointed out that Streaming himself on his own website is against the terms of service of Afreeca.tv. it is unknown if someone reported him yet.

kitty currently fucking up a Sunken Temple dungeon  run,m he is level 56 or 57  as a DD. he is considerably overleveled, all other players are in average 5 levels below him. the mobs are sitting in the low 50s

tank just died due to an overpull with too many enemies causes by kitty.
Another played called Kitty a piece of shit, he is the only one doing less damage than him being the healer. 
this is once again another achievement, since kitty cant even rank on the DMG meter as an overleveled Damage Dealer Ret with a new 2 handed sword.

note the chatline he wrote himself at the bottom. i think we have reached kittys final form of endgame. took him less than a month, too.

I just received word that Kitty has been kicked from the dungeon group, too. The tank did more damage than him confirmed.

Anonymous  09/24/19 (Tue) 20:11:31 No.13065 >>13066
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Kitty just cut the stream, he was reportedly Mad. The 
Kicking and Damage fail got to him.
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24th Sept 2019 - ST Fail, MLPOL reposts Anonymous  09/24/19 (Tue) 20:33:21 No.13066

>>13065 (You)

todays wow stream that from 5 pm until just now, about 3 hours.
http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/47978852

todays archived stream
kitty played starcraft 2 for about 2 and a half hours before. i have not checked that one out yet.

stream immediately starts with kitty reposting MLPOL thread content again in ingame chat.
sperging lasts for about 30 minute before dall hits the blunt to calm down
includes the failed Sunken Temple Dungeon
Kitty is getting kicked around the 2 hour 47 minute mark
lord knows how mad he is now

Quertum, the paladin dwarf tank, who did more damage thank him with a one hander and shield and was at the appropriate level for the dungeon, whispered him afterwards and mocked him, kitty immediately put him on ignore, 
almost tried to report him too
scrolls back up to angryly read the DMG Meter statistics, he did not say a single word after this incident, i heard at least one stress sigh
stream ends with him riding alone towards the blackrock mountain.

this is the second party kitty crashed in about 2 days And this guy looked like hes going to talk about this too.

Thomas, I know you are reading this. If you think this is bad you have no idea what you signed up for. This is the future you chose. Your own personal hell of your own making.
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Anonymous  09/24/19 (Tue) 20:52:39 No.13067 >>13069

>>13063

thomas did in fact post several paragraphs of this thread in his own guild chat

a random gnome bystander in theramore replied to him bragging about his infamy, which lead to him posting in /say chat while they were waiting for a transport ship

he then proceeded to talk to literally no one in public, uncomfortably laughing at this thread
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How Kitty crashed his Sunken Temple group Anonymous  09/24/19 (Tue) 21:32:55 No.13068 >>13070

so this was the moment the broke the camels backs
at circa 02:42:00

>Kittys keeps pulling mixed mob groups near Jamalan the Prophet
>all group here are mixed, undead melee trolls and casters with fear, one of them summon unkillable ghosts you need to kite >before they die by themselves
>Tanks tells him to stop.
>they kill the last group, i group member dies.
>Kitty gets told to pleas stop doing that, by 2 different people, one of them beign a tank.
>Kitty replies with "thats fine"
>Kitty runs straight back into the next group, again
>bodypulls it
>tank calls him an idiot for not obeying orders, tries to damage control literally what kitty has just done
>tank gets feared into the second mob group to the boss, they now have to deal with 6 mobs
>someone accidently pulls the boss, presumably due to a fear spell 
>while the fight goes on and kitty is under a fear spell, after all of this KItty has the audacity to laugh at them and tell his group why they are complaining about this and that this is not a big deal
>somehow after the tank has died from the onslaught of 2 groups with crowd control spells and a boss, kitty somehow starts to tank the boss as dd ret and manages to kill him with the aid of a paladin healer and a mage with no 
mana
>tank gets rezzed, has enough of dalls shit
>posts DMG Meter, Dall gets exposed as a incompetent fraud, calls kitty a tard
>kitty gets kicked and tries to hearth out of there
>dwarf tank later whispers him, kitty puts him immediately on ignore and almost reports him

Anonymous 09/24/19 (Tue) 21:33:26 No.13069 >>13071

>>13064 (You)
>The tank did more damage than him confirmed.

less damage than the tank :pepelaugh: Yeah. I remember tanking and having people point that out during dungeon runs that some of the dps was doing less than me. That tends to get you kicked and ignored/shunned if you don't 
straighten up. It is classic, after all, not much room to be carried.

>>13067 (You)
>thomas did in fact post several paragraphs of this thread in his own guild chat

Why. Why would you do that as GM of your own guild.

Anonymous 09/24/19 (Tue) 21:37:36 No.13070

>>13068 (You)
Oh yeah, I remember that room. I'd always pull them way way WAY back and warn everyone about the fears. If I had a huntard that was halfway competent, I'd have him misdirect to me for a clean pull.

Classic has been out FOREVER. I haven't played WoW in YEARS and I still remember this shit. Kitty is just bad at this game.

Anonymous 09/24/19 (Tue) 21:46:01 No.13071

>>13069
>Why. Why would you do that as GM of your own guild.
It is hard to tell what Kitty is thinking. It is like the time he showed his kiwifarm page to some strangers at a bar.

Anonymous 09/25/19 (Wed) 01:54:35 No.13080

Oh man, kitty is so lucky I wasn't taking that. I had a rule - you pull it, you tank it.

And the healer in that group is more competent than most - I saw dispels on the fear going on there. That group didn't deserve him fucking up that run. They really didn't. If he wasn't there, they would've completed it no problem.
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Mini Pity Party stream Anonymous  09/25/19 (Wed) 14:03:26 No.13097 >>13110

>8 minutes
http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/47990364

Dall uploaded a weird video to his afreeca archive, presumably in response to him discovering that this thread has kept track of him playing WoW.

A throwback to past times if you will, Its a small insurrection to bath hin in self pity for being a cow humeme. This is definitive proof that something must have broken in him yesterday that he feels the need to adress this in some way. 
What is arguably even more laughable is the fact that Dall cant even be arsed to defend himself with his own words, he rather retorts to some vaguely related generalized media to victimize himself.

>First, Dall plays some fucked up art project video of a warehouse full of mannequin parts.
>Second, he read the google definition of Dehumanization
>and Lastly, he read some paragraphs from the (unfinished and biased) article about Dehumanization from Wikipedia
the stream ends in the mids of the third section. it is unknown if it went on after that in private or Discord streaming.

Its an open Secret that both these sources are not to be trusted due to their propagandistic MSM nature. How or why Dall thinks it was beneficial to show this on a gaming channel to his 5 or less stream viewers is anyone's guess. It 
wont move any hearts here since Empathy is the last thing he is deserving of. Perhaps he should start doing what he preaches and tread society and his surroundings with more respect. But we all know this will never happen since 
kitty lacks any human decency to recognize his own misbehavior.
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Anonymous  09/25/19 (Wed) 23:38:25 No.13101

>new stream from today, 90 minutes
http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/48005694

kitty has rearranged his computer or his face cam, looks as hobosexual as ever in his drug den t-shirt. looks like his beard is getting grey, too.

mostly listening to youtube videos, you can hear him play wow towards the end. he does not seem to be as eager to play it anymore, be it due to recent events or overexposure.
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Kittystyle TV now has a chat system Anonymous  09/26/19 (Thu) 12:45:43 No.13107 >>13109

Kitty has redesigned his site slightly once again.

>Kittystyle.tv now has an on-site chat system with guest accounts.
>theres currently six people on site chat, circa 4 of them active.
>Also, CrockRockChris is now streaming there too together with Dall and Tersmo.
>also the Banner has been changed, presumably because kitty was using copyrighted art assets from wow. he still kind of is.

not sure who Carolynz is but i keep seeing "her" in Kittys server all the time. Might be a sock account of one of his whiteknights, May or May not be Vaileena.
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Kittystyle Tv Chatlogs Anonymous  09/26/19 (Thu) 15:18:06 No.13108

KITTYSTYLE TV CHATLOGS
8 hours of messages from registered users and guests 
begins at circa 07 am, ends at 3 pm CET

>Original
https://pastebin.com/mwc6RKZR

>Archive
http://archive.fo/gD9tJ

>PDF enclosed

Anonymous 09/26/19 (Thu) 16:14:08 No.13109

>>13107 (You)
Think she was some mod of some boomer Youtube streamer that bitwave ran across 
and was sniping at the time and somehow she got introduced to His Failness.

Dunno what it is with the people who want to hang around him (unironically) but they all have something wrong with them. Mark my words, there is something wrong with her.

Anonymous 09/26/19 (Thu) 22:22:57 No.13110

>>13097 (You)
>something must have broken in him yesterday

It's the same thing that happened to Ralph, people pointed out he was getting fat and instead of fixing it, he got all butthurt. Same thing here, people point out that you don't know how to play your class and spec and you get all 
butthurt over it instead of l2p.

Stop bitching about how mean the world is kitty and FIX YOUR SHIT.

Or - l2p, noob. l2p.
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New Streams + New Spergout with Facecame and Mike Anonymous  09/26/19 (Thu) 22:59:52 No.13112 >>13113 >>13135

four new streams today, two of them 5 and six hours, two others circa 40 minutes each.

>first short stream, him listening to music and rambling about trolls
http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/48019149

kitty starts belittling his own on-site streamchat 

>at circa 15 minutes. 
goes on about trolls while being whiteknighted, trying to squash

"Why do you think i stopped talking to them (my trolls). You cant improve them. They cant learn. They are really just taking up space for the rest of humanity. i Promise You. Sociopaths, Psychopaths, Sadistic Assholes. They dont 
intend to make the world better, they just want to make people worse. They want to bring people down to the filth they are. These people have no good intentions, whatsoever. "

Goes on later at 
>around 20 minutes 
how he wants people to stop being anonymous and that he does not care about their anonymous opinions. basicly him being butthurt that he can no longer be anonymous on the internet.

>30 minute. 
Kitty is winning the internet wars and self proclamation of glory.

>35 minutes 
- accuses his trolls of being sex offenders, full on projection mode again. what you say is not true and what i say is absolutely true

39 minutes
 - this is the best part - someone brought up that dall is a child molester. he has a mini meltdown. cries, scream, threatens the chatter who talked to him thats hes going to kill him. all in about 70 seconds. He blanket excuses his 
behavior with that it was 20 years ago and that he was a "child." which was contested in the past on basis of the danish age of consent laws.
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>>13112 (You)

>the other short stream
http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/48022946

Dall harassing bitwave again, TTS from Bitwave is on while he watches youtube music 
videos, starts at circa 13 minutes
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Dall back on Youtube Anonymous  09/26/19 (Thu) 23:09:05 No.13114 >>13115 >>13120

+++ THOMAS DALL HAS BEEN UNBANNED FROM YOUTUBE AND IS STREAMING THERE AGAIN +++

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-eD1fznz_D8 [Embed]
shoutout to Cigar
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>>13114 (You)

just quickly skimmed the the other 2 streams.
>dall streamed 13+ hours total today
>he did not play wow as far as i could tell
>was on bitwave tv
>complained about trolls and had a spergout

>is now scared he will get reported to afreeca for his new death threads and banned
>facecam and mike are on
>streams now on youtube again

Anonymous 09/26/19 (Thu) 23:56:28 No.13120

>>13114 (You)
> THOMAS DALL HAS BEEN UNBANNED FROM YOUTUBE
I wonder how long that will last. YouTube algorithm will probably all by itself ban him again.
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Kitty showed a penis on his 
youstream at circa 2 hours.

Anonymous  09/27/19 (Fri) 00:01:46 No.13122

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-eD1fznz_D8 [Embed]

Anonymous 09/27/19 (Fri) 01:07:14 No.13126 >>13135

>>13115 (You)
he got his bitwave key back? why would dispath give him a new one?
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>>13126

>he got his bitwave key back?

nope. at least not that i know of.
he did however browse bitwave TV WHILE he was streaming on afreeca. you could tell by the TTS messages in the background.

also, heres a new link for yesteresdays troll spergout. the last 3-4 minutes especially are good stuff
the old link became invalid somehow but the vod remains up >>13112 (You)
http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/48019149

This is important evidence which proves that Dall remains an unhinged psychopath who randomly goes off at people for saying words he does not like. His delusion and self-centered worldview never 
seized to exist.

He did delete the stream from yesterday with the dic pic unfortunately. streamed coyprighted youtube music videos for one hour with bad mike quality, also watch some conspiracy over a ner terror attack in october for about 1 hour 
before the stream ended. its only a matter of time before his channel will get striked again for copyright abuse. He also reinterrrated in the deleted stream that he does not like the copyright system on youtube and has little care for it. 
this will ultimately bite him in the ass again.

New Kittystyle.TV Chatlogs, no more guest accounts Anonymous  09/27/19 (Fri) 14:38:07 No.13137
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Kittystyly.TV no longer allows guest accounts.

heres the chatlogs from the aborted stream of yesterday until now.
Carolynz one again being a tryhard whiteknight.

If you wish to continue to use this site, i recommend the usage of sockmail 
accounts.

+++

PonderingCharacter @guest4698690 16h
where am i from ?

PonderingCharacter @guest4698690 16h
i am invisible

ConfidentHumanoid @guest4700903 15h
Shoutout to the Haderslev Police.

GratefulHumanoid @guest4701233 15h
woop woop haderslev, GO VIKINGS!!!

GratefulHumanoid @guest4701233 15h
kitty are you excited about being back on youtube?
ConfidentHumanoid @guest4700903 has been banned for 4380 hour(s) by Kittystyle @Kittystyle

MysticalCitizen @guest4701318 15h
what did he say kitty? I thought you were all about free speech?

WanderingHumanoid @guest4701411 14h
(mad)

CoolNewcomer @guest4702480 14h
how did the stream go?
@guest4702603 has been banned permanently by Kittystyle @Kittystyle

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
You are typing up a storm

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
i can hear you but not see you

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
no

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
You are right they can't talk about anything else

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
they are obsessed with you.

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
we were having a friendly chat they couldnt join in

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
And they continue to try and turn me….how sick

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
how sick putting nude pics

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
delete delete delete

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
yes i can see that

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
they don't know how to contribute to any conservations

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
conversations

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
they cant turn me

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
thanks

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
i am disgusted

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
i can't be manipulated

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
I'm loyal

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
you obviously don't know me

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
i am aware

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
Not sure if he streamed today

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
most of the time his channels have been taken down because of the content HE has put on there

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
no

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
thank you

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
It's bad…. hey kitty I have to go I have to go somewhere. Evil people.

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
Ive got stuff to do for our trip…gotta go to supermarket to buy food to take etc…pack my bags etc

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
Will tune in later if you are still on

Carolynz @Carolynz 4h
bye

Kittystyle @Kittystyle 4h
eyyyy

Kittystyle @Kittystyle 4h
(biggrin)

Kittystyle @Kittystyle 2h
btw

Kittystyle @Kittystyle 2h
ur account

Kittystyle @Kittystyle 2h
under thumper

Kittystyle @Kittystyle 2h
it says Guest

Kittystyle @Kittystyle 2h
and on mine it says kittystyle/kittystyle

Kittystyle @Kittystyle 2h
so i dunno why yours is like that

Kittystyle @Kittystyle 2h
but it is suppsoed to say Thumper /Thumper

Kittystyle @Kittystyle 2h
if u know what i mean?

Kittystyle @Kittystyle 2h
carolynz account was also carolynz and the3n caolynz

Kittystyle @Kittystyle 2h
so if u cant type, then thats probably where i would look first, and see whats up

Kittystyle @Kittystyle 2h
dno how u managed to get it like that, but clearly its not 100% complete, your verification or account creation

Kittystyle @Kittystyle 2h
i dunno, ull figure it out
This chat does not allow unregistered users to talk. Please sign up or sign in to Minnit to send messages.
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No more Wow Streams, Dalls extreme Anti-Troll Demagogue stream with Carolynz Anonymous  09/27/19 (Fri) 17:40:03 No.13138

>new stream, 27th of September 2019
http://vod.afreecatv.com/PLAYER/STATION/48045381

Dall has deleted World of Warcraft and will likely not play it publicly again. 
I repeat, Thomas Dall has allegedly deleted world of warcraft.
"I got so bored i deleted my WoW game stuff." (it is unknown if this is true and/or if kitty also deleted his character.)

starts out with no facecam, mike is on. facecame goes on at about 60 minutes
the section from 20 minutes to 60 minutes is complete sick piss.
rest of the stream is relatively uninteresting, dall watching youtube videos, music and programming

>first 20 minutes nothing is on screen
>kitty announced that he did a discord purge
>dall reads kittystyle.tv chat messages and/or from Discord
>demonizes trolls again, they are evil to the core and crazy
>Dall complains about his dic pic being posted on youtube
>starts brainwashing Carolynz about Lolcows and trolls

>"They did not just send A Nude, they send MY Nude! They exposed me! Naked! In front of Everybody on Youtube!"
>theres word someone posted the incident on Bitchute, but i have not seen a link yet
">Remember when i said these people need to disappear? I was not kidding about that and i am not exaggerating I am sitting here shaking."
>"They are my enemies. They want to destroy me. They are a cult.its They send a fake woman to me. They work together. It's powerful and evil at the same time."
>"They are sicker than pedophiles. These people have stalked 3.900 people. YOu do think i can be friends with these people? I dont want to be friends with them. I cant talk to them. They can not be saved. You need to shun and 
hate them."
>"It took them 3 days to turn a friend of mine against me. People started to doubt me. They come to me and say "Why did you do that? Now i have to delete you. I've seen them turn steadfast people who said they can not be turned. 
"
>"She comes to me and says "Why did you hit this man?" and i am like "What the fuck? I was defending myself!" (referring to the bar incident) 
>talks about how he had talks with someone named truth smoker, who seemed to be a streamer who also gets trolled. Carolynz seems to be related to that one somehow.
>goes a rant against cow related websites and how they cause suicides, pulls up google, accidentally reads a thread headline from Kiwifarms to make a point, goes "Wait, What?"
>"Suiciding someone to death to me is a crime. You should be taken to court for murder. I think they are all murderers."
>"THIS IS WHY I SAY I WANT TO FUCKING KILL THEM ALL! (the trolls). You think its for fun? No! The atrocities they do to 4000 people! Police don't do anything, people don't stand up against it! They need to be shunned out of 
society! They are alt right! They are nazis!"

At circa 46 minutes 
he starts watching youtube videos about people complaining about Exposed videos, goes right back to googlin cows and showing THIS thread on stream 

>misgenders the tranny he just used as a kudgel to grand stand against trolls, while omitting he bullied Cosmo wright on stream.me for weeks by illegal restreaming and trolling him.
>goes on about stream.me again and how it was shut down
>Unironically says "I was the Heart and Soul of stream.me"
>omits to mention that the Owner of Stream.me had several court cases running for Coding Fraud since 2014
>then goes on to complain about Bitwave.tv,, has an epiphany about talking shit behind ones back
> "these are the people who do it beind my back, although they do it in public and let me know. why wont police do anything?"
>shows Bitwave and his MLPOL thread again
>complains about the dic pic on stream
> "they are predators and then they blame the victims. their religion is killing people and ruining them."
>Carolynz leaves at circa 52 minutes, with kitty seemingly now being alone

>continues to read This thread on stream, superficially reading it
>"once they started stalking me in world of warcraft, i lost interest. Its amazing, they can stalk me everywhere i go."

>at about 60 minutes, he continues watching gangstalking videos on youtube with facecame.
>around 2 hours, he stops and does some programming on his website
>at around 2h 45 min he does something with his on-site streamchat, presumably disabling Guest Mode.
>Kitty talks to himself for the next hour while coding, watches some guy from Holland play Minecraft
>VOD ends at circa 4 hours

Anonymous 09/27/19 (Fri) 19:36:56 No.13139 >>13140

sister fister is live 
youtube.com/watch?v=ZLF9Wdb3CR4

Youtube Chatlogs from evening 27-09-2019 Anonymous  09/27/19 (Fri) 23:57:29 No.13140

>>13139

stream is up for 4+ hours

GGAllin, a bitwave streamer who has been accused of whiteknighting, having stress with Dall.
Allin claims to be a former viewer of Cognitive thought who found Dall during the GOD Saga in May. He donated small amounts of money several times. Despite several falling outs he is still orbiting Dall.

the alleged Senator Hitla, another former Bitwave actor (famous for his involvement with the SPCC stream on stream me), who fell from grace due to infighting, has also reappeared on stream. Hitla gained infamy due to his 
Compulsive need of controlling streamers with donations. He was banned eventually via a community judgement when Bitwave grew tired of his failops.

I do not have full documents on both of these actors, but the least i can say is at least one of them is on his way of becoming a cow by themself. Be cautious when interacting with them. They may or may not leak Intel to Dall.

+++

10:07 PM
gg allin
 your so full of shit tom

10:07 PM
gg allin
 you have seriosu sproblems , i hope you get some help

10:07 PM
Nicole Narrows
 i did not think they had any girls near them lol

10:07 PM
Snookit
 fix something inside her?

10:08 PM
MAN
 ouch

10:08 PM
gg allin
 i take shit all the time casue of you

10:08 PM
gg allin
 bitwavers are always shitting on me casue i talk to you

10:08 PM
gg allin
 i never once abused you

10:09 PM
Nicole Narrows
 he hang out with the gang stalkers?

10:09 PM
gg allin
 they dont even stalk you , its 1 or 2 people

10:09 PM
gg allin
 ya , whatever you dont want to be my freind ,. fine ,

10:09 PM
gg allin
 ya , kovalsji

10:10 PM
gg allin
 its 1 guy , james smith , another 1 , thats it , no one else is like them

10:11 PM
gg allin
 me , herb , and hitla , and even spooky have alwys been cool to you , we dont control those guys , its the internet dude,

10:12 PM
gg allin
 I dont have a spine, i dont yell into the void of nothingness , your fighting shadows , alientate yourself , whatever man , i talked to for like 10 hours the other nite

10:12 PM
Nicole Narrows
 u should stick up for your friends.. not join their side

10:14 PM
gg allin
 whatever, you obviosly dont see me defending you , i get shit all the time for it ,

10:14 PM
gg allin
 ya , ok , whatever ,

10:14 PM
gg allin
 ban your freinds , , oh wait , im not your friend , ok tom

10:15 PM
Snookit
 gota bounce, cya peeps

10:15 PM
gg allin
 ya , well , its got nothing to do with me , and it never has , i dont even read kiwi farms or mlpol

10:16 PM
gg allin
 the only time ive ever gone there is when you try and show me stuff , your alienating yourself

10:16 PM
Nicole Narrows
 mlpol?

10:17 PM
gg allin
 the onther dfay on youtube i was in your VC for over an hour when you were on here "youtube" , i was trying to get herb and whoever to come into the VC ,

10:17 PM
gg allin
 i talked to you from 10 pm until 7am the other nite

10:18 PM
MAN
 i haven't seen your penis

10:19 PM
MAN
 but who cares , everyone has a penis

10:19 PM
Nicole Narrows
 its very private

10:19 PM
MAN
 no , some of them have it in their mouth , jk hahah

10:20 PM
Nicole Narrows
 people should not have their penis or vagina showed to the whole world against their will

10:20 PM
MAN
 but why was there a picture with your penis ?

10:20 PM
MAN
 what happened ?

10:20 PM
Nicole Narrows
 i think maybe prison

10:20 PM
Nicole Narrows
 but idk

10:21 PM
Nicole Narrows
 or be forced by judge to post their penis to their whole facebook xD

10:22 PM
Nicole Narrows
 a penis for a penis

10:24 PM
Nicole Narrows
 i think they were maybe treated bad as children

10:26 PM
Spookyting
 quite a lively stream

10:26 PM
MAN
 spoooooky

10:27 PM
Spookyting
 0/

10:27 PM
Spookyting
 maaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaan

10:28 PM
Spookyting
 i bet i could be useful, rather be useless like usual

10:29 PM
Nicole Narrows
 who is chris

10:29 PM
Spookyting
 yeah CRC likes black dudes in a very… intimate manner…

10:30 PM
Nicole Narrows
 it is late so im heading for bed

10:30 PM
Nicole Narrows
 nite tom

10:32 PM
Spookyting
 in order to use your site it would seem i need to stream on one of the sites i have already decided to not use

10:37 PM
Spookyting
 dude your site is ugly, why would i work with you you don't work well with others and i work better solo

10:37 PM
Spookyting
 also you have a hard on for censorship

10:41 PM
Spookyting
 well it's using WOW assets and it looks like it was made by a mentally challenged individual, no offense

10:44 PM
Spookyting
 your audio is too quiet, the music is annoying, your pitch is annoying and disingenuous; overall the product you output is arduous to consume. have a good day.

10:44 PM
Spookyting
 by pitch i mean sales pitch

10:48 PM
Noceur San
 You want listeners, those you are suppose to entertain to more or less make your content?

10:54 PM
Noceur San
 So you want viewers to work for free so they can see ads and hear streamers rehash stuff they provided and make money from doing that?

10:54 PM
Noceur San
 My suggestion is to find your niche and talk about that and target the people that are interested in that specific niche.

10:58 PM
Noceur San
 Then you have to make a site that streamers want to go to and provides something better than what already is out there, and make it easy for users to start a stream and attract viewers.

11:40 PM
Carolyn
 Hi there

11:41 PM
Carolyn
 you decide
Welcome to live chat! Remember to guard your privacy and abide by our community guidelines.

11:42 PM
MAN
 nicee

S
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CrackRockChris aka CokePipeChris another disgraced Wigger from DLIVE and friend to Slick Evader and Samantha Masters, also confirmed of having rejoined Kittys program. His stream also being 
hosted there. Here is a screenshot of him ragging on Kittys Dislike bar.

CRC has been accused of being into gay blacked porn. Aside from being a wannabe thug he also streams Classic WoW recently. These are usually just as dull as the rest of his content.
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Anonymous  09/28/19 (Sat) 11:17:07 No.13146

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1PPCzBfNfr4 [Embed]

4 minute youtube clip from earjuice, Dalls Assault on an old man in a bar in Haderslev in Mai 2019.

situation peaks at circa 2 minutes when he is being thrown out. Dall punches the man at circa 2:15 after she waitress poured his beer in a plastic cup. i am surprised he did not hit her as well. he runs out and says fuck you bitches, 
rambles about beer and runs back in before being apprehended by the courageous bar guests.

Anonymous  09/28/19 (Sat) 11:41:26 No.13147

Dalls latest Youtube stream from yesterday evening has disappeared from his video archive. 

It is unknown if there was a new trolling incident that causes a shutdown or if dall just deletes the streams out of principle to leave no trace of his content.
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Kittystyle yet again redesigned, Nightstream Chatlogs 27th Sept Anonymous  09/28/19 (Sat) 11:49:32 No.13148

Kitty redesigned his website once again after detractors have pointed out he was illegally using Blizzard art assets. Here a screenshots.

Also, Chatlogs.

+++

>Kittystyle.tv Chatlogs  - Youtube Stream - Night of 27.09.2019

https://pastebin.com/cMC1L3yH
http://archive.fo/7TDTS

Kitty mass banning people again on youtube and  kittystyle.tv again, now wants to have an ignore function on his website too.
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Anonymous 09/28/19 (Sat) 15:46:14 No.13149

Looks like Kitty was hit by YouTube's algorithm and got a copyright strike, so he had to travel back to Africa.

Anonymous  09/28/19 (Sat) 17:10:43 No.13150 >>13152
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https://youtu.be/PBniw6CARN8 [Embed]
Dall is live on youtube with a cooking stream in his dark kitchen, cutting 
potatoes in his hand with a huge knife.

Anonymous 09/28/19 (Sat) 17:47:15 No.13152 >>13170
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>>13150 (You)
Kitty got a copyright strike for streaming YouTube videos, and the one that got him (or the he was playing when YouTube kicked him off) was a 
cooking video about Shepard's Pie.
>video related

Anonymous  09/28/19 (Sat) 22:15:23 No.13170

>>13152

how odd that a cooking video of all things shuts kittys stream down temporarily. I even think i know which one that is, i found it by accident a few weeks ago when i was looking up a recipe for scottish eggs. I think they have over a 
million subscribers. No wonder Kitty got fucked. if this continues his channel is banned by the end of October. i think this ban will shut his channel down for good.

also its a joy hearing him scrambling how he can best scum his way through youtubes copyright system. he is so reliant on other peoples content he literally needs it so his damned channel can survive. pure parasite mindset in 
action. and this is a man who unironically thinks he was the center of websites.

Afreeca has been archived. Anonymous  09/29/19 (Sun) 12:45:48 No.13190 >>13193

I'd like to announce that a detractor from kiwifarms has successfully downloaded the entirety of Dalls Afreeca Streaming Archive.

If this includes the now deleted  Spergout stream with the Death threats against streamchat and the broken wow stream has yet to be seen. if i get access to it, i will post a link here. The material will be forwarded to other channels 
for content creation.
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Dall hates Eduard Khil Anonymous  09/29/19 (Sun) 12:53:17 No.13191

Seems like Life itself is Dalls biggest detractor after all.
This is from a 40 minute eating stream from today, September 29th.
Dall is sitting on his computer desk, suddenly Eduard Khils Trololo starts playing. in the background tab

>hfw

Dall streams Wow on Youtube Anonymous  09/29/19 (Sun) 13:21:49 No.13192
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zv6_11DJ5JY [Embed]

Dall has once again lied his stupid ass off. After saying he uninstalled wow and does not want to play it anymore, he reinstalled the 
game with his character intact.

He is currently streaming his gameplay on youtube without facecame and no chatinteracton, sitting at 1 viewer, who happens to be Truth Smoker.

26th sept Spergout Stream Archived? Anonymous  09/29/19 (Sun) 17:13:56 No.13193
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>>13190 (You)

https://pastebin.com/XUUptr0M

According to this pastebin list, the recent Spergout stream has been archived, among many many others full of 
failure.

Once again the unhinged madman Thomas Dall failed to destroy incriminating evidence against himself. Yet another nail in this particular coffin.
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Dall has continued work on his Stalker quest point and click """game""" (which he temporarily took down due to legal disputes), aka his makeshift attempt at doxxing his trolls and 
friends with an ingame Database. 
The Stream drags on with 1-2 viewers average. No Commentary or Music.

Stream Summary Sept 29th Anonymous  09/30/19 (Mon) 13:24:20 No.13202
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>Youtube stream from Sunday, September 29th. 4 hours.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yqlER4Zk-1o [Embed]

Interesting part starts at ca. 20 minutes, goes on until ca. 1h 15 min, the other 3 hours seem dull as dishwater.

Kitty is holding a "podcast" with Truth Smoker, an alcoholic Pillhead Boomer with rage issues who may or may not be a member of the gangstalking community.
If you were to put this Truth Smoker guy in a box, i think he comes close to Montagraph, a cow that was covered by Drumr828. (btw Drumr has been streaming on Bitwave.tv a while ago, too.)

When Truth Smoker is not rambling how much he hates youtube and Discord or how much he likes beating up women and trolls, Kitty is talking once again about detractors and lolcow culture. That we are a virus to society, signed 
him up to a devils deal etc.etc Also complains that no one wants to use his website, despite him putting so much effort into it. (which is arguably false, Kitty is said to have stolen large quantities of code to build his website, and even 
then, his coding quality is very questionable.) . Dall also mentioned that he planned to write several "articles" how he and other cows got sucked into a vortex of trolling, presumably in an effort to make society woke about the horrors 
of internet trolling.

I've never seen Kitty write any cohesive text about pretty much any topical subject and it is very unlikely he will ever muster the motivation or the money to hire writers for this venture. This is after all the same man who failed a math 
IQ test because of "trick questions". He also daydreams about creating his own crypto currency.

Juicy part is at ca. 30 minutes where Kitty admits that he has beaten up women, despite him saying that he does not approve of violence against women. This is evidence that supports the claim posted earlier this month in dalls old 
thread that Thomas Dall has beaten up at least one of his girlfriends to the point where she had to be brought to the hospital. It was presumably Maria the gypsy in 2012, which was the year in which dall decided to become an 
internet hobo.
Another good timestamp is ca. 50 minutes if you want to hear kitty complain about milking machines.

Truth Smoker leaves at circa 75 minutes to buy beer. Despite him saying he would return, he never did come back the same night. 
Dall does some dumb shit on his website and eventually starts watching youtube videos, seemingly without any more interesting events.
The viewing numbers were in the single digits as far as i could tell. 
Truth Smoker give contradicting signals that he might be interested in becoming Dalls pod cast co host in an effort to make money, but this man is even more unreliable than Dall. I have doubts this partnership will ever come to 
fruition.

On a sidenote, Mike Madness, among others, repeatedly requested that Dall may unban his entire banlist. This was largely ignored.
Also Mandalorian aka Nate P. Copper returned to the Youtube stream still modded, refusing (or allegedly unable) to do any unbans.
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Classic Content - Kittys Stream.me Ban Celebration Video Anonymous  09/30/19 (Mon) 13:28:01 No.13203

https://youtu.be/KOkH4SYgR5s [Embed]
the three and a half hour kiwifarms stream from early January 2019, shortly after Dall was banned from Stream.me

Ban arc starts at ca. 26 minutes, several bitwave actors join over the course of the stream.
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Classic Content - GODstyle ASMR Anonymous  10/01/19 (Tue) 14:53:41 No.13209 >>13210

https://www.bitchute.com/video/3PvFHhBTipnT/

This is from the climax of the GOD Arc of May, right before Dall went to assault a Bar. This entire clip is a treasure trove of audio clips and reaction faces this side of the nut house.If you were to show this to any normal person, they 
would instantly back away slowly.

This might be not only one of Kittys worst moments (among many poor moments) but also in general one of the greatest recorded JULAYs is the history of cow wrangling.

Anonymous 10/01/19 (Tue) 15:02:28 No.13210
File (hide): 1569934947654.png (596.19 KB, 1366x768, 085948.png)

>>13209 (You)
He's beyond redemption.

Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 11:40:19 No.13260 >>13261 >>13262
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New Meltdown Stream, still going as of 
the time of this posting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=XuOKSxbWHYc [Embed]

Anonymous 10/06/19 (Sun) 12:10:34 No.13261
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>>13260 (You)
>sudo rm -rf /*
In case someponer doesn't know, DON'T DO IT, it 
will erase your whole drive.

Anonymous 10/06/19 (Sun) 12:22:59 No.13262 >>13263
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>>13260 (You)
People loves this stream.
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Stream 6th Oct 2019 - Dalls IRL Murder Plans, Extreme Hugbox Entitlement, Samy Breakup Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 13:27:18 No.13263 >>13264 >>13266 >>13282

>>13262

>7 hour sunday morning stream, currently processing (started some time at 5 am CET)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XuOKSxbWHYc [Embed]

This was probably Kittys worst Power Trip Fantasy Stream in recent time. All again because of his internalized Incel mindset, crying over spilled E-Vagoo.

"I am thinking more and more and more of murder and blood. And i Keep thinking, I am making plans. I have a plan. I will do this. I will find out where they live. I am so close. I am going to do it. Keep pushing me. I will wrong them 
for the rest of their lives. I will go on a world tour. You think i am kidding? I am not. This is the new me. You mean nothing to me." - Thomas Dall on his plans of commiting Homicide against his detractors, thinking Minecraft is a valid 
bailout 

No Facecam

>Prelude, not in stream
>Dall has ended his "friendship" with Samantha Masters over an unknown subject, called her a lying whore afterwards (Samy was his current love interest)
>in an earlier stream , he admitted he is only suicide baiting for attention and would "never actually do something to himself." despite being miserable
>
>Kitty is desperate for new users on his site, is lonely and wants friends, but refuses to trust anyone due to his out of hand god complex
>his site had a severe technical crash, theres now large error messages on it, the optics are ruined
>looked grimey as fuck, has probably not washed himself in 3+ days
>Dall mentioned on the side his channel got demonetized by Youtube, Can not confirm if this is true yet

I have not watched the entire stream so far, so there may be interesting bits i have overseen
Includes Sperging at chat, mass banning, Delusions of Grandeur. and some exceptional stuff

good sperg clip starts at circa 2 hours 30 minutes

Kitty announces that he wants to murder the Admin of Bitwave TV in real life
he knows at least 3 other people who want to kill him too
explicitly explains in detail how he plans to make a trip to the USA, plans to go to his location to kill him, somehow. He must have had these murder fantasies for months on end.
he says he is willing to go to jail for this, expect to be delivered to Denmark after his murder for 8 years of jail

showed MLPOL on stream again at circa 2h 45 minutes
wants to sue MLPOL for slander and money until we are in the poor house, for every single word
still believe this is all Defamation despite it being proven several times this is based on hard evidence provided by himself
spergs at the BLACKED picture with his pillhead face

kitty brags about his new "me", he wont trust anybody ever again, citing his grandmother
If we dont stop trolling kitty, it will cause world war 3, hyperinflation and people honking at you in cars
Later tried to install an IP scraper in his site, asked for advice in chat  to get data on his chatters
again claimed everyone on Bitwave is a pedophile and a rapist and that he himself is completely innocent, contrary to all evidence

if you say even one bad thing kitty doesn't vaguely like, he will ban you brags about it
everybody owes him something, in particular money
belittles his audience for being below him, that he hates his viewers and that he only wants positive attention, berates that none of them trollshielded him
demands apologies, interrogates anyone who wants to become a community member 
then goes on to complain how lonely he is
then threatens audience again that he will kill them if he meets them in real life
"I will abuse you, even if you say nothing or if you are not here." - Dall towards his new community guidelines
"Streaming as as a whole is dying, and i am going to blame (You) for it."

Ear Juice comes later into the stream with recording software on, after Dall told Earjuice to kill himself. 
Once again pure hypocrisy on Dalls side, complaining about people saying kill yourself but doing it himself several times.

Anonymous 10/06/19 (Sun) 13:32:52 No.13264

>>13263 (You)
Wait, Samantha no longer wants to be around Thomas? We need to hear more about what happened to drive those two lovebirds apart.

Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 13:34:54 No.13266 >>13267

>>13263 (You)
>>13263 (You)

oh also James Smith, a relatively new detractor from DLIVE and Friend to Kovalskiy, listened to a good chunk of private Discord Chat and Voicechat between Dall and Masters before the breakup.
Masters later went on a long tangent ranting about Smith.
If a recording of it exists and where it can be heard is unknown as of the time of the writing of this post.

Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 13:43:43 No.13267 >>13270 >>13282

>>13266 (You)

before i forget it, he also made several explicitic threats of violence against Mai Mercado, aka that Danish Politician that got him in Jail.

He said he wants to knock her out and rob her.

New Threats of Copyright Trolling, Discord Invite Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 15:20:00 No.13268

Dall threatened to falseflag every video from every content creator with fake strikes, which is a crime that can be punished with account termination and a court hearing.

in partciular he threatened ear juice for his music videos.

also, heres the current invite for Dalls Discord Server
I think it was recently purged or made a new after Samy had a pointless spergout.

https://discordapp.com/invite/h8CMfe?utm_source=Discord%20Widget&utm_medium=Connect

Anonymous 10/06/19 (Sun) 16:43:38 No.13270 >>13271
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>>13267 (You)
Look at this photograph, 
Kitty.

Anonymous 10/06/19 (Sun) 16:50:01 No.13271

>>13270
Well its definitely a hoers, but definitely NOT a cute hoers
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Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 17:00:55 No.13272

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aHbNN77RQ7U [Embed]

Kitty is live once again, banning someone larping (?) as Dispatch. Pointing out that Kitty begged for a bitwave streamkey.
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Dall Aborts stream and Bans his father Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 17:16:07 No.13273

Kitty just aborted his stream after he kept getting hit by Detractors with VPNs,
which he thought he could permaban en masse
His site has become a Police state where everyone is Dispatch.
Also, heres a screenshot of Kitty permabanning Jan Dall. Almost like in real life.
Its sad to think that if Thoma's Father rose from the dead, hirs first response to it was to permaban him.

Why Kitty and Samy broke up Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 17:28:52 No.13274 >>13279

File (hide): 1570375731542.mp4 (1.23 MB, 854x480, KITTY IS THE ONLY NEWS SOU….mp4) [play once] [loop]

on the issue of why Samantha Masters broke up with Thomas Dall

i keep hearing contradicting stories.

Story 1

James Smith claims it was because he kept popping up in voice chats between Samy and Kitty in another server. Kitty would ban him, but Samy unbanned him several times. After the time or so this happened Kitty went haywire, 
said that Samy betrayed him and deleted all his shit after Samy banned his Discord alt account.

I can confirm that this story is at least in part true, kitty has a stream on his youtube archive where Smith did pretty much the same thing. Allegedly, he had a meltdown because Smith kept calling him a Pedophile in streamchat.

Story 2

Another detractor claims he witnessed the breakup on his phone, but has no recorded evidence.

What happened here was different. The eyewitness claims that Kitty, Samy, Samys niece and Samys (New?) Boyfriend were all in a voice chat in an undisclosed server.

Allegedly, the culprit was that Samantha Master got together with a new Mate, who find out that Thomas Dall is a child molester. Samys new bf forbade her to stay in contact with Kitty anymore over this. Kitty allegedly had a 
meltdown over this and broke up his friendship with Samy for good.

This is the current state of affairs. I can not tell which one of these is true. I am leaning towards story 1 but i am sure Kitty will eventually spill the beans.
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Kittystyle TV Doxxing Server Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 19:01:02 No.13275

From the Kittystyle.TV Discord
Thomas Dall attempt at turning his server into a doxxing/hitman server. its allready shockfull of detractors. Kitty has no community to speak of. its almost 100% trolls.
posting grim reaper images in chat and saying Dispatch and Null need to die.

On another note, Kitty also said Dispatchs Parents need to be killed and have their house ruined and burned down for laughing at Kitty when he called Dispatches family. He expected them to disown their son or something. Also his 
international defamation lolsuit is still pending.

Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 19:03:47 No.13276
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Dalls current Discord handle

goodguygonebroke
#9061
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Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 19:11:34 No.13277

a selection of other Discord handles of Cows and Dall Whiteknights

Truth Smoker aka the paranoid Montagraph Wannabe Boomer
Neondragon is a paypig from Stream.me
Abnormality16 is a streamer on kittystyle tv
Carlolynz is a "female" mod from Truth Smoker, possibly a programmer
Zonnie, presumably another streamer Kitty met in WoW i think

I also found someone who may or may not be Justin Failure from  the Tonkasaw Kumite, aka that obese unfunny Cuban cohost who got roped into the Warski IRL Gun Fight Saga with Alex

Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 19:29:22 No.13278

File (hide): 1570382962766.png (300.33 KB, 854x616, ClipboardImage.png)

New Stream is live
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=HAOq-oLYZ5o [Embed]

Dall singing Karaoke of Gangsters 
Paradise, chat is empty

Anonymous 10/06/19 (Sun) 19:29:49 No.13279 >>13280

>>13274 (You)
Did kitty think 4chan was news?

Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 19:33:14 No.13280

>>13279

i think it was a danish article about 4chan, some smearpiece you find everywhere

Kitty never had much chansphere awareness to begin with, at the time he was basicly a facebook normie being confronted with this whole entity. hes still misinformed and opinionated about the subject like the parrot he is, but at the 
time he thought this was actually helping him to fight his detractors while reading vaguely related MSM articles about them.

Anonymous 10/06/19 (Sun) 19:44:59 No.13281

Now he's doing karaoke of Johnny cashes mundane matt theme song

Anonymous 10/06/19 (Sun) 19:56:42 No.13282 >>13286

>>13267 (You)
It wouldn't surprise me if he is put on a no-flight list to prevent him from traveling to the US to kill someone. How he imagine he would only be sentenced for 8 years, and also able to serve out that sentence in Denmark is beyond my 
comprehension.

>>13263 (You)
Kitty is skating close to the edge of going to jail once more. At lest in jail he would probably be able to fulfill his wish of smoking weed every day like last time he was incarcerated (apparently it was torture).

Anonymous 10/06/19 (Sun) 20:01:58 No.13283

Now singing white wedding

Anonymous 10/06/19 (Sun) 20:11:41 No.13284

https://bitwave.tv/Kovalski

Kovalsky build a Kitty simulator in Sims 4. Streaming it now
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Thomas Dall threatens to molest children on stream to own the trolls Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 20:42:17 No.13285

Thomas Dall has reached a new low.

Thomas Dall just said, if people keep calling him a pedophile, he will start dating minors. 

His reasoning is, minors dont care that people call him a pedophile and there are kids out there who will have sex with him. He will date them because children are the only ones that dont hate him. He also insists that nobody cares 
if he fucks children.

"If you dont stop calling me a pedophile, children will be in danger. Stop calling me a pedophile OR ILL BE A PEDOPHILE."

Now he started screaming and kicked over a cup while whining.

"Go away. Stream is over."

Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 20:49:38 No.13286

>>13282

i honestly doubt kitty went on any more trips outside of denmark since his father died in late 2014, at the very least since he was jailed for domestic terrorism in 2016.

Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 20:57:50 No.13287
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https://politi.dk/en/south-jutland-police/haderslev-police-
headquarters

E-mail Adress of the Danish police Haderslev

E-Mail
sjyl@politi.dk 

Phone
114

Streamhost is still announcing he is going to molest children as of the time of this post.
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Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 21:24:32 No.13289

From Kovalskis Sims 4 Stream, sitting at 24 viewers

Anonymous 10/06/19 (Sun) 21:30:36 No.13291 >>13294

>>1328
It is truly a strange stream.
I wonder if kitty realize he would be in a better place if he actually had listened to advice early on instead of dismissing it as bad advice.
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Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 23:37:16 No.13293

https://www.bitchute.com/video/PKhdrOu4R49e/

2 minute Clip of Thomas Dall threatening to rape children if people call him a pedophile.

dare i say it this might be kittys new lowest moment. he will blame this detractors in court, too. 
"I have been radicalized into a Pedophile."
Hes now seeking to get state welfare for being a Pedo.

Anonymous 10/06/19 (Sun) 23:40:35 No.13294

>>13291
>missed a digit

Anonymous  10/06/19 (Sun) 23:54:37 No.13295 >>13297
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Thomas Dall is streaming this 
thread on Youtube right now.

Say hi.

Anonymous 10/06/19 (Sun) 23:57:47 No.13296
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Hi pedo.

Anonymous 10/07/19 (Mon) 00:18:21 No.13297
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>>13295 (You)
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Anonymous 10/07/19 (Mon) 12:16:59 No.13305
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Anonymous  10/07/19 (Mon) 15:03:34 No.13306
File (hide): 1570453414455.png (307.11 KB, 849x613, ClipboardImage.png)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=FYHdL7zrIY4 [Embed]

Dall is live, gay, late and muted.

Summary of yesterdays events 
comes soon.

Loreful anon 10/07/19 (Mon) 15:12:51 No.13307
File (hide): 1570453970782.jpeg (99.12 KB, 1536x691, 284C97F3-34A2-4B17-8F91-3….jpeg)

I am close with samantha, she has updated me on events. She had stated she has officially walked away from plate gang, and her love affair with talk shit is over. She has been seen in any private 
voice chats with James smith doing some ops against kitty. When she confronted Thomas two days ago that she and James have been talking and she can no longer be seen around a pedo because 
she is now fatal attracting James Thomas did not take that news well since it isn’t known that James is Thomas #1 enemy. I will update more as she gives in on the lore. But it seems this whore is 
getting around from anon to anon now moving on from talk shit (fake plate) to James Smith, stay tuned as kitty will go off the deep end internally when he finds out these two have some sort of love 
bond between them,

Anonymous 10/07/19 (Mon) 15:50:28 No.13308 >>13327
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Anonymous 10/07/19 (Mon) 15:55:58 No.13309 >>13310 >>13327

File (hide): 1570456557672.mp4 (16.58 MB, 1280x720, kitty-wants-to-live-stream….mp4) [play once] [loop]

Kitty announces his plans of live streaming having sex with a little 
girl on Plexstorm.

Anonymous  10/07/19 (Mon) 17:41:43 No.13310 >>13311
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>>13309

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYHdL7zrIY4 [Embed]

Thomas Dall has an unknown visitor on stream. Stream is muted for about 20 minutes now. They are having a heated discussion. Dall is raging and looks scared.

Could be anyone between his landlord, mother, drug dealer or police. Eyewitnessed said they saw an old woman on the scene.

Anonymous  10/07/19 (Mon) 17:43:03 No.13311

>>13310 (You)

he just started talking again, water is running, ragged against Null, now stream is muted again.

he said cow herding is attempted murder and we will all go to jail.
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Anonymous  10/07/19 (Mon) 17:45:19 No.13312

Screenshots of the unknown female. May or may not be Thomases biological mother. can not say if there are other people there too.

Anonymous  10/07/19 (Mon) 17:46:00 No.13313

someone claims they just spotted a blonde woman on stream, may or may not be one of dalls sisters

Anonymous  10/07/19 (Mon) 17:55:24 No.13314

Detractors compared some of kittys old childhood photos. The fat woman in red might be indeed his mother.

kittystyle 10/07/19 (Mon) 17:59:04 No.13315

his mother

Anonymous 10/07/19 (Mon) 18:02:02 No.13316 >>13319

Sounds like someone is washing his dishes in the background.

Anonymous 10/07/19 (Mon) 18:03:31 No.13317

it is his mother

Anonymous  10/07/19 (Mon) 18:03:32 No.13318

Dall just announced he is going to visit a Kindergarten later, pay them a thousand dollars and have an orgy with multiple children off screen.

he also insisted we should call the police

Anonymous 10/07/19 (Mon) 18:03:50 No.13319
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>>13316
A play-by-play?  Seriously?

Anonymous  10/07/19 (Mon) 18:05:40 No.13320
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Dall claims his family knows he is a pedophile and they "have 
embraced that he loves children".
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Thomas Dalls Biological mother identified ? Anonymous  10/07/19 (Mon) 18:31:32 No.13321

shoutout to Kovalski.

We got his alleged "mother", as confirmed by Kitty on stream himself.
Say hello to Sys Nygaard Iversen.

Sys Ovesen Nygaard Iversen
Skibbroen 31, st. th
6760 Ribe

https://www.degulesider.dk/sys+ovesen+nygaard+iversen+ribe/119076172/person?page=1&query=sys%20nygaard%20iversen
https://www.facebook.com/sysni/timeline?lst=100038605749759%3A710294367%3A1570464240

Considering her looks, i am inclined to be believed that the elderly woman dall met in summer was his grandmother.

Anonymous  10/07/19 (Mon) 18:32:00 No.13322
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http://archive.fo/UFFHi
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Files regarding yesterdays Karaoke Pedophile comeout stream
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Anonymous  10/07/19 (Mon) 19:29:28 No.13324

New Leaks from Dalls "private" Discord server,
 he is frantically reposting contents from this thread, trying to rile up his peers, with little to no success.
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Screenshots from Kovalskis Sims 4 Incel Simulator Stream
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Facebook photos of Sys Ovesen Nygaard Iversen aka Thomas Dalls alleged Mother

Anonymous  10/07/19 (Mon) 19:33:28 No.13327 >>13328
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>>13308
>>13309

Thank You very much for these clips Anon. these were right on time and on point. 

I dont know what more it takes to get jailed in Denmark but announcing on the internet you want to fuck several children live on stream. wonder if Plexstorm is going to 
deliver a statement about that.

Anonymous 10/07/19 (Mon) 19:42:14 No.13328

>>13327 (You)
Potential child endangerment is the one area that LEOs don't fuck around with.  Even Psychologists are to defy patient confidentiality if there is risk to a child.  That's US obvs., but I can't imagine Denmark is THAT far off
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Dall Pedophile Pride Stream, Sexting with Minors, Calling Police over Sims 4, Endless Whining Anonymous  10/07/19 (Mon) 19:51:08 No.13329

Stream Summary October 6th 2019

Yesterdays Karaoke Pedo Comeout stream was, once again, a complete disaster.
Thomas Dall repeatedly said he wishes to have sexual intercourse with underage children, insisted he was sexting with minors during the stream, presumably via his Snapchat Account Legenthomasdary Bitwave, stream attendes, 
watchers on kittystyle tv and here repeatedly called a spade a spade, much to Dalls chagrin. For him, calling someone a pedophile is literally worse than raping children.

I dont think even Nick Bates  (who did similar things and was jailed for several years for child abuse) was ever so much and so hard on the nose with his Pedophilia than this. Hardly a month passes without Dall making the worst of 
the worst cows hold his beer. I dont know what Dall is hoping to achieve with this, but trying to pull a Nick Bates legal defense by saying "You radicalized me into a Pedophile by saying i was a pedophile" does not sound like 
something to me that would hold on in court.

The stream of yesterday is lost. It was struck by a music company for one of the many pieces dall played early on.
I had no opportunity to rewatch it. This is both good and bad. I do not know if someone recorded it for clipping purposes, in any case Dalls channel has been striked once again. 2 strikes more and his channel along with all 
subsequent future channels will be history.

Kovalskis was audio sniping Kitty on Bitwave TV while playing sims 4 with a Kitty mod. It was entertaining to say the least. When Dall saw it he went full Maddox again and Said "I am calling the police, this is an unauthorized 
simulation".  Apparently using someones likeness in a video game is forbidden in Denmark? probably more wishful thinking on Dalls part once again. Ironically enough, the Sim Kitty did significantly better at his streaming job than 
Kitty (even reaching low key stardom), had a nicer House and treated his cat better. He even had some pet Garden gnomes with magical abilities.

His stream also broke a dislike record, sat meanwhile near the 30 downvotes.

Dall also had a significant freakout mid stream around midnight when he streamed his MLPOL thread live again and spotted a notice that allerted readers of his just now  occurring stream. Had a yelling fit, called us liveless loser 
autist incels rapist stalkers and all that jazz. nothing new but it was mildly entertaining for what is was worth.

It was an entertaining evening for what it was worth outside of the general outrage, but i think the time is not far where Dall will be put behind bars or institutionalized. In my opinion he stepped over the line yesterday and eventually 
the authorities will have to step in to put an end to this.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OsBFh4JNqM4 [Embed]

Anonymous 10/07/19 (Mon) 22:06:33 No.13330 >>13331

I can't help but feel we're approaching the end of the Kitty Dall Show. Maybe he has one more season left in him? Hard to say.

Anonymous 10/07/19 (Mon) 22:14:52 No.13331

>>13330
>I can't help but feel we're approaching the end of the Kitty Dall Show.
I think so too. But I guess it all depends on his mother (or Denmark). If Kitty gets neet-bux from his mother or the state he will just keep on streaming, perhaps into eternity. Kitty, like most leftists, will rather double down on failed 
policies than admitting being in the wrong. But he might surprise us (not that I think he will).
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Anonymous 10/08/19 (Tue) 02:01:24 No.13335

Anonymous 10/08/19 (Tue) 13:46:38 No.13339

Kittys youtube channel has been banned, no more invisible man
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Youtube Channel and Discord Nuked Anonymous  10/08/19 (Tue) 14:02:07 No.13340

+++ THOMAS DALLS Youtube Channel has been banned +++

As of the writing of this Post Thomas Dalls Youtube Channel 8mbi has been banned by the Youtube Administration for Community Guideline violations. All videos on it are now presumed lost.

It appears as if Dall DID delete the channel by himself.

Furthermore, Dalls Discord Server + the enclosed Admin Account of himself seem to have disappeared.
It is unknown if these have been deleted by himself or have been flagged by a third party, considering what happened to his channel the latter seems more likely. Given Dalls general hubris and unwillingness to submit to the trolls.

As of the writing of this post, Dalls Website Kittystyle.tv and his Afreeca Account "IRLSTREAM" are up and operational.
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More Intel on Dalls Mother + more rape and Death Threats Anonymous  10/08/19 (Tue) 14:27:19 No.13341 >>13342

Thomas Dall harrasing Bitwave.TV again,  threatening more child rape on  under the troll account BlueShirtGuy33 along with some mass murder threats on the side.

In other news, Sys Iversens aka Thomas Dalls alleged mothers profession and place of employment have been located by Detractors.

https://ugeavisen.dk/DrupalImport/Ro-og-omsorg-som-behandling/artikel/7183
https://www.ugeavisen-ribe.dk/ribe/RIBE-Behandlere-arbejder-sammen-ved-briksen/artikel/68392

Iversen is presumed to be a former elementary school teacher, before she ruined her marriage with Jan Dall due to her neoliberal beliefs, she later gave up her job as a youth educator to rub peoples feet under the guidance of 
"""alternative Medicine""". 

Sys Iversen is neither a nurse nor a healer like Dall proclaimed and has never spoken up against her son openly making mass rape accouterments against children on his stream while she was visiting him. It is suspected that she 
was aware of Dalls Pedophilic tendencies as a child and that she did nothing to properly parent him, not only failing as a parent but also making him into the grotesque criminal manchild he is today.

Kittystyle Banned for Life From Youtube + a new Challenger appears Anonymous  10/08/19 (Tue) 14:41:14 No.13342
File (hide): 1570538474170.png (141.52 KB, 474x337, to_catch_a_predator.png)

>>13341 (You)

also threadly reminder, that Thomas Dall is now no longer legible for owning a youtube channel for life.

every consecutive account of his can be flagged for ban dodging from this point onwards
if you think this is bogus just ask Britbong Returns aka Dominic Vanner and other repeat offenders about it.

Id also like to inform thread that the real Chris Hansen has been sent a near complete intel package about our subject by a Detractor. Hansen owns a youtube channel and his team may or may not do 
an investigation into Dall in the near future.

Anonymous 10/09/19 (Wed) 08:49:43 No.13347 >>13357

File (hide): 1570603782443.mp4 (4.52 MB, 768x480, Kittystyle Wants to Have L….mp4) [play once] [loop]

It looks like you anons got under his skin.
>Kittystyle Wants to Have Long Heated Talks with Minors
https://www.bitchute.com/video/6W6yOuTXdVHa
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Anonymous 10/09/19 (Wed) 13:57:29 No.13348 >>13350 >>13363

Kitty currently has another visitor.
This time what seems to be a young girl, possibly underage.
He's muted and is getting very agitated while explaining things to her.
Pulled up windows calculator and typed in various numbers.

Anonymous 10/09/19 (Wed) 14:54:40 No.13349 >>13351

has kitty forgave samantha yet? any update on her and james? I think that girl is one of his sisters on stream.

Regarding the Girl in the on-stream sceenshots. Anonymous  10/09/19 (Wed) 16:06:57 No.13350

>>13348

A Detractor Cell is currently debating to contact the auhorities over Dall potentially exploiting a minor on Camera. Its debated if this is intentional bait to force a reaction out of the audience.

This does not seem to be a relative of his or any of his sisters for that matter, as  both Astrid and Laura are near or over 20 years old. the hair color also does not match.

According to a local dane, the Age of Consent in Denmark is 15 years. It is not illegal to give teenagers alcohol or cigarettes, as long as you are not selling it to them.

However, Dall explicitly mentioned that he is looking to violate a girl that is legally considered underage, specifically 14 years as said by himself,  so the person in these screenshot may or may not be ~14 years old.

Anonymous  10/09/19 (Wed) 16:08:05 No.13351

>>13349

negative, Kitty has repeatedly made clear he considers Samantha Masters a traitor after the breakup and has no intentions of meeting up with her again.
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 Thomas Dall Losing his Mind, Explicit Murder Plans, Wont see a Doctor Anonymous  10/09/19 (Wed) 16:27:37 No.13352 >>13353 >>13359

+++ KITTYSTYLE.TV DISCORD LEAKS +++

Evening of October 7th 2019 - 
Morning of October 9th 2019 post Server Purge

Includes several explicit threats of violence and murder. Namely against Dispatch, Kovalski, James Smith. among others

Dall announced that he has bought plane tickets and will not let this go. Gave me some Randy Stair vibes while reading.

+++

>Original Pastebin
https://pastebin.com/vyKLJU13

>Archive Backup
http://archive.fo/o4YER

>Server Invite, use on own risk
https://discordapp.com/invite/F6d6U8?utm_source=Discord%20Widget&utm_medium=Connect
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Anonymous  10/09/19 (Wed) 16:29:49 No.13353

>>13352 (You)

More Discord Leaks including violent Murder Threats
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Anonymous  10/09/19 (Wed) 16:30:48 No.13354

List of current server members, including Discord Tags for previously unrecorded users.
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Anonymous  10/09/19 (Wed) 16:31:46 No.13355

Older Leaks from Monday before the Youtube Ban
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Anonymous  10/09/19 (Wed) 16:33:29 No.13356

Screenshots from Kittystyle TV

includes the new "Terms of Service" (tldr Kitty is GOD)
also includes a background piece of an underage girl in ballerina clothes i witnessed while randomly accessing the site.
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NEW AUDIO CLIPS - Thomas Dall vows to commit pedophilia to BTFO Trolls Anonymous  10/09/19 (Wed) 16:40:55 No.13357

>>13347

Thank You for the videos, fellow Detractor. Your channel has been noticed by the cow. He reposted your window jump video. 
Nice to see you back. Your clips have always been a great asset. Your support is valued. /)

NEW VIDEOS FROM BITCHUTE, 

INCLUDES 3 Audio Volumes of Thomas Dall Proclaming to commit pedophilia.
Total lenght 13 Minutes

+++

>*SHOCKING* KITTYSTYLE IS GOING TO DATE A MINOR NEXT WEEK!
https://www.bitchute.com/video/fp1XXPWeYFq8/
Looking for any excuse to diddle kids.
october 6th, 2019.

>OWN THE TROLLS BY BECOMING A PEDOPHILE
https://www.bitchute.com/video/FBJM2EmV8wem/
Kittystyle's 160 IQ plan to win sympathy.
october 6th, 2019.

>KITTYSTYLE WANTS TO HAVE LONG HEATED TALKS WITH MINORS
https://www.bitchute.com/video/6W6yOuTXdVHa/
Stop enabling this pedophile!
october 6th, 2019.

Classic Content other Stoner Streamer shits on Kitty Anonymous  10/09/19 (Wed) 17:26:21 No.13358
File (hide): 1570634781359.png (417.84 KB, 828x611, ClipboardImage.png)

something perhaps of interest in context - Dall was watching this streamer earlier 
today on kittystyle tv
i found this on bitchute yesterday at random

https://www.bitchute.com/video/YrFVCMZqf2Ia/
30 minutes
clip from late February 2019 before Dall was permabanned from DLIVE

a libshit stoner took pity on him and hosted him for an evening listening to his crocodile tear sobstory
immediately regrets it the day after when kity comes into his chat shitting it up

Anonymous 10/09/19 (Wed) 17:28:54 No.13359

>>13352 (You)
Dall finally going to get off that ass of his and - do something? Gonna have to press X.

Anonymous 10/09/19 (Wed) 17:45:09 No.13360
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Oh no
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Detractor Restream + Dall Threatens IRL Danish Police with Death + New Video + Godlike Gnomes Anonymous  10/09/19 (Wed) 20:40:55 No.13361

https://bitwave.tv/Kovalski
Kovalskis comfy Surveillance restream from Kittystyle.tv 
with live commentary, custom overlay, music and chat with your friendly neighborhood danish police chat

+++

>THOMAS DALL THREATENS TO COMMIT SUICIDE IF HE GOES TO JAIL THEN THREATENS TO MURDER HIS LOCAL POLICE
https://www.bitchute.com/video/TDfy9oSZ1yDZ/
12 minutes

Thomas Dall threatens the lifes and well being of his local law and order with death and violence.
"All the local police would be dead. If they are not with me, they are against me. I will kill them all."

BItchute video

+++

In other news
>Thomas Dall thinks garden gnomes are "gods perfect creations"
>uses his new touchpad for snapchat sexting with minors
>Dall has an autistic obsession with empty glass bottles

Anonymous  10/09/19 (Wed) 20:54:42 No.13362 >>13381

File (hide): 1570647282457.png (164.79 KB, 564x423, ClipboardImage.png)

Evidence that Thomas Dall was in romantic pursuit in his online 
relationship with Samantha Masters

As fate has it, he chose one of the worst animes ever made to 
represent his e-thot orbiting.

Request for video footage of the girl in Dalls apartment Anonymous  10/09/19 (Wed) 20:59:27 No.13363

An open request >>13348 and general thread

If someone does have video footage of this anonymous girl on stream, we would ask you to post any recorded footage here or leave a link to the recording here, if possible.

Thank You very much in advance.

Anonymous 10/09/19 (Wed) 21:05:03 No.13364

lol samantha is dating james smith now, which eats thomas fucking soul. I hope he fucking copes and seethes all fucking day and night about it

Anonymous 10/09/19 (Wed) 22:49:11 No.13365

>>12677 (You)

Anonymous 10/10/19 (Thu) 10:35:11 No.13370
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Anonymous 10/10/19 (Thu) 12:43:12 No.13374 >>13385 >>13391
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how could the ponies ruin MUHHOLELIFEEEEEEEE!!! MUH WIFE, MUH INCOMES, MUH CHILDRENS! DEY TOOK IT ALL! I HAS NOTHINGS NOW! I KILL MUH SELF NOW! NO ONE WANTS TO BE MUH 
FRIENDS BECAUSE I FINGERED AN 8 YEAR OLD AND HAD MINORS ALONE IN MY APARTMENT!!! REEEEEEEEEEEE!
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Anonymous 10/10/19 (Thu) 12:47:43 No.13377 >>13385
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Anonymous 10/10/19 (Thu) 12:48:00 No.13378 >>13385
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Anonymous 10/10/19 (Thu) 12:48:23 No.13379 >>13385
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Anonymous 10/10/19 (Thu) 12:48:43 No.13380

Anonymous 10/10/19 (Thu) 12:49:30 No.13381 >>13385
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>>13362 (You)
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Anonymous 10/10/19 (Thu) 12:50:51 No.13382 >>13385

Some Kov clips
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Anonymous 10/10/19 (Thu) 12:56:57 No.13383 >>13384 >>13385

Kitty tells Ninja that he's going to murder dispatch, his child… EVERYONE! How about taking the path of least resistance kitty

Anonymous 10/10/19 (Thu) 14:01:00 No.13384

>>13383
Kitty really knows how to get a fast track to the no-fly list.

Downloaded Kitty stream link Anonymous  10/10/19 (Thu) 14:28:27 No.13385 >>13389

File (hide): 1570710507420.png (299.52 KB, 980x454, ClipboardImage.png)

>>13379
>>13378
>>13377
>>13376
>>13374

Thank you for the Update. That saves me a lot of work. 
The Webms are excellent and so are the rare Jans.

+++

Some Filed as supplied by Ear Juice

https://uploadfiles.io/4gcvbwk3
includes a Kitty stream, 
250 MB
expires in  mid November 2019

https://www.bitchute.com/video/PKhdrOu4R49e/>>13380
>>13381
>>13382
>>13383
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Leaked Samy DMs Anonymous  10/10/19 (Thu) 14:31:47 No.13386

Leaked Discord DMs between Thomas Dall and Samantha Masters

Misses a message of Thomas saying "I need Drugs."

New Dik Pix pending
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Kittystyle TV is a Doxxing Site, Dall has called the IRL police (again), Discord leaks, Epstein Vow Anonymous  10/10/19 (Thu) 14:46:56 No.13387

>Stream Summary Octiver 9th/10th 2019

+++ DO NOT USE KITTYSTYLE.TV +++ 
Kittystyle.TV is a doxxing Website confirmed.

The Admin of Kittystyle.TV, Thomas Dall, is as of October 10th 2019 exposed himself, he is guily of IP Scraping and publicy extorting Site users with their Data.
Never use this website without a VPN. The Admin will abuse your Data in an attempt to ruin you.

- Dall using the troll Accoun "Mobility Mary"
- Thomas Dall doxxing User Ips on his website for extortion purposes
- Thomas Dall not understanding what a VPN is
- continues to post Switzerland VPNs in streamchat
- a couple of reaction faces

IN OTHER NEWS
>Thomas Dall has unironically called the Danish Police because he was restreamed on bitwave.TV
>presumably several times, too. They send him a reply they will look into the case
>Meaning, Bitwave TV, Kiwifarms and most likely this thread are ONCE AGAIN under supervision of the police department of Haderslev
>Dall proceeded to announce that he will maim and kill Danish Police and the Population of Haderslev if they dont obey him against his detractors
>Dall thinks he will not be punished for making death and rape threats repeatedly against known and anonymous people on camera

>as posted in this thread above, Dall had an unknown underage girl over at his apartment, presumably under the attempt to extort sexual services from her
>Detractor cell is currently contemplating to do a flyer compaign to notify the danish public about this violent pedophile

>Kitty had once again a breakup with Samanthas Masters on stream
>called her below average IQ and A Troll
>Samy proceeded to leak her Discord DMs with him after telling Dall that he is a pedophile, he is doing this to himself and that he should just croak

>Dall promised to Epstein himself if his plan to call the IRL Danish Police backfires and he gets put in jail
>his mother and sister were contacted over the bar incident and most likely recently due to the new Pedophilia threats
>His mother still did nothing about it, instead enabled her criminal son to incriminate himself even more
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Classic Content - Kitty threatens former friend with Death Anonymous  10/10/19 (Thu) 14:58:22 No.13388

>Kitty Makes 10 Deaf Freats To Susi and Kovalski In 40 Min.
https://youtu.be/wOamVzgu9fY [Embed]
43 Minute highlight clip from March 2019, private Discord call, leaked by Susi and clipped by Zug Zug

This was during the MIXER Arc, 

after Dall just got banned from the site itself, to nobodies surprise.
Dall complete flies off the handle on his former female friend and streaming colleague SuperSusi87.
Dall swears, yells and screams prophanities, death threats and vows to ruin the Live of Susi and her boyfriend Kovalski repeatedly.

It should be noted that not only was Susi a former friend of his, but also used to be on good terms with Thomas, to the point where she defended him initially during the stream.me Saga. Susi, for whatever reason, keeps her 
compose and keeps the conversation up in a vein attempt to reason with Dall. To no avail. He keeps screaming about how he has no life and cant get a job. 

Dall seems under the impression that the entire Internet is controlled by Susi and Kovalski, to the point where he BEGGED her to take his Threads down, despite endlessly threatening her life and livelihood. If this video taught me 
anything it was that Dall learned literally nothing from his Prison stay in 2016, still throwing out Death threats like Candy to anyone who even looks at him funny. complete sociopathic lunacy.

Anonymous 10/10/19 (Thu) 15:07:15 No.13389 >>13390

>>13385 (You)
I should probably get around to organize and upload my collection of stream recordings one day. But like with my pictures they are starting to become a big folder of unlabeled stuff.
>got the entire conversation he had with Ear Juice in late May as an example

Anonymous  10/10/19 (Thu) 15:26:52 No.13390

>>13389

same here. the flood of kitty related content is so aplenty it is hardly possible to properly archive all of his bullshit on time. hes like an elephant. drops content everywhere he walks.

Anonymous  10/10/19 (Thu) 15:29:56 No.13391
File (hide): 1570714196539.webm (4.77 MB, 540x360, Beetlejuice Intro (Openin….webm) [play once] [loop]

>>13374

Kitty looks more like Beetlejuice with every passing day. 
Horryfying.
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Kittystyle.tv """Reboot""" + Doxxing TOS Anonymous  10/10/19 (Thu) 15:49:51 No.13392 >>13395

+++ WARNING +++ DALLS WEBSITE WAS RENAMED +++

Less than half a day after exposing his dirt business,.Thomas Dall has rebooted his doxxing website Kittystyle.TV under a new label to sweep his Corrupt Administration under the rug. He is openly announcing that he will Doxx 
users in the TOS.

the place is now called "Yougle.TV"

His current Admin Name is Tom @InvisibleMan

The website is otherwise mostly the same with slight changes to the cosmetics. 
The URL is also still the same. Chat does not need accounts and allows picture uploads.

here is a current invite to Dalls Discord server.
https://discordapp.com/invite/bJNTKg?utm_source=Discord%20Widget&utm_medium=Connect
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New Discord Leaks - Dall refuses to leave Internet, alleged Talks with Sister, No Medical Attention Anonymous  10/10/19 (Thu) 15:56:30 No.13393

 
A small list of new chat messages from Dalls Re-Purged Server - October 10th. its down to 9 users.

+++

KittystyleYesterday at 5:57 AM
mmy life https://www.bitchute.com/video/AHrUHJxmSMn9/
BitChute
MinisterOfLulz
KITTYSTYLE JUMPS OFF THE WINDOW!

too bad i live on the ground floor
 
KittystyleYesterday at 3:35 PM
123456789/*-+
hello there sir
i am back
can we ge normies in here today ?
we need more sacrificial lambs
 
PandanSpongeYesterday at 3:36 PM
NPC Normie reporting in
 
KittystyleYesterday at 3:36 PM
Cool :smile:
im getting online now :smile:
howa re you ?
so i had a talk with my sister
about how to
deal with all this
she told me people are missing me
in the real world
 
PandanSpongeYesterday at 3:37 PM
Yes that is one part
 
KittystyleYesterday at 3:37 PM
and i had to explain to her, why i dont feel like going out anymore
or seeing people at all
 
PandanSpongeYesterday at 3:37 PM
In a cycle which begats more of it
 
KittystyleYesterday at 3:37 PM
what u mean ?
 
PandanSpongeYesterday at 3:38 PM
Cause of the stalking it makes you go ape shit putting off people and feeding into this creating more stalking and trolling
 
KittystyleYesterday at 3:38 PM
i convinced her, my site needs to grow for me to survive on the internet, and that i refuse to back down. It would be a total loss, to have to fold to the internet, especiallly since this was always my home, my base :p
yea
and she tells me to ignore it
and im like,… yeah thats not possible when you are isolated and manipulated
24 hours a day
even walking away, will just
 
PandanSpongeYesterday at 3:39 PM
Yes that easy to say and is a good way to go
 
KittystyleYesterday at 3:39 PM
make the bitterness grow
shes right… but its harder to do
she remmined me of my daughter though… always think of her
when i wanna scream at them
thats a good advice
like that one
 
PandanSpongeYesterday at 3:39 PM
As I've said see your doctor and take advtage of the directions they can push you
 
KittystyleYesterday at 3:39 PM
yeah, but im not sure that will increase the chances to see my daughter
cuz in a way, i dont wanna be sick like that… ijust need support to heal
 
PandanSpongeYesterday at 3:40 PM
But it will help you cope I find normalancy
 
KittystyleYesterday at 3:40 PM
i think making it official like that, is bad
njhaa
no its gonna make me look unstable
 
PandanSpongeYesterday at 3:40 PM
Just don't tell anyone and if you do it doesn't matter what they think
 
KittystyleYesterday at 3:40 PM
mlpol also already creates that narrative
they have plans with my story, if i go to a hospital
so…. it make me not want to seek help
 
PandanSpongeYesterday at 3:41 PM
You won't go to hospital they will refer you to specialist and give youy a prescrtiption
 
KittystyleYesterday at 3:41 PM
atleast ot professional
yeah, and the last thing i need is scam medicine
like
i know the shit they fill u with…… its just another fucking monkey on your shoulder
 
PandanSpongeYesterday at 3:41 PM
You've been self diagnosing on the internet for a ages it's got to be a big step up from that
 
KittystyleYesterday at 3:41 PM
they are an industry that makes money on peoples illnessses
they have no interest in actually helping
nah….
actually decided not to take medicine, and take my own
because i think it was a step up
and i still beleive cannabis is better than any of the stuff they acn give
 
PandanSpongeYesterday at 3:42 PM
if you've hit rock bottom and are willing to try it I recommend it as it helped me personally
 
KittystyleYesterday at 3:42 PM
truxal ? SSRI ?`Like…. what kind of shitty meds could even help me
if they gave me a shrink 2 times a week
then maybe i could get better
 
PandanSpongeYesterday at 3:43 PM
that is probably a part but there is other places they can point you like CBT but i know nothing about that
 
KittystyleYesterday at 3:43 PM
yeah if they prescribe me cannabis, that would be great
in some countries , or states, i would definately get taht
but not here - yet
cuz politicians are backlwards
in fact, the most backwards politicna, sent me to jail, for tellign her shes a shill for pharma
 
PandanSpongeYesterday at 3:43 PM
But you've got to make those steps yourself and each little step will get you closer to a better place.
 
KittystyleYesterday at 3:44 PM
and telling her to fuck off, and stop bothering minorities in wheelchairs
and also told her, if she takls shit to people, then she'll see the consequences
and then i was in jail
for 6 months
torutred
abused
assaulted
isolation
so i got the consequences, for her letting down the sick of denmark
then afterr that, she became an MP … gave several millions to pharma, and made weed more illegal
based, on a false flag operation, which i was the center of
she made a million taxpayer dollars, on the back of my ruined life
and i always have paid tax
i ahve worked a lotin my life… paid a lot of tax XD
its kind of very very upsetting
 
PandanSpongeYesterday at 3:51 PM
I understand but it's best to move onwards from these things rather than get stuck in them.

If you go seek some professional help I'll stick around and help you out whether with the site or for someone to chat to at times. But I'll leave it to you.
 
KittystyleYesterday at 3:53 PM
yeh, they made me feel like its a bad idea
so for as much as i want to, im not gonna do it, based on what i think they willmake me into
they will  make me unstable, to make a better argument for me to not see my daughter… so for the sake of my daughter, ill stay sane and get my shit togerther, on my own, without doctors
 
PandanSpongeYesterday at 3:55 PM
Good luck I hope it works out
 
KittystyleYesterday at 4:28 PM
@Zonnie when will you be able to get in contact?
@Zonnie u dont respond for days
 
KittystyleYesterday at 8:11 PM
hey dale whats up
 
KittystyleYesterday at 8:37 PM
@Sir Dale the Bold (=
 
Sir Dale the BoldYesterday at 8:56 PM
hay man in a voice call here
sorry
intense shit
 
KittystyleYesterday at 9:38 PM
hi @GniessKitty

Kittystyle.TV is online - Yougle.tv Rebrand Anonymous  10/10/19 (Thu) 19:39:13 No.13394
File (hide): 1570729153321.png (103.87 KB, 1243x698, ClipboardImage.png)

It seems dall has rangebanned large swaths of IPs last night. Which is potentially disastrous considering that he will now get even less viewers from around the world, the US in particular. Not to 
mention this rebrand completely evaporates any kind of popularity his site had before.

In any case, at least for me, Kittystyle.tv is accessable. here are some chat logs.
On Another Note, all other streamers except Abnormality 16 have been removed from the website.

+++

hat messages have been cleared by @InvisibleMan

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
good song

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
song request

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
Billy Joel

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
She's always a woman

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
listen to the lyrics

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
yeah ok

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
start song over please

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
aw damn…i lost the sound here…clicked something?

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
say something

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
There it is

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
thanks

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
havta figue out your new site

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
you're better at that than me

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
Billy Joel and So it goes

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
thanks

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
excellent song…title and Artist?

Tom @InvisibleMan 11h
Noah Cyrus - Lonely (Official Audio)

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
thanks

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
is that Miley Cyrus sister?

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
yeah no idea

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
cyrus is unusual name tho

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
Creed my sacrifice

Tom @InvisibleMan 11h
Halsey - Graveyard

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
he had to rescue…himself

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
say hi to grandma

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
get some rest

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
Later Tom Cat

CoolPerson @guest4743186 11h
(heart)

TheFridge @TheFridge 3h
Doing alright pal?

Tom @InvisibleMan 1h
oh hey there

Tom @InvisibleMan 1h
jsut got back

CoolPerson @guest4743186 1h
(wink)

Tom @InvisibleMan 1h
man

Tom @InvisibleMan 1h
they know

Tom @InvisibleMan 1h
this is so

Tom @InvisibleMan 1h
ugh

CoolPerson @guest4743186 1h
dm me

Tom @InvisibleMan 1h
they know

Tom @InvisibleMan 1h
They know….

CoolPerson @guest4743186 1h
don't say shit here

Tom @InvisibleMan 1h
They know….. i

NiceIndividual @guest4954922 1h
Cool site! I would like to se you draw something. Or maybe Play some guitar - green day is one og my favorit

CoolPerson @guest4743186 58m
ok here now

CoolPerson @guest4743186 17m
nom nom nom

Anonymous 10/10/19 (Thu) 19:41:10 No.13395 >>13396

>>13392 (You)
I have to say I find it funny that he is using the "Protected by DMCA" badge at the bottom when his entire streamingconcept is to play copyrighted music without paying royalties.

Anonymous  10/10/19 (Thu) 20:03:27 No.13396

>>13395

Thomas has a very selfish understanding of copyright.  He said several times he does not like the very concept of copyright itself, he only pulls it out as a cudgel when it concerns his own "business" to defame detractors or when it 
suits him. If he head to retroactively pay for everything he has streamed in the past 8 years, it would probably have eaten up most of his earnings by several factors.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/nsAy8ghPhb2e/

Anonymous 10/11/19 (Fri) 01:01:10 No.13397 >>13408

>>12677 (You) Does Samy have their own Mpol? Anyways I noticed this was missing from the Samy Lore. A Remix of her leaked home made porn remixed by EarJuice.

There is also a 3DAL animation of Kitty dancing.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/U8vSkkotLu0/

https://www.bitchute.com/video/44LF0ezOFomN/

Anonymous 10/11/19 (Fri) 15:42:30 No.13402 >>13408

samy didndunuffinnnnnn
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YOUGLE.TV is now operating Anonymous  10/11/19 (Fri) 18:10:43 No.13403 >>13406

+++ KITTYSTYLE.TV is no longer operating +++

Dall has finally changed the site Url.

All future streams will be hosted on  The site is otherwise mostly the same. Dall attempted to Scrub the Name "Kittystyle" and Thomas Dall from the place, with no success. The site ran under the old URL for over a day before it was 
changed. 

Another Master Stroke of Genuis by 62 IQ Dall.

YOUGLE.TV

Dall is currently live.
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New Discord Leaks - Dall has purged Server Again, Yougle.TV Chatlogs Anonymous  10/11/19 (Fri) 18:18:47 No.13404

Thomas Dall, in a Fit of Paranois, has once again purged his Discord Server due to the never-ending leaks.
Hes now Down to 4 people. Himself, Dale Bold, Carolynz and Abnormality. Everybody else is gone. He even kicked the bot.

Shoutout to Abnormality for the Screenshots.

+++

 
KittystyleLast Wednesday at 8:37 PM
@Sir Dale the Bold (=
 
Sir Dale the BoldLast Wednesday at 8:56 PM
hay man in a voice call here
sorry
intense shit
 
KittystyleLast Wednesday at 9:38 PM
hi @GniessKitty
 
KittystyleYesterday at 8:07 PM
deleted more people from my discord
i cant trust a single person of them
they are poison
and since theres leaks from my discord, i had to remove
until leaking stopped
guhhh
i need to find new friends
who arent bitwavers
please someone bring friends to my site
 
KittystyleToday at 1:36 AM
thanks for watching, ill be back tomorrow, if anyone comes by :slight_smile:
:smile:

+++

YOUGLE.TV CHATLOGS

NiceIndividual @guest4954922 17h
Cool site! I would like to se you draw something. Or maybe Play some guitar - green day is one og my favorit

CoolPerson @guest4743186 16h
ok here now

CoolPerson @guest4743186 16h
nom nom nom

Tom @InvisibleMan 15h
anbo ?

Tom @InvisibleMan 15h
abno ?

Tom @InvisibleMan 14h
hey abnormaliooty

Tom @InvisibleMan 14h
u there ?

Tom @InvisibleMan 14h

Tom @InvisibleMan 14h

Tom @InvisibleMan 14h
#mylife
Rank for abnormality16 @abnormality16 has been changed to Regular by Tom @InvisibleMan

CoolPerson @guest4743186 14h
(hug)

CoolPerson @guest4743186 14h
better….still a bit rocky here tho

CoolPerson @guest4743186 14h
who cares what they think or say?

CoolPerson @guest4743186 14h
yeah man…i get it

CoolPerson @guest4743186 14h
its EVIL

CoolPerson @guest4743186 14h
relentless

CoolPerson @guest4743186 14h
Just Roll with it Bruh

CoolPerson @guest4743186 14h
Fuck em

CoolPerson @guest4743186 14h
i do get it tho

CoolPerson @guest4743186 14h
the shittyness of it

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
the Joker movie?

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
actually, your trolls are JUST like the Joker

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
good analogy

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Not really a good date movie tho

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Pro Tip

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
i'm VERY familiar with the joker as a concept

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Psychopath

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
well embracing Evil is never a wise choice

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
he's a mass murcerer

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
typo

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
no the Joker is…goofy Boi

abnormality16 @abnormality16 13h
good movie

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Potential mass murderer?…um, Nope

abnormality16 @abnormality16 13h
saw it saturday

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
@abnormality16 hiya

abnormality16 @abnormality16 13h
suuup

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
the shy

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
dammit….typo

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
The SKY

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
is UP

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
by the way, Noah Cyrus IS Miley's sister

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
i checked

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
good song

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
in her stream

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
for US

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
yes i requested it

abnormality16 @abnormality16 13h
im live
HappyUser @guest4957604 has been banned for 12 hour(s) by CoolPerson @guest4743186

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Buh Bye, Douche

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Ban Hammer gonna get a workout here methinks

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
(wink)

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
how does a Mod.."Remove" comments?

Tom @InvisibleMan 13h
./clear

Tom @InvisibleMan 13h
or right click , to the right of the comment

Tom @InvisibleMan 13h
or there should be a litltle thing

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Boom

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Muchas Grassy ass

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2H5uWRjFsGc [Embed]
Chumbawamba - Tubthumping (Official Video)
ChumbawambaVEVO

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
request

Yougle.tv Chatlogs Part 2 October 11th 2019 Anonymous  10/11/19 (Fri) 18:19:25 No.13405

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Boo

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
excellent song

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
yes thats it

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Cheers mate

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
lmao

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Thank you, citizen

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Bruh, you always make me smile

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Thanks for being You

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
profile pic?…hmmmm

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
interesting idea

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
COCK a doodle Doo?

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
(lol)

Rooster69 @Rooster69 13h
Hello everybody. I am here.

Rooster69 @Rooster69 13h
Maybe. But Maybe not.

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Rooster69?

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
LMFAO

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Cock is fine…just do NOT be a Dick

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
play that funky music

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
white boy

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MDZsNksbw2Q [Embed]
Wild Cherry - Play That Funky Music (HQ with lyrics)
The Rewind Music

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
eye have Ass Cancer

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Eye I Aye

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=blrHHRWKygw [Embed]
Sniff 'n the tears - Driver's seat (full song H.Q.)
HardRockas

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
I Like CoolPerson

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
(dealwithit)

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
warrantees are BS

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
thats cray cray

Rooster69 @Rooster69 13h
The telephone selfdestructed? Did it take life advice from you?
Rooster69 @Rooster69 has been banned for 24 hour(s) by CoolPerson @guest4743186

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Buh bye

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
I Knew it

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Trolls lack any self control

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Fatal flaw

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
was this yer precious Chinese phone?

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
ooft

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Huawei

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
not a police issue

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
lawyer maybe yeah

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
depends

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
thing is …lawyer will charge MORE

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
than phone is worth

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Friggin Chinese crap

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Just sayin'

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
420 ….cheers

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
I will NEVER purchase chinese crapp

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
EVER

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
US has Strong product quality/Liability laws

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
hmmmm

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
dunno

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
yeah frustrating

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
dealing with boo sheet

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
BadAss Grandma

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
thats cool

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Rooster69 obviously knew who i am…lmao

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
gee, i wonder who That coulda been

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
cough Dipshit cough

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
Carolynz in da House!

Carolynz @Carolynz 13h
Hello my mate

CoolPerson @guest4743186 13h
WooHoooooo

Carolynz @Carolynz 13h
hey cool

CoolPerson @guest4743186 12h
actually i needz ta scoot a roo

CoolPerson @guest4743186 12h
Tag carolunz…you're it

Carolynz @Carolynz 12h
one day lol

CoolPerson @guest4743186 12h
^

CoolPerson @guest4743186 12h
Laterz all

Carolynz @Carolynz 12h
all my pics are on my phone

Carolynz @Carolynz 12h
bye cool

Carolynz @Carolynz 12h
no i wasn't going to use a personal pic

Carolynz @Carolynz 12h
not really

Carolynz @Carolynz 12h
I see I'm a mod lol
Rank for abnormality16 @abnormality16 has been changed to Moderator by Tom @InvisibleMan

Carolynz @Carolynz 12h
Sorry I had visitors

Carolynz @Carolynz 12h
Yeah Pink Floyd

Carolynz @Carolynz 12h
I'm being forced to go into town lol

Carolynz @Carolynz 12h
So will be back soon

Carolynz @Carolynz 12h
I'm back

Carolynz @Carolynz 12h
If i hear from Aussie Dave shall send him the link

Carolynz @Carolynz 11h
Remember I bought him onto youtube that night and you showed him your paintings

Carolynz @Carolynz 11h
He's chilled

Carolynz @Carolynz 11h
hey Im away from the keyboard so will be just listening lol…..I love it already

Carolynz @Carolynz 11h
Wow

Carolynz @Carolynz 11h
love this song

Carolynz @Carolynz 11h
I've been building with leggo lol

Carolynz @Carolynz 11h
and listening to your music at the same time

Tom @InvisibleMan 9h
gonna watch a bit youtube and fall asleep cya in the morning i hope (=

Carolynz @Carolynz 9h
ok kitty have a good nights sleep

Tom @InvisibleMan 9h
thanks, im not sleeping yet. Just a bit of relaxing

Tom @InvisibleMan 9h

Anonymous 10/11/19 (Fri) 18:19:39 No.13406 >>13413

>>13403 (You)
If kitty actually get the site running at a sizable amount, he will likely attract Goole's lawyers and will probably have to rebrand his site again.

Kitty Child Molester Song, Weekend Date at Jokers, Dale is a nuthugger, Smartphone Arc incoming Anonymous  10/11/19 (Fri) 18:31:55 No.13407
File (hide): 1570811515336.mp3 (4.54 MB, Susis_first_song_ever.mp3)

A new song about Kittys Pedophile Pride. i think it was made by Kaik Baggins as a tribute to this new arc

+++

>In other Kittystyle News
>Thomas Dall claims he is going to have a date with an female during the weekend
>name and age are unknown, it may or may not be the same underage girl from the screenshots earlier

>he is going to watch the new Joker movie for the date, although people told him is not a dating movie

>he indentifies with the main character and thinks he gets made fun of by evil people just like him.
>Dall tried to keep the date when he goes secret out of fear detractors will stalk him into the cinema and make a scene
>but its pretty clear it will happen some time this weekend, most likely near the evening

>the criminal and eternal nuthugger Dale Bold is now a mod on YOUGLE.TV under an anonymous user handle, bans people for making jokes

>Dall announced that he is having big trouble with his Broken Smartphone and the related store in Haderslev
>he took it to an electronic store, from which he also bought the new tablet
>he said the clerks are "holding his phone hostage for spare parts"
>Dall is contemplating to call the police and get a lawyer if the store does not give his broken phone back
> he claims "it just selfdestructed" after a piece of the hull fell off
>he also announced he will stalk the store and visit it daily because they scammed him into buying new items
>considering Dall assaulted other Store clerks over less pushing matters, to the point where they had to call police and Security to detain him, this may end up in a complete disaster if Dall is posied to escalate it

Anonymous  10/11/19 (Fri) 18:35:04 No.13408

>>13397
>>13402

Samy does not have her own thread since i considered her a minor actor before she entered an online relationship with kitty
but at the time i honored her with an extended series of posts as seen here: >>12717 (You)

since shes now out of the picture i dont think i will post more about her again, unless it is kitty related.

Anonymous  10/11/19 (Fri) 18:48:59 No.13409

File (hide): 1570812538655.png (412.36 KB, 640x436, madden.png)

Detractors came to the conclusion that Dalls mother 
may or may not be John Madden.
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Phone Repair Stores Anonymous  10/11/19 (Fri) 20:03:17 No.13410

Due to the possibility that Dall is going to commit a new crime come Monday over hsi shitty broken phone, i took the opportunity to do some digging. Heres the Names and Adresses of stores in Haderslev that offer smart phone 
repair.

The first seems to be the most popular one, but there are others, too

+++

The shop is owned by a 33 year old man from Afghanistan.

>Easy Phone Repair Haderslev
https://www.facebook.com/easyphonerepairhaderslev/

>website
https://easyphonerepair.dk/kontakt-os/

>Adress
Storegade 20 (135.53 mi)
Haderslev, Sonderjylland, Denmark 6100

>Phone
+45 31 33 31 81

>Press article from Summer 2017
https://www.ugeavisen-bramming.dk/bramming/Shakib-har-koebt-Smart-Phone-Repair/artikel/324112

+++
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other Repair shops Anonymous  10/11/19 (Fri) 20:08:09 No.13411

>Repair Cafe Haderslev
https://www.facebook.com/repaircafehaderslev/

Adress
Bispebroen 3 (135.41 mi)
Haderslev, Sonderjylland, Denmark 6100

no phone number listed

+++

>Danish Phone Repair

>Adress
Torvet 8
6100 Haderslev
Syddanmark - Denmark

no phone number listed

+++

>Covermm

>Adress
Apotekergade 7 (135.31 mi)
Haderslev, Sonderjylland, Denmark 6100

>Phone
+45 25 56 65 85

+++

>iFIXable

>Adress
Fjordglimt 9 (133.58 mi)
Haderslev, Sonderjylland, Denmark 6100

>phone
+45 40 29 08 62

+++
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Cinema locations Anonymous  10/11/19 (Fri) 20:24:15 No.13412

The Three Cinemas of Haderslev, one of which Dall will most likely attend between today and monday evening to watch the Joker movie (hes locally bound due to his lack of an automobile.)

+++

>Cinema Paradiso

Laurids Skaus Gade 12
6100 Haderslev
Denmark

Phone number
+45 27 74 64 60

+++

>Slotsbio Haderslev

Store Klingbjerg 3A
6100 Haderslev
Denmark
 
Phone number
+45 74 53 22 01

+++

>Kosmorama 

Torvet 3
6100 Haderslev
Denmark

Phone number
+45 74 52 24 14

Anonymous 10/11/19 (Fri) 20:50:58 No.13413

>>13406
Technically they wouldn't have a case, unless Google has a copywrite on that specific term; doubtful.

Anonymous 10/12/19 (Sat) 14:43:55 No.13437 >>13438 >>13442

File (hide): 1570884235140.jpg (1.44 MB, 2480x3508, nOnwJhL.jpg)

A poster that is about to be sent out across Haderslev warning people of this 
dangerous violent pedophile

Anonymous 10/12/19 (Sat) 14:50:21 No.13438

>>13437

! WARNING ! 

IF YOU SEE THIS MAN PLEASE CALL THE POLICE IMMIDIATELY.
THIS IS THE FORMERLY CONVICTED VIOLENT FELON THOMAS DALL WHO HAS BEEN IN THE SEARCHLIGHT OF THE INTERNET FOR A LONG TIME DUE TO HIS PEDOPHILIC TENDENSIES

The picture on the left is from a recent livestream from Thomas' website, where he showcased very young girl. According to this he intends to touch children.

Thomas is very psychologically unstable and it is this recent escalation of his tendencies that have made internet groups react. The identity of the girl is unknown.

Anonymous 10/12/19 (Sat) 15:00:00 No.13439 >>13441

You guys will send Kitty to the nuthouse with all this harassment (with some luck) How much more can he take?

Anonymous 10/12/19 (Sat) 16:44:14 No.13441

>>13439

I mean how long is he gonna be a pedophile?

Anonymous  10/12/19 (Sat) 16:48:03 No.13442

File (hide): 1570891683098.gif (7.61 MB, 640x640, Chinchilla wine glass chee….gif)

>>13437

Looking forward to the fireworks. God 
bless your hearts.

Anonymous 10/12/19 (Sat) 23:13:01 No.13450

last christmas anon took away his fetus, can we take away his freedom this year?

Anonymous  10/13/19 (Sun) 12:40:33 No.13460

File (hide): 1570963232723.png (350 KB, 860x909, ClipboardImage.png)

I've heard a rumor that the Admin of Bitwave.TV has bought the url of Kittystyle.tv

dont know if this is true yet, but this could potentially turn devastating for Thomas. The site looks really weird too atm.

Also, Dall is live on yougle.tv to about 4 or 5 people for audience. chat and Discord were pretty much dead yesterday. I assume he was at the cinema, since there were no 
streams until yesterday night.

Kitty has seen Joker movie, No Saturday Stream, Yougle.tv broken? Anonymous  10/13/19 (Sun) 21:45:21 No.13469 >>13470

File (hide): 1570995921390.png (128.43 KB, 1243x698, ClipboardImage.png)

Dall did not stream on Saturday

He was however in the cinema, as suspected. He did watch the Joker movies. Has a giant photo of the new actor as his 
background now and larps as the Joker.
Stream seems to be broken at the moment of the writing of this post.
Dall is so desperate for viewers he will now promote random anonymous accounts to regulars, even if you slightly troll him.

Anonymous 10/13/19 (Sun) 21:50:29 No.13470 >>13472

>>13469 (You)
>Has a giant photo of the new actor as his background now and larps as the Joker.
Never go full retard comes to mind.

Anonymous 10/13/19 (Sun) 22:59:28 No.13472

>>13470
He's well past that point by now.  Never stay full retard is the best he can hope for, assuming one can have hope for this particular trainwreck
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Operation Rødgrød-Med-Fløde 10/14/19 (Mon) 15:50:40 No.13481 >>13482

Today Operation Rødgrød-Med-Fløde was carried out by a detractor cell.

Several letters were mailed to Kitty and his surrounding neighbors with the flyer from further up.
It will apparently be a few days before the letters reach their destination.
Will Kitty stalk the mailman in order to intercept them?
We shall see.

A few of the remaining flyers were put up in an undisclosed Danish city.

Also included is an English translation of this flyer.

That's it, folks.

Anonymous  10/14/19 (Mon) 16:50:20 No.13482 >>13484

File (hide): 1571064620503.png (1.12 MB, 1243x698, ClipboardImage.png)

>>13481

Dall just found this post on his own
he is calling the police allegedly, 
has muted stream

yougle.tv

Anonymous  10/14/19 (Mon) 16:53:43 No.13483

File (hide): 1571064823517.png (682.82 KB, 1501x1901, THICC penguin.png)

Hi Thomas

Operation Rødgrød-Med-Fløde 10/14/19 (Mon) 17:02:13 No.13484 >>13485

>>13482 (You)
Did someone record this?

Anonymous  10/14/19 (Mon) 17:09:31 No.13485

>>13484

unsure, several people were alerted but i dont know if someone had recording software ready to go.

Anonymous 10/14/19 (Mon) 17:26:42 No.13486

File (hide): 1571066801615.jpg (353.67 KB, 1306x602, kitty-looking-into-buying-….jpg)
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Dall Reaction to WANTED posters. Anonymous  10/14/19 (Mon) 17:27:49 No.13487 >>13497

Yougle TV Chatlogs from Today night until the beginning of the WANTED poster discovery

>Original
https://pastebin.com/Yx9EZ482

>Archive
http://archive.fo/stMYW

++++

After Dall found the posters on his own when casually browsing MLPOL during stream, Dall claims to have called the danish police again on his mobile phone. 
The Call was muted, if he called anyone at all and what was talked about is unknown.
Afterwards Dall claimed he told his neighbors about his situation (most likely leaving out plent of unflattering details), has promptly banned me after i pointed out that the neighbors of cows are usually interested in the behavior of 
their neighbor. Citing a similar Incident that occured with Jonathan Yaniv. Dall reacted poorly towards it, is now uncomfortably laughing, desperately trying to force the discussion away from the WANTED posters towards food. Now 
contemplating to make new rules for banning people for thought crimes.

Anonymous 10/14/19 (Mon) 22:57:44 No.13488

 fight club is back Here's the link https://discord.gg/hZa7PfJ                     -James Smith

Loreful anon 10/15/19 (Tue) 13:48:16 No.13496

Looks like samantha and kitty are back

Anonymous 10/15/19 (Tue) 14:13:14 No.13497
File (hide): 1571141594354.jpg (53.44 KB, 640x1136, sweetie-belle-crusaders.jpg)

>>13487 (You)
>when casually browsing MLPOL during stream

Anonymous 10/15/19 (Tue) 15:55:01 No.13498 >>13499 >>13506 >>13507 >>13508

isn't time you guys stop harassing the poor bastard?
he will end up killing himself

Anonymous 10/15/19 (Tue) 16:23:13 No.13499

>>13498
Hi Kitty.  How's your daughter doing?

Anonymous 10/15/19 (Tue) 23:22:06 No.13506

>>13498
no>>13498
>isn't time you guys stop harassing the poor bastard?
no
>he will end up killing himself
and I should care why?

Anonymous 10/16/19 (Wed) 00:31:21 No.13507

>>13498
Stahp, you're getting my hopes up
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Anonymous  10/16/19 (Wed) 13:02:26 No.13508

>>13498

Welcome Normie/Actual Danish Police/Dall Whiteknight/Whatever

I have been observing this prick for month now and i can say in confidence that Hes not going to kill himself. Dall is a pathological suicide baiter, forcing pity out of his sycophants with crocodile tears is part of his routine. he 
threatens that at least once a month by now, nothing has ever happened. he never even cut himself while he was in tard rage mode with a knife in his hand. its all a bit. Literally the manchild who cried wolf.

And even if he by some miracle eventually does neck himself..oh my, what a loss to the world, another pedophile who nobody is going to miss (no less someone who does not contribute anything to society) lost his worthless life 
when his anger against the world turned against himself. What a tragic loss. 😂😂😂😂😂

But dont just take my word for it. heres a cross reference, the Infamous Jonathan Ross Suicide Stream from 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58FpOjL_UdY [Embed]
Spoiler alert
Ross never drank Febreeze at all. It was all acting. And even if he did, if would not have killed or even injured him, at worst he would have gotten explosive diarrhea for a day or two.

The closest thing we will probably get to a suicide stream for kitty is when (OR IF) he is going to get out of his government funded apartment come Christmas. The first thing he will be doing when hes homeless is streaming from his 
phone. Calling it now.
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Stream Summary 14-16th , Police calls, Joker larping, Stepmom secrets, Pedo whiteknighting Anonymous  10/16/19 (Wed) 15:49:02 No.13509 >>13518

Stream Summary Monday - Wednesday 14th - 16th of October

Due to virtue of being streamed on Yougle.tv, there are no vods or Backups of these streams. the summary included events i witnessed when it was live, heard randomly while passively watching or that have been reported by 
others. therefore, they are bound to be incomplete.

+++

>Dalls Discord Server Yougle.tv no longer has public invites.
>there are now about 8 or 9 people there, a couple trolls, a whiteknight/suspected troll named Hao and a "streamer" named Arch
>Dall is having arguments with people in voice chat of the fight club server, if any of it was recorded is unknown. At least one Spergout happened
>Kitty now has a giant unlicensed Joker Movie Photo as the background wallpaper of his website, he seems lowkey obsessed with the character and renamed his site handle to "The Joker"
>Dall has virtually drawn no audience to his site that wasnt already familiar with him, with maybe one or 2 exceptions
>All of the users are aware of his cow background, probably also because he keeps on ranting about it
>Dall thinks he is now more or less immune to deplatforming. I wonder what his service providers thinks about that.
>Dall is now also planning to illegaly restream Netflex to his website.

>Dall keeps deflecting arguments in a NO U style fashion when hes confronted with his pedophilia or homosexuality
>Kitty temporarily disabled Anonchat and issued preemtive bans against Anonymous users, a couple Non-Anons have been promoted to Mods, allegedly he had a meltdown the same night. once again, it is unknown if this was 
recorded.
>Dall allegedly has called the police live on stream after he discovered the WANTED posters in this thread, showed them on stream
> KItty has admitted that he has called the IRL Danish Police over his Cow related Internet Trolling on at least 4 different occasions since October 2018
> He has also admitted that he had a troubled relationship with his stepmother, who died in circa 2012. (aka the mother of Astrid and Laura Dall, Jan Dalls second wife)
>Dall claims his stepmother abused him and did not buy him gifts for festive events. He also  admitted that he stole her car one time and totally crashed it in an accident.
>Dall admitted once again that he was in a homosexual relationship in his teenage years

>he also admitted knowledge concerning his former girlfriend Maria some time around, which he allegedly beaten up so hard she had to be brought to the hospital
>Kitty puts a lot of effort into his Mental Gymnastics concerning his child molestation and dealing with pedophilia on the greater scale in society
>Dall watched a short part of the Jonathan Ross Documentary, later some weird Video of a guy who catfishes pedophiles on Discord and meets up with them IRL.
>Dall uses and misuses quotes and arguments from chat to present himself and Pedophilia in a better light, while at the same time displaying himself as a non-sex offender
>Kitty claims to have had sexual relations with a woman in her late 40s over the weekend, the date went bad over an argument over 50 dollars and kitty being offended that she wants a mate with a paying job. He claims they did 
have sexual intercourse, but wont have second date. He later proceeded to face doxx random matches he got from a dating website in an attempt to prove he is not an Incel.
>theres rumors over a Visit at Dalls Location in January 2020, involving several people. 
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Anonymous  10/16/19 (Wed) 15:49:47 No.13510

Anonymous  10/16/19 (Wed) 15:50:15 No.13511

File (hide): 1571233815327.png (1.18 MB, 1243x698, unknown.png)

Police wont help me and Intimidated by Dead Stepmother Anonymous  10/16/19 (Wed) 15:54:42 No.13512

Before i forget it, Dall also claims that despite him calling the police 4 times over Internet trolling, they could not (or refused to) helped him properly every time. This is either because the Actual Danish Police literally cant do anything 
about this or because Dall repeatedly refused to personally attenot the local police station to file a case against his detractors. When asked why he does not go there if the trolling does bother him so immensely, dall refuses to give a 
cohesive answer. Presumably its a mix between lazyness and cowardice that the police will use his dirt against him if he actually shows up.

It is also noteworthy that Dall visible shut down during the stream portion where the talks were focused around his step mother. Thoughts about her seem to bother him immensely to the point where he mentally retreats from the 
conversation when she is discussed.
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Dall went to the police station? Anonymous  10/16/19 (Wed) 16:02:05 No.13513

breaking news, kind of
less than an hour ago a notification was posted

Dall allegedly went to the Police station in the last 3 hours to report his trolls for gangstalking.

Anonymous 10/16/19 (Wed) 17:53:24 No.13515 >>13517

samy & james sitting in a tree. REEEEEEEEEEEE

Anonymous 10/16/19 (Wed) 17:56:32 No.13517

>>13515
Talk shit is that you ?

Anonymous 10/16/19 (Wed) 17:58:55 No.13518

>>13509 (You)
the rumored time frame is from January to March From what ive heard

Anonymous 10/16/19 (Wed) 18:08:17 No.13519

STAWHP ITS NOT ME.
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Anonymous  10/16/19 (Wed) 18:56:19 No.13520 >>13533

I dont think this has ever been posted here before. time to change that.

Picture of Kittys teenage goth metal band "Blame the Lame". 
Thomas on on the left, the other 2 are unknown. Presumably child hood friends. 
Possible 2 of the boys he hung around and did gay shit with and illegaly drank beer and swam naked in a river.

this was faken someone in the early 2000', most likely during Dalls Homosexual Phase. I was shocked to learn that kitty even was in a band, considering how bad his guitar play is to this day.

Also heres a clip of Mister Metokur laughing at Kittys Micropenis.

Anonymous 10/16/19 (Wed) 21:14:59 No.13521 >>13522

A whiteknight in kittys server by the name of HAO needs to be doxed hes shielding a pedo and hes fucking annoying af. tbf.

Anonymous  10/16/19 (Wed) 21:59:36 No.13522

>>13521

Samy, how about you contribute something to the thread and get Haos doxx yourself. Stop dragging other people in your personal shit.

As far as i know hes a toesucker of some new streamer named Arch from DLIVE. TXT says Hao might be troll, since be refused to acknowledge Dalls crimes when confronted with evidence. He may or may not be an ironic 
whiteknight. OR just Dale Bold on a sock account. dont know fully yet. So if hes in fact a detractor in deep cover you arent helping with doxxing him. if thats even possible at all.

He may or may not live in Honk Kong.

Anonymous 10/17/19 (Thu) 02:22:54 No.13523

I’ll drag who I want when I want.

Anonymous 10/17/19 (Thu) 12:38:50 No.13533 >>13534

>>13520 (You)
>during Dalls Homosexual Phase

Is it a phase? Did it ever end?
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Anonymous 10/17/19 (Thu) 13:05:31 No.13534

>>13533
>homo
Once he defiled his manhood, the point of no return was crossed.
It has an analogy to the wise saying:
>You can turn a housewife into a whore, but never a whore into a housewife.
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Anonymous 10/17/19 (Thu) 15:20:06 No.13536

Kitty is currently drawing another masterpiece of what's apparently himself sitting in darkness, surrounded by his gang stalkers pointing their penis fingers at him and spraying him with cum.

Anonymous 10/17/19 (Thu) 15:24:16 No.13537
File (hide): 1571318655670.jpg (101.65 KB, 919x518, kitty-drawing-of-gang-stal….jpg)

"Maybe it's disgusting when people point their fingers at you, maybe it should look like dicks. Maybe it SHOULD 
be a sexual thing. You know?"

Anonymous 10/17/19 (Thu) 15:28:20 No.13538 >>13541

Kitty might be a dirty rotten Pedo but some of you guys seem to have a fetish about Kitty's comings and goings.
Watching Kitty and writing about him on a daily basis seems creepy to me. Anyway each to their own.

Dall Whiteknight unmasked? Anonymous  10/17/19 (Thu) 18:51:49 No.13541
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>>13538

An Insider in the detractor community suggest that the Yougle.tv Mod HAO is infact the streamer cow UWAY, who lit himself on fire and became a guy in record time, with a completely demolished 
reputation to boot.

I myself can confirm hat i have seen allegedly UWAY accounts on bitwave that were viciously trying to whiteknight dall, even under the most dire of circumstances. However, definitive proof that 
correlates HAO and UWAY together has yet to be seen.

here is a 50 minute lore video from ear juice on UWAY. he grew a significant hateboner towards cow detractors.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXxyAW3PfRk [Embed]
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Dall Blown the fuck out by Danish Police, Everybody is Kovalski, Talking shit about Luna Anonymous  10/17/19 (Thu) 21:09:03 No.13544

Stream Summary October 16th and 17th

>New Sreamer on Yougle.tv
https://dlive.tv/ArchMessenger

>Kittys alleged site hosting service
http://starrynightmoviecompany.com/

+++

>on October 16th 2019 around noon local time, Thomas Dall showed up at his local police station in Haderslev
>His goal was to report his trolls for gangstalking. It was the 5th time he has roped in law enforcement into his internet activity.
>his attempt at filing the police report was a a complete trainwreck, he was lectured to contact Danish Police via E-Mail, (which, to be fair, he did, but most likely poorly and not waiting out the investigation time frame)
>"Why the fuck do you come here to waste my time?" - Danish Police officer
>"I think you are crazy in your head." - the same Police officer
>Dall was so clumsy in his futile attempt at filing a police report, he completely ridiculed himself in the process, making himself look like a rented mule
>he said he ended up laughing the police officer in the face, probably inspired by the Joker movie. The Officer did not take that kindly either
>In short, the police report was a complete waste of time on either end and it is unlikely danish law enforcement will do anything at all to help Dall

I think it is fair to say that Dalls case, after these repeasted ludicous attempts of forcing down a crackdown, have led the Danish Police to believe he is no one to be taken serious. Which in turn means that his detractors have been 
promoted from Trolls to Gremlins. Only the cow believes we exist while we do our business, no one else in his location who matters.

In other news
>Dall thinks literally every anonymous Account is James Kovalski
>If you use the word "Pathetic" you will be banned, because that is a word only Kovalski uses
> Dall thinks Kovalski put up the WANTED Posters
>he also claims the girl in the picture is his sister. THis is being contested and most likely a lie on dalls part.
>Should Dall continue to lie about the identity of the girl it is possible detractor will contact Laura Dall again
>Dall talked massive shit about his former girlfriend Cassandra Williams aka Luna, the alleged "Mother" of his Undeleted Fetus
>Dall called her a filthy whore, a skank garbage and a traitor
>he also showed her nudes on stream while verbally trashing her, threatening to release more nudes in fashion of revenge porn
>Williams was later contacted by Detractors and informed over this event, further action on her part may or may not be taken
>Dall has been called out for being a pussy who cucks to women when being contronted, this was met with a day ban from HAO
>it has also come to the attention of detractors that Denmark as of recent has new laws against revenge porn, which could end up in Dall being punished with money fines or up to 6 months of prison
>Dall excessively fantasized about the future of his metaphorical child, calling her a female Eminem and a career rapper
>he expect to meet the child when she is turning 18, altho Willams made it clear she wishes no contact
> Dall admitted to Stalking Williams via social media
>Dall claims he will "try to get a job in the next 20 years."  (threadly reminder that Dall is both unwilling and incompetent at getting a job, see his job related death threats, meltdowns and resume)
>Dall drew a ridicioulous looking picture of himself being Bukake'd by Dickfingers in a circle, visualizing his raging homoerotic fantasies about his detractors
>eating Potatochips in a chair is now considered content
>Text to Speech is currently turned off
>Carolynz, Dalls Presumed Webmaster, has presumably seen the Greatest Story never told. Shes still a Paranoid shithead whiteknighting him, tho.
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Anonymous  10/17/19 (Thu) 21:09:35 No.13545
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Anonymous  10/17/19 (Thu) 21:10:18 No.13546
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Anonymous  10/17/19 (Thu) 21:27:45 No.13548

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1TpiysjrZo [Embed]

More evidence of the Connection between Kittystyle and Uway

Yougle TV Chatlogs Anonymous  10/17/19 (Thu) 21:54:50 No.13549
File (hide): 1571342090471.png (108.84 KB, 1243x698, ClipboardImage.png)

https://pastebin.com/HTX1apzr
>Yougle.tv chatlogs for October 17th

The Fridge  rumored to be a new (male) 
streamer, identity unconfirmed so far.

Anonymous 10/17/19 (Thu) 22:12:39 No.13550 >>13551
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Anonymous  10/17/19 (Thu) 22:25:25 No.13551
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>>13550

excellent shop. Thomas immediately restreamed it. said it was "excellent content and he does not 
feel hatred in it." 

now hes begging his trolls to make positive content about him so that we are no longer be hated by 
the world for making fun of him.

Anonymous  10/17/19 (Thu) 22:29:16 No.13552

File (hide): 1571344156289.png (951.69 KB, 2971x2430, Machamp dabbing on pokemon….png)

Hi Thomas.

kitty 10/17/19 (Thu) 22:37:39 No.13553 >>13554

hey bae <3 I just wanna be loved <3 You could be loved too. We could be so good

(>kitty is smart enough to VPN)

Anonymous  10/17/19 (Thu) 22:39:45 No.13554
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>>13553

get a real job and pay for your kid, thats enough 
love.

Anonymous 10/17/19 (Thu) 22:40:49 No.13555

I heard the fridge is Bae. Even I would love him.

Anonymous  10/17/19 (Thu) 22:49:55 No.13556
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>i work my ass off every day

This is one of the biggest lies i have ever heard.
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Thomas Dall joins Flat Earth Society. Anonymous  10/17/19 (Thu) 23:04:13 No.13557

This just in.

Kittystyle has joined a Flat Earth Discord server and is now watching educational videos about the subject. I am sure the flat earthers will be grateful to have such a well spoken, educated and charismatic scholar like Dall in their 
midst.

Bitches be curved, but the earth is flat.
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More Intel on HAO Anonymous  10/18/19 (Fri) 12:49:03 No.13559 >>13562 >>13564

I found some Intel on Hao by accident, aka that obnoxious whiteknight in Dalls chat who (pretends?) to be modding for him as of this week.
Before you get excited i have to say in advance: theres not much to see here. Just traces that may or may not hint to a bigger lead.

+++

>Youtube Account
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdjqiSKdSi9FbDqY6cS-ATQ/about

>Twitter Handle (DEAD)
https://twitter.com/RealSandev

>Instagram Profile (DEAD)
https://www.instagram.com/smileysane/

>Growtopia Discord server (DEAD)
https://discordapp.com/invite/XK3EKgc

+++

>Aliases
HAO/HA8
RealSandev
SmileySaN/Smileysane

As you can clearly see fromt he screenshots, all these links are dead, with the exception being his youtube account.
If that one is to be believed, HAO registered it in Fall 2016 from the country of Malaysia. If true he is most likely a young asian man in his early twenties.
His youtube channel did not boast any videos or comments to speak of, did however have about 100 Subscribers.
All other accounts linked have been nuked by their respective platforms or have been deleted by himself before this discovery was made.

Considering that HAO is willingly seeking the company of another pedophile and willfully ignoring physical evidence for the crimes of his site administrator, it is not outside of the realm of possibility that HAO has some ties to Illegal 
content himself. Perhaps pedophilia, perhaps something else. I find it at the very least fishy that someone like this suddenly pops up out of nowhere to keep Dall company. If the past orbiters have told us anything, if they were not 
trolls most (if not all of them) had some kind of mental problem or sexual perversions they could not handle. Instagram in particular is infamous for having a flourishing pedophile userbase.

With this discovery I can say it seems less likely that there is a correlation between HAO and UWAY, unless someone can present evidence this is somehow one of UWAY alt handles.

Shoutout to Planet Jeff.

Anonymous  10/18/19 (Fri) 12:57:36 No.13560
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>Yougle.tv Chatlogs October 17th 
2019 + October 18th 2019
https://pastebin.com/7PiVe8Gs

Yougle.TV TOS Interview Anonymous  10/18/19 (Fri) 13:05:56 No.13561 >>13563

File (hide): 1571396755771.png (741.52 KB, 1106x632, ClipboardImage.png)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j65UiChGPV0 [Embed]

Big Shoutout to ZugZug
He did a 90 minute interview with Kitty, discussion the terms of Service of Yougle.tv
This might be the best piece of original content Zugzug has produced so far, very competent.

Spergout about fucking kids starts at 1h 15 Minutes.

>TLDR

>Kitty is a shit admin, rules for thee but not for mee, its societies fault that kids get abused on the internet
>at least 2 other people have developer access to his
>Dall does not think he has to take responsibility for children on his website
>gets angry when calls out about this, also some controversial doublethink about pedophilic Tenor gifs
>has double standards about free speech, unsurprisingly
>will basicly ban anyone that annoys him or his nuthuggers for hurt feels, if pressed
>Kitty does not get that he can neither enforce his TOS nor does anyone care about them. His selfcentered hugbox is basically doomed from the start.
>Dall will continue to doxx users if he thinks they were being malicious towards him

Anonymous 10/18/19 (Fri) 13:53:21 No.13562 >>13564

>>13559 (You) Could Hao be Ian Miles Cheong?

Anonymous 10/18/19 (Fri) 14:18:00 No.13563 >>13568

File (hide): 1571401079193.mp4 (12.16 MB, 720x480, kitty - watching stream fa….mp4) [play once] [loop]

>>13561 (You)
Kitty talking about rule 12 made me think about this little stream 
segment he had.
>video related

Anonymous  10/18/19 (Fri) 14:18:14 No.13564

>>13559 (You)
>>13562

dont know much about Chungus but we keep our options open

Anonymous 10/18/19 (Fri) 14:48:05 No.13566

uway is a massive faggot

Charlie Chan 10/18/19 (Fri) 17:00:39 No.13567

Kitty wants to turn yougle into Youtube….Now thats funny
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New Luna Messages Anonymous  10/18/19 (Fri) 19:12:49 No.13568

New Correspondence between Thomas Dall and Cassandra Williams, after yesterdays events. Luna is not happy.

>>13563

I think i remember this stream fap incident. people said it was staged. that was a few years ago too.

anyways, Kitty is a hypocrite to the core, he does not care if other people get exploited on his site, especially sexually. he only spergs if somethign directly concerns him.

Anonymous 10/19/19 (Sat) 06:37:12 No.13570
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Anonymous  10/19/19 (Sat) 09:57:09 No.13571
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Kiwifarms Mods making fun of 
Dall again.
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Anonymous 10/19/19 (Sat) 21:11:11 No.13572 >>13574 >>13575

Looks like yougle.tv is down.
Seems like Thomas gave up after 4 random stress tests that haven't lasted longer then 5 minutes and were executed with a free stress test.

Anonymous 10/20/19 (Sun) 01:27:04 No.13574

>>13572
All he had to do was ask mlpol or kiwifarms or bitwave for a stress test.

Anonymous 10/20/19 (Sun) 01:35:53 No.13575
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>>13572
>free stress test
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Anonymous  10/20/19 (Sun) 13:38:30 No.13579

Some unflattering screenshots of Dall, this was capped a few months ago during his the last 10 minutes of his last stream on bitwave tv before he got permabanned.

also Greta Thunberg for once protesting something that happened
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Anonymous  10/20/19 (Sun) 13:42:07 No.13580

Vector of Kitty giving a thumbs up (to Cheez Pizza). This image has been criminally underused, ive only seen it about about 2 other times.

New Art of Dall inviting little children into his community, with some names cut into his arm.

New Yougle.TV logo
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Anonymous  10/20/19 (Sun) 13:45:30 No.13581

New Discord users that have been previously unseen on Dalls Discord server.
At least 2 of them are now streamers on his site, namely PandanSponge and Bigmanrey69
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Anonymous  10/20/19 (Sun) 13:45:47 No.13582
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Anonymous  10/20/19 (Sun) 13:48:08 No.13583 >>13585

self admitted pedophile Thomas Dall accusing James Smith (currently in a relationship with Samantha Masters) of being a sexual Sadist that belongs in jail for calling him repeatedly a pedophile. Shoutout to Doctor Wikipedia.

Anonymous  10/20/19 (Sun) 13:48:27 No.13584 >>13585
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Anonymous 10/20/19 (Sun) 14:01:29 No.13585 >>13587

>>13583 (You)
>>13584 (You)
Sounds like kitty is trying to "build a case" that bitwave sexually abused him.
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Anonymous  10/20/19 (Sun) 14:27:09 No.13587

Dalls site is currently broken, but he is streaming on http://yougle.tv/pages/sammy.html

(DO NOT USE WITHOUT A VPN)

>>13585

hes been calling his detractors rapist stalkers since november last year, projecting his own sexual offenses onto us before they were even public.

if what he said about his police station visit is true, this will be going nowhere. much like his international defamation lolsuit

Discord leaks Thursday and Friday Anonymous  10/20/19 (Sun) 14:34:57 No.13588
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>Yougle.tv Discord Chatlogs - Oct. 17th & 18th 2019
https://pastebin.com/zq0aDncJ
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Anonymous  10/20/19 (Sun) 15:09:57 No.13589

More leaks from Dalls Discord Server re-confirming his mail exchange with Cassandra Williams.
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 Yougle.TV Raided, Drunk Stream, Stuck in Alpha Past, More Luna Slander Anonymous  10/20/19 (Sun) 16:13:10 No.13590 >>13591

Stream Summary for Friday, October 18th 2019.

In the Night of Friday to Saturday, Thomas Dalls Website Yougle.TV was raised several times via a Denial of Service Attack.
The Alleged Attack of the site was the Plate gang, a trolling group loosely associated with Corey "Zoom Godspeed" Barnhil, a self proclaimed FBI Informant and allegedly Pedophile who gained infamy during the Internet 
Bloodsports.

There was no Stream on Saturday. Dalls site is as of the making of this post still in disrepair, he is barely able to stream while his 1 or 2 Tech Admins are poorly trying to fix the issues while he himself moans about having to work on 
a Sunday.

+++

> Dall is now illegally playing Movies on his website, he has last been seen playing a Western Movie while he was away from keyboard taking a shower
> Kitty joined a Flat Eatch Society detractor server, he joined voicechat while other people were discussinf matters related to trolling flat earthers. As far was i know there were unaware they were in the company of a pedophile cow, 
although some questions were raised about Dalls Text to Speech Messages
> Text to Speech has been reinstated. it is a female british voice that is was too speedy and muffled to be understood properly
> 2 new streamers have joined Dalls site, one of them being PandanSponge (a music streamer who i suspect of being a troll) and Bigmanrey69, who i think is the same Person as The Fridge.
> Dall admitted a new weekness. Seeing people puke makes him sick to the stomach. Posting Puke gifs in chat will make him feel great discomfort.
> Goaded on by HAO, dall went on a long storytelling tanget reliving his teenage years, telling tales how much Pussy he slew in the Kingdom of Denmark
> Kitty claims that he was a popular Alphamale in his teenage years and that a lot of more or less desireable females of his age flocked to him
>lays claim that he lost his virginity at age 14 to a girl during a 6 hour fuck marathon in a beach tent during a party with alcohol
>if you think this is a bit early, take in that due to kitties anti-authoritarian tendencies and his broken household, he started smoking and drinking at age 11
>He disassociated from the same girl he lost his virginity less than a day later like a complete dick and went to fuck on to fuck one of her friends while she was on her period, this later causes a ruckus between the two of them
>During this sexually active time it was where he infamously sexualy molested his little step sister
>Dall claims he founded his rock Band "Blame the Lame" in boarding school while he was circa 16 years old, went on to claim he got suspended and later kicked from boarding school  because he fucked a female class mate in his 
bedroom where they were busted by a teacher
>Dalls longest relationship was with a racemixed Mutt from Switzerland, which lasted for just about 13 months.
>Kitty claims another non-native young Woman (probably of Muslim decent, Dall claims she had hairs on her back, i think her name Was Maya or something) ruined his live when he was 17 years old, stalked him, fucked his friends 
and "drove him to his suicide attempt by driving a moped into a tree". All because Dall refuses to quit drinking unhealthy amounts of alcohol. (Dall was an selfadmitted alcoholic at the time, later replaced his vice with weed.)
>speaking of Alcoholism, chat goaded Dall into getting drunk the same night. Instead of his standard red wine he went for Vodka and Red Bull. This is an all likelyhood worsened the events that took place later, to the enjoyment of 
the audience
>Dall later went into a minor alcohol fueled spergout over his leaking discord server
>It was at this moment that he repeated his insults and threats against his ex-girlfriend Cassandfra Williams, called her once again a cheating whote and a kidnapper and DARED her to sue him.
>went on a banning spree with the assistance of HAO, while trolls complimented Luna. He said he doesnt care but you could tell it was making him uncomfortable.
>later played Liquid RIchards "Banworld" and "Dora the Explora" from pink guy (a song about pedophilia) on stream while Loli gif were posted in stream
>one of the chatters claimed to being underage. Despite Dalls TOS forbidding underage users, he was not banned.
>His Website was raided the same night by the plagte gang, at least 4 times in a row
>while this was going on, he had an enraged victimhood chat with James Smith on his server, blanket assusing him and subsequently all his other detractor from deriving sexual pleasure from stalking him while pretending Wikipedia 
made him sound smart as a "credible" source (despite the Wikipedia pages explicitly telling reading not to consult them for medical self-diagnosis)
>Dall allegedly had a significant meltdown over his site being attacked and eventually becoming unusualable. As TXT pointed out, he cares more about his useless traffic-less website other people programmed for him than seeing 
his own child. Luna later send him a new message via E-Mail where she repeated she never wants to see or hear from him again whilst threatening to sue him for various offenses against her.
>Dall website stayed down for the entirety of Saturday, as of the writing of this post he is lazyly attempting to repair it with the help of Carolynz and presumably Thumper.
>Dall Website may or may not get wrecked again at any point via a new DDOS, its rumored his Admin access was violated as well. Not to speak of possibly flags towards his service provider.
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Anonymous  10/20/19 (Sun) 16:15:10 No.13591

>>13590 (You)
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Anonymous  10/20/19 (Sun) 16:16:25 No.13592
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Anonymous  10/20/19 (Sun) 16:17:08 No.13593
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Anonymous  10/20/19 (Sun) 16:20:05 No.13594
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Anonymous  10/20/19 (Sun) 16:21:05 No.13595
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Anonymous 10/20/19 (Sun) 16:28:55 No.13596

Cut these out for the archive on the off chance that Kitty hasn't shown these before.

Anonymous 10/20/19 (Sun) 16:39:56 No.13597

A little song for Kitty :)
https://youtu.be/pvm2K5jlIts [Embed]
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Anonymous  10/20/19 (Sun) 17:12:34 No.13598

Threadly reminder HAO is reading and reposting MLPOL on Yougle.tv. Dalls response is included.

I dont know why Goodbye Horses is now becoming a meme, but it suits Buffalo Dall greatly. Especially after he rubbed his leather chair with grease the other day.

kovalski did another good job Football 10/20/19 (Sun) 17:48:54 No.13600

video shows kittystyle playing his guitar and singing hurricanne by bob dylan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdqAR35EKzY [Embed]
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Classic Content - Kitty the Homosexual Anonymous  10/20/19 (Sun) 23:57:03 No.13601

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51poPXa4Km8 [Embed]

Bitchute clip of Thomas Dall admitting that he was the bottom in a homosexual relationship and received Anal Sex during at least one occasion, most likely several times. He later claimed he was raped, but this is being contested, it 
was most likely just regret. Recorded circa in December 2018 on stream.me

Next to Dall having sex with an overweight Woman in her 50th this is one of those Things Dall is (understandably) deeply ashamed of. He will deny this has ever happened or the existence of this recording. When you catch him 
lying red haded, you now have this video as undenyable evidence.

Charlie Chan 10/21/19 (Mon) 16:44:00 No.13608 >>13614

what happened to yougle tv? someone kill it? its gone. error 404

Anonymous  10/21/19 (Mon) 18:26:05 No.13614
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>>13608

Yougle.tv is online, dall is currently streaming.

the site can not be reached with a US IP it seems. i assume he has rangebanned the USA 
or a VPN provider again.
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Thomas Dall admits Child Molestation in Yougle.tv Livestream Anonymous  10/21/19 (Mon) 20:36:30 No.13641 >>13642

>Highlight clip from Sunday, October 20th.
https://vocaroo.com/i/s0C43531lFuf [Embed]

Thomas Dall Admitting to a new streamer on yougle.tv that he molested his younger, because she ran around nude in the house. Shockingly enough, The other streamer in question claims to be a father of 5 children. 

All streamers and moderators on yougle.tv are now aware that Dall is a self-admitted pedophile. he didnt even deny or try to sugarcoat it.

Anonymous  10/21/19 (Mon) 20:37:04 No.13642
File (hide): 1571683024120.mp3 (1.95 MB, diddleydoo.mp3)

>>13641 (You)

download file

Anonymous  10/21/19 (Mon) 20:39:45 No.13643
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>Ironic Yougle.tv Bumper
https://streamable.com/4ckyt

Anonymous  10/21/19 (Mon) 21:47:47 No.13644
File (hide): 1571687267337.jpg (211.69 KB, 810x921, jf is the devil.jpg)

Dall just claimed he was in a Discord Voicechat with the real Jean-Francois Gariepy and got trolled by him. this is unconfirmed, 
Kitty did not record it himself.

if someone has a copy of this, feel free to repost it here.

Yougle Chatlogs Anonymous  10/21/19 (Mon) 22:06:46 No.13645

File (hide): 1571688406564.png (114.43 KB, 1243x698, ClipboardImage.png)

>Yougle.tv Chatlogs - Evening of Sunday, October 20th 2019 to Afternoon 
of Monday, October 21st 2019.
https://pastebin.com/TuNkQitL
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Anonymous 10/22/19 (Tue) 18:33:14 No.13654
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Anonymous  10/22/19 (Tue) 20:11:04 No.13656 >>13664

New Photo + edits of Dalls Mother Sys Iversen, with and without makeup.
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Anonymous  10/22/19 (Tue) 20:14:53 No.13657

Kitty proclaiming that Bitwave blew it by banning him via community vote
2 pictures of Dall with a bare chest angryly flicking his nipples at chat
Hao and Dall gay opping bans in Yougle.tv Discord
Dall drawing dicks on stream, because he cant stop thinking about bitwave.tv and penises.
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Anonymous  10/22/19 (Tue) 20:21:23 No.13658

Screenshots confirming that the Mod HAO is the owner and editor of the Yougle.tv Youtube Channel.
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Anonymous  10/22/19 (Tue) 20:23:57 No.13659

Pandan Sponge posting Detractor content in Yougle TV Chat
Dall threatening to ban people who talk over his """private life""" that he constantly brings up himself
HAO talking shit about luna
Yougle.tv Being a broken piece of shit site that barely runs at all

Kittys Discord Interview with John Bolden Anonymous  10/22/19 (Tue) 20:40:31 No.13660 >>13663
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https://youtu.be/vIRDVpy_njk [Embed]

80 Minute Recording of a Discord call that from Monday evening, October 21st 2019.
James Smith managed to get this audio without the Music.

Dalls interview Partner is John Bolden. Here is some Intel on him.

>John Bolden seems to be his actual name
>also known under the Discord Handle "Beef Punchard"
>circa 32 years old
>US Citizen
>sometimes wears glasses, usually bald
>claims to be ex military
>claims he has PTD, possibly related with his military service
>allegedly has 5 children, ranging from baby to elementary school age
>does not seem to live together with the mother of his offspring
>was recently in jail
>is at risk of becoming homeless soon
>small youtube streaming channel with 2000 subscribers
>political leaning is unknown, i suspect conservative leaning Democrat
>posted his IRL face in Dalls Discord a few months ago
>seems to be in some fort of Contact with Samantha Masters and mentioned he went into this chat by her request
>seems to be somehow related to the Fallout Youtuber Oxhorn, a fat fedoralord with a bowler hat
>claims he cant be shamed
>does not support Freedom of Speech, thinks Private Entities and Companies have the right to censorship
>does not believe Dall when he says his Detractors are sexual sadists and baby rapists
>does however not believe most of the Detractor content either
>has a small detractor community of his own, at least partially composed out of Plate Gangers
>called the police over trolls sending Cow shit and Dildos to his Apartment complex
>claims to not be employed by dall nor does he support child Molestation

The highlight clip posted above is around the 30 Minute mark. For a father of 5 children (3 of them daughters) his immediate reaction to Dall admitting Child Molestation "to his face" seemed shockingly inappropriate. He basicly 
laughed it off and said he would not have done that himself. I should mention that Boldens detractors also have stated claims of Pedophilia against him and that this overall interview will, in all likelyhood, backfire against him rather 
than Kitty.
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Bolden Interview, I hate Police but you go to jail for DDOSing, Bullying meltdowns, new Samy Drama Anonymous  10/22/19 (Tue) 21:41:24 No.13661

Stream Summary - October 21st and 22nd 2019

>most of the stream was held without facecam, audio quality was often poor, chat engagement felt neglected
>Dall stared the day off by ragging against the Police, how they are enemies of Society and the people that only work for the System
>Ironically enough he would later threaten trolls with jail if they doxxed his site again
>HAO, the new whiteknight of the week, exposed himself as being the owner and director of the new Youtube channel "Yougle TV"
>proceeded to upload a painful video in which dall did karaoke with changed lyrics, Adressing MLPOL and condeming us for trolling
>Hao was also accused of censoring the youtube comment section, which was later confirmed by other detractors
>had an interview with another cow called John Bolden, where they discussed stalking and pedophilia, among other things. a link to the 80 minute interview is posted above. It was controversial and disappointing for the wrong 
reasons.
>Kitty got bullied of one of his own discord servers
>was so angry he got nude, twisted his nipples and flipped bird at the camera 
>Dall announced anyone who is trollig him and using the TOR browser or a VPN is a sexual sadists who pays money to watch Baby Rape on the Deep Web. He explicitly pointed out that he does not care (or rather, has) about any 
evidence of this claim.
>Hao and to a lesser degree Pandan Sponge proceeded to mass ban chat accounts on Yougle.tv for various reasons, including (but not limited to) wrongthink and suspicion of trolling
>Pandan Sponge posted Detractor content in chat, furthermore now seems to have become a tech advisor to Yougle.tv
>Dall is rumored of having bought the Domain name "YounGle.tv", which is said to now redirect to Yougle.tv. Youngle was an intentional misspelling as a Detractor joke.
>Dall claimed his site was having over 80 viewers compared to Bitwave.tv and that Bitwave TV was spamming his name all over the place
>Dall bought himself a new Microphone. a silver one from an unknown brand to replace his old blue yeti in black. Reminder that Dall claimed he was at risk of becoming homeless due to rent payments.
>meanwhile dall has circa ~7 users on his site while 30 people were watching the Cognificient Thought Cuck Meltdown Stream. No one was even mentioning KItty (Except Dall himself under his Mobility Mary Sock Account)
>Someone uploaded a series of reaction faces to this thread that make Dall look like a young Charles Manson
>Dalls server was at least DDosed once or twice by an unknown party, presumably the Plate gang. 
>Dall was said to have another meltdown the same night, where he played edgy music and mass banned people, chatlogs were larglely purged
>Even when Dalls site is not being DDOsed, it is barely running at all. Some pages are not functional and stream often stutters or dies while watching. 
>Dall is hardly able to maintain the site, even with the help of up to 3 Tech Admins and Advisors, doing minimal work himself. Also accused MLPOL of creating rumors that his site is not working.
>Tuesday Night, Dall had a lowkey Political Meltdown, ragging against right wingers and their ideology and how they are planning to eradicate the left wing. Dall was also pushed into a corner for his repeated use of the word 
"faggot", despite his vows to turn Yougle.tv into a 56% Creatura swamp.
>As of the writing of this post, another DDOS attempt was just executed by a third party on Dalls Straw Hut of a server. He furthermore claimed "someone reported him to his service provider for being a terrorist". This is unconfirmed 
by third party sources.
>Played large section of non-transformative copyrighted music without commentary over sattelite view footage
>Also, Dall is once again thirsting after Samantha Masters meat curtains. Hes currenly typing up a storm on discord while whiteknighting her. There may or may not be trouble brewing for James Smith if true.
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A Close look at Kittys Micropenne Dick Stroker-Cummings  10/22/19 (Tue) 21:49:17 No.13662

Thomas Dalls Dingaling E X P O S E D. 

Once again, in detail you never asked for or wanted to See. 
Proving once and for all that Kittystyle is less of a man than most others, especioally in the physical department.

If any of the information posted in this image is contested by Thomas Dall, i hereby challenge him to post a video of himself measuring his genitals on pornhub.com with tape

Anonymous 10/23/19 (Wed) 00:04:10 No.13663

>>13660 (You)
Anyone who kitty doesn't get pissed off at right away - something's wrong with them that isn't obvious, but it's there.

Anonymous 10/23/19 (Wed) 00:05:45 No.13664

>>13656 (You)
I wonder if you merged her face with Kruger's, what would the result look like? I have non-existent shoop skiils.

Anonymous 10/23/19 (Wed) 06:09:15 No.13669 >>13670
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https://minnit.chat/YougleTV

YougleTV's official Minnit chat has been disabled due to TOS violations. It is 
unclear which policy Kitty broke.

Anonymous 10/23/19 (Wed) 09:43:33 No.13670

>>13669
Unsure, might be that Minnit watched some of Kittys stream where he talks about going on an mass shooting spree and decided they didn't want anything to do with him.
Another theory that is more disturbing, is that HAO and Kitty were talking about how much they loved Pizza and Pussy yesterday in chat, and it might have taken an disturbing turn. Felt like HAO was subtly grooming Kitty to become 
part of Pizza-gate.
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Anonymous 10/23/19 (Wed) 20:26:57 No.13676 >>13678 >>13679 >>13680 >>13682

You are all sad loser stalkers and that they are ALL BTFO
none of them are acutally welcoem in our lives
including james

Anonymous 10/23/19 (Wed) 20:30:22 No.13677 >>13678 >>13679 >>13680

LOL.
this entire thread is lies. lmao

>when you actually know whats going on and know all lore, whoever writes this shit contact me. ya'll are dumb 

Anonymous 10/23/19 (Wed) 20:37:16 No.13678

>>13676
>>13677
You're welcome to make a counter-point

Anonymous  10/23/19 (Wed) 20:52:50 No.13679
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>>13676
>>13677

I have been completely exposed and this thread has been BTFOd. Bugged Whiteknighting 
Mechanics. Nothing I could do.

Anonymous 10/23/19 (Wed) 22:02:13 No.13680
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>>13676
>>13677
>You are all sad loser stalkers
Naaaah.
Actually it's you begging attention with retarded 
statements and stunts.
You are getting older and stupider by the day.
C'mon, make everybody's day… get a job and stream 
your struggle to survive for food.

Anonymous 10/23/19 (Wed) 22:15:42 No.13682

>>13676
if only you could tell us this in your own chat room

Anonymous 10/23/19 (Wed) 23:46:09 No.13684 >>13686 >>13687 >>13688 >>13689

If it makes your day, to watch people struggle to survive, then you must have a miserable life. LOL

Anonymous 10/23/19 (Wed) 23:58:10 No.13685

Small heads up. The new chat uses IRC, and an simple /whois command will reveal your ip/hostname so remember to use VPN before you surf on yougle. Probably redundant to say as Kitty is scraping ip's and you are probably 
using VPN already.
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>>13684
>LOL
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Anonymous  10/24/19 (Thu) 00:02:06 No.13687

>>13684

lolcows and their henchmen are hardly people at all and who gives a shit about the wellfare of a pedophile, really. In a better world animals like this would be hunted in the streets and hung to lampposts where passerby can beat 
them with a stick. But thank (You) for your concern, we are greatly enjoying ourselves.

At the end of the day Its a human zoo, really. We force to make the subject give back to the society they leeched from, if they like it or not. even it is as little as a bit of entertainment. I myself would enjoy much more full contact, but 
the day of the rope may yet come to these parts of society.

Anonymous 10/24/19 (Thu) 00:26:09 No.13688
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>>13684
>to watch people struggle to survive
WTF!
You are not people!
You must struggle for survival before to even consider 
to reach peoplehood. Faggot.

Anonymous 10/24/19 (Thu) 02:45:37 No.13689
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>>13684
>struggle to survive
You haven't been tested yet.

Anonymous 10/24/19 (Thu) 07:11:02 No.13691
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Anonymous 10/24/19 (Thu) 08:39:49 No.13693 >>13695
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Anonymous 10/24/19 (Thu) 11:19:05 No.13695

>>13693
Kitty, since I know you can't resist streaming this thread.

Anonymous 10/24/19 (Thu) 14:54:02 No.13696

listening to samantha masters cry on kittys stream lastnight about talk shit was golden. shes supposively still with james smith which I find it funny that shes still crying and lingering with plate, however dora the stormer signed a 
contract with yougle.tv lastnight claiming he had a falling out with dispatch/bitwavers/and spookyting.

Fred Farker 10/24/19 (Thu) 15:00:02 No.13697 >>13698 >>13699

Kitty might be everything he is accused of but the people stalking him have serious problems as well. This thread was amusing early on now it is tiresome crap
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Anonymous  10/24/19 (Thu) 17:16:51 No.13698

>>13697

Thank You for your Input, Fred Farker.

 We here at the trust and safety council of MLPOL greatly value the thoughts and opinions of our audience.  Please make sure to read the Terms of Service. It is of utmost importance that you get into contact with one of our mods to 
present your unsolicited opinion for prolonged peer review under the code of the throught crime prevention act. Only then we can make sure that you are not breaching our community with topic like pedophile shielding,  child 
molester apologist rhetoric, VPN baby rape or burying your trolling trolling targets in your backyard. 

Please disregard any factual evidence to the contrary you may find there, they are not representative of our policy. Thank You and have a Save Day. We hope for You to continue your subscription to our Journalistic press outlet in 
the future.

Anonymous 10/24/19 (Thu) 17:21:08 No.13699 >>13700

>>13697
It's all so tiresome isn't it? Who else feels sleepy?

Anonymous  10/24/19 (Thu) 17:28:00 No.13700
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>>13699

Dalls feeding time Anonymous  10/24/19 (Thu) 17:46:12 No.13701 >>13702

File (hide): 1571931972204.png (647.86 KB, 1174x617, ClipboardImage.png)

https://youtu.be/chw5phxeFv0 [Embed]

New video from HAO. recorded on Tuesday evening i believe.

Its feeding time. Dall has filled his on-camera trough with 2 burgers full of disseased pork meat, chomping them down with knife and fork. teeth picking included inbetween. very tasteful.

Included Co-Commentary from Pandan Sponge and Dall complaining about how mean the people on Bitwave. tv are, especially Spookyting who called him stupid, something that Sys Little baby boy cant not stand for the life of him.  
This is an instant conversation killer.

Anonymous 10/24/19 (Thu) 18:39:57 No.13702

>>13701 (You)
Thomas is dumb as rocks.
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Bitwave Streams Anonymous  10/24/19 (Thu) 20:40:59 No.13703

>Thomas Dall Detractor streams on Bitwave TV

https://bitwave.tv/GniessKitty - (host is a female streamer turned detractor who kitty thirsted after)
https://bitwave.tv/Subterfuge - (owned and run by Mandalorian)

Thomas Dall is occasionally in chat sperging under the alt "MobilityMary"
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Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 13:19:47 No.13710

Chat messages from Yougle.TV as of Tuesday evening, October 22nd 2019.

John Bolden aka Beef Punchard , Dalls Interview partner mentioned above, is now a Moderator on Yougle.tv and a registered Forum User.

Also Picture evidence that Yougle.TV has been banned from the MINNIT Chat service for TOS violations.
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Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 13:22:39 No.13711

More Screenshots taken on tuesday evening before the chatservice ban. 

I took more screenshots than usualy since i was under the assumption this was not being recorded and since dalls shit site has no archived VODs.

Here Dall is mass banning streamchat again for exercising free speech, declared his streaming website is an internet family.
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Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 13:32:03 No.13712

Dall violating his own TOS again by showing favoritism towards derogative chat member names, whiteknighing Samnatha Masters while allowing named that make fun of the Admin of Bitwave.tv

Also chat reaction of Streamchat Audio of Samantha Masters getting a Pill Delivery from her (former?) Boyfriend Eric "Slick Evader" Sonnenberg, Suggesting that she is still in contact or even living with him. He was clearly heard on 
audio being present in Masters vacinity in person.

I should point out again that both Thomas Dall (still after his recent public breakup + disavowal) and the detractor James Smith (by his own account) have a romantic interest iN Samantha Masters, despite her documented history of 
polygamy, drug abuse, treachery  and self-defecating behavior.
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Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 13:35:51 No.13713

- More Hypocrisy in regards to harassing chat names
- Dall tolerating incest themed messages in chat

- Dall expressing his love for the infamous gore porn video "1 guy 1 jar". He went into explicit detail how the glass shards melted into the bowels of the unfortunate protagonist.
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Audio File of Kitty crying Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 13:39:53 No.13714

Highlight clip of the same knight, Dall crying about his website being dysfuntional and general whining about trolling.
To my knowledge this was recorded before Dall got banned from Minnit.

According to eyewitness accounts this was a legendary meltdown full of crocodile tears that, if it would have been recorded, would have become an instant classic in the Kittystyle library.
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Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 13:42:24 No.13715

Picture taken from Wednesday, October 23rd 2019

Screenshots Taken after the Tuesday Night Meltdown + MINNIT Chat Ban.

Dall + his lapdogs had another paranoid fit and purged his Discord sever again, they are now down again to the single digit members + bots i believe.
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Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 13:44:45 No.13716

Dall attempting to install new chatting software to Yougle.tv from various providers. i counted at least 4 or 5. of course, he immediately started banning people again.

Anonymous 10/25/19 (Fri) 13:46:24 No.13717

James Smith reportedly apologized to kitty on stream lastnight for everything he hasn’t done to him saying he’s doing it for samy. Thomas accepted his apology.
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Yougles Bizarre Chat changing Journey Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 13:49:30 No.13718

- Thomas Dall getting perma-kickbanned by Hao from his IRC chat on his own website. 
He was so upset about it he later removed that chat as well. he was unable to rejoin the chat and immediately gave up.

- Pandan Sponge playing meme music on Discord, Including Borats "Throw the jew down the well."
- Kitty actually started singing this on stream. I dont know if it was recorded.

- Dall getting upset again at people misusing his other new chat service without his consent. That chat was shut down minutes later as well.
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Dall hates Speech, Free or Whatever Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 13:52:40 No.13719 >>13721

- Dall getting smacktalked with thought crimes in his own chat before shutdown
- Dall whiteknighting british police for shutting down wrongthink on the english internet 

- Yougle after Dall just gave up on chat and decided hes better off without any Speech on his website whatsoever, completely shutting down any kind of interaction his audience can have with him on-site

Anonymous 10/25/19 (Fri) 15:54:59 No.13721

>>13719 (You)
And that hugbox gets tighter and tighter.
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Thomas Dall presents - The Public Space - Yougle.TV Edition Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 16:07:06 No.13723

>"This is the best episode of Ze Pooplick Spez I have ever seen" - Kaik Baggins
https://cdn.stream.bitwave.tv/rec/Subterfuge-1571970845_archive_19.10.25.flv - Download link

Highlight of Yesterday Night, this was broadcasted live with Kittys endorsement under the assumption this was unironically the real JF, musing over White Nationalism and the JQ to the sweet housecleaning of Brenton Tarrant.

85 Minute recording of Dora the Stormers "The Public Space" on Yougle.tv
Restreamed by Mandalorian on Bitwave.tv. Shoutout to Fear and loading for the Archive link.

Guests are JF Gayrapey, Alabama Professor aka Evan Ralph and Mister Rockwell as a call in.
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Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 16:12:15 No.13724

Discord messages send to Dora during the broadcast + proof this was actually streamed on yougle and bitwave
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Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 16:15:32 No.13725

Thomas Dall declaring he wanted to have a threesome with Samantha Masters and her underage niece. This was something he ragged Dispatch over for months calling him a pedophile because he allegedly had sex with said girl. 
He later pretended to be concerned about the possible Incest in this situation.

Thomas Dall declaring his Love for Samantha Masters in a stream clip as of October 24th 2019.

Yougle.tv frontpage without chat
Discord after the wednesday purge
Pandan Sponge requesting pony emojis
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Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 16:18:20 No.13726

More Screenshots from Thursday evening, October 24th.

Thomas Dalls reactionary stream when he discovered he was being restreamed on bitwave by Mandalorians Tablet channel Subterfuge.

He later went on to spam and harass Gniess Kitty on her channel when he realized she and her callers were talking about him.

Includes a screenshot of dall yawning and how a possible Jan Dall stream would look like.
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Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 16:23:46 No.13727

Screenshots from the Gniess Kitty stream from Thursday Eveniong, October 24th 2019. 1 of 3

Dall being in denial that he knew her, attempted to hire her for Yougle tv. told her she is being manipulated and worthless, him sperging in chat and lying about the child in his apartment being his sister. He also called MLPOL lying 
deceiving furfags.

Gniess later went on to watch his 2 child rape admissions, including the infamous Plexstorm clip. You can mostly tell her reactions from her face alone.

Dall later asked to have a private discord chat with her. She refused, but invited him for a public stream chat.
Dall ran away in fear of his indefensible position and called her and bitwave deluded.
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Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 16:24:13 No.13728

2 of 3
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Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 16:24:38 No.13729

3 of 3
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Yougle Banned from MINNIT, Crying on Stream, Chat fail, Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 16:52:55 No.13730

Kittystyle Stream Event Summary Tuesday Evening October 22nd - Thusday Night October 24th.

>Kitty had an epic meltdown over his site not properply working, some of it was recorded
>he cried on stream and said "people put all their time and energy into the destruction of me."
>his site was also slightly DDosed, presumably again by PLate Gang
>Later that night, presumably after some reporting, Thomas Dall and Yougle.tv were permabanned from using the MINNIT chat service on the site.
Cause of this was most likely HAOs disgusting chat messages about vagina pizza and cock smoking, Dalls talks about his love of 1 guy 1 Jar and the all present Pedophilia and Incest discussion in his chat.

>as usualy Dall returned the next day
>His Discord server was soundly purged from Dissenters and has barely any people left in it
>He vowed he will removed all trolls and troll friends from his life and will move away from all trolling he immediately ignored his own directive hours later
>all his attempts of him installing a new chat service on his broken website soundly failed, i myself have seen at least 4 different programs
>he took, as usually, extreme offense to uncensored chat to the point where he openly shut all the chats down. Meaning, no one has any hopes for directly communicating with him anymore
>he ended up being banned from his own chat after giving moderator rights to a troll 
>he also sung parts of "throw the jew down the well"
>as of the writing of this post his website no longer has a public chat and will likely not have one for some time to come
>Dall expressed his profound hatred for freedom of speech and wished people could be put in jail for trolling
>later that night he did a dramatic reading of MLPOL messages from his thread with Samantha Masters and Said we were trying to murder him.
>Samantha hardly cared, Dall was essentially monologueing and self-victimizing
>went on a large tirade how his detractor are baby raping hatemongers that bury their victims oin their backyard and dont deserve any love from anyone

>The day after, Dalls Discord wa spurged yet again. he is now somewhere near 10 community members total, who all have to suck his micropenis constantly and take his word for gods gospel to not get banned
>Kitty shitposting self-whiteknighting messages in this thread, decrying it
>declared his love to samantha masters in an audio recording, said she was his property after a new anus nude was leaked
>he pretty much ignored that shes still living with Slick evader despite the obvious connotations
>a chat message was leaked that shows dall wanted to Fuck Samy and her niece, making him not only a pedophile but also a lying hypocrite, once again
>Kitty was butthurt over being restreamed on bitwave again
>harassed a female streamer and attempted to manipulate her, without success. dodged out of an onstream debate like a coward
>Yougle.tv was slightly redesigned, but looks and still runs like dry shit, still. even with hardly any traffic. Chat is dead for good.
>basicly, one person DDosing it can completely fuck over the site
>Dall also doxxed all of his mods by accident by showing an Admin panel with IPs on stream.
>Dora the Stormer successfully infiltraed Yougle.TV and held his own Right wing version of the Public Space be pretending to be JF Gariepy.
>the stream itself was quite a spectacle, i highly recommend you check out the download link as long as it is available
>Kitty endorses the stream and did not catch onto it for well over an hour, proving once again that he is not only a desperate newfag but also dumb as a box of rocks. Yougle.tv is doomed to a brief future with extreme censorship 
and no freedom of expression at all before the place will inevitably be shut down
>threres rumos people are reporting dall to his service provider. Also a former supported of his implied he allerted the Danish police Haderslev of his latest announcement of on stream child rape.
>as of the writing of this post dall is raging again in voice chat with Pandan about the Public Space Stream

Anonymous 10/25/19 (Fri) 21:18:57 No.13750

really mature mandy… really mature… what are you 5? so proud of you….. stay mmadkid
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Samantha Masters cow thread Incoming Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 21:49:54 No.13794

+++ Threadly Reminder +++

I have formerly requested to administration transfer the Samantha Masters related postings to its own designated shitting thread in an attempt to not dilute this threads subject too much.

>Cow Thread for Samantha Masters (under construction)
https://mlpol.net/sp/res/13791.html

If you wish to post cow related content there feel free to do so.

Anonymous 10/25/19 (Fri) 22:13:02 No.13806 >>13808

Imagine being so mad, you pay for DDOS attacks , when you get rejected. Imagine doing a crime, because you get let down by someone. Stalking and psychotic level over 9000 :D ..

DDOS'ing is a crime that gives up to 15 years in prison in the worst case. 

To give a comparison, it's a bit like getting cut off in traffic, and then you go burn down their house. 

Bitwave - Because its full of criminal babyrapers. Stay mad furfags and sexual sadists. Maybe one day police can give you the special care you need. In a padded cell for the rest of your lives.
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Anonymous  10/25/19 (Fri) 22:19:39 No.13808

>>13806

Thanks for your patronage and regular broadcasting of our humble horsefucker Website, Senior Dall. We are looking forward to your international defamation lolsuit.

Anonymous 10/26/19 (Sat) 01:31:32 No.13830

>>13814
He really should just make mlpol his chat and be done with it, this literally is his audience. Nobody else gives a shit about him one way or the other.

Anonymous 10/26/19 (Sat) 02:12:36 No.13831

>>13781

hahahaha kitty, didn't you try and fuck both of those women in that picture? nice self own dumb fuck! https://i.imgur.com/9yBDrpI.png

You are such a fucking retard and you feel for another egirl trap… FUCKING DUMB CUNT!

Anonymous 10/26/19 (Sat) 06:15:55 No.13835
File (hide): 1572063354840.png (554.72 KB, 822x467, kittygay.PNG)

Dall Spent 5 hours playing teenage angst cry music while his possession spammed Mandalorian about voicemails she left him professing her love to him. It was so intolerable even hatewatchers moved 
on and he was the only one watching his hatestream.

Later in the night he updated the crystream to be more cringey and threatening. At least It's October.

Anonymous  10/26/19 (Sat) 13:56:55 No.13837
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Dall is live on yougle.tv, doing a 
karaoke pity party stream
Had a edgy window stream with no 
sound for hours.
he now has a Chatango chat on site.
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MLPOL Raid, False Vows to never stream Again, Yougle Radio, Micropeen Quake Anonymous  10/28/19 (Mon) 20:15:19 No.13894

Strean Summary Friday Evening,  October 25th - Moday Evening, October 28th.

FRIDAY

- Dall had a mini-meltdown again over Doras Public Space stream (that, unsurprisingly, got him permabanned from Yougle.tv). Dall was extremly triggered over the perceived hate speech and sexism in particular.
- it was so bad Dall eventually refused to talk in voice chat on stream, only communicating with his Mod Pandan Sponge via Voice Chat
- The stream was running while this was all happening. Pandan eventually muted himself. The stream went on for a while without any sound whatsoever.
- Pandan, despite being (or pretending?) to be a Dall orbiter also seems to use Bitwave and MLPOL, not necessaryly to Dalls benefit.

- Later that day, This very thread was raided by Dalls on-and-off-cow Orbiter Samantha Masters , among others. It was mostly just a spergout with Spam and childish shot-in-the-dark tier insults at random and every possible poster. 
Dall himself was mostly occupied whiteknighting himself again and decrying Bitwave and MLPOL
- the thread was later cleaned up, with Masters receiving her own dedicated cow thread for all future topics related to her.
- a link to Masters thread ca be found above. it has gained traction and is now sporting some valuable Intel

SATURDAY

. Yougle.tv now has a chatroom again. You can however not access or see it with most VPNs, making it practically useless since no one except detractors even bothers to visit dalls site.
- Dalls site crashed when someone tried to access it with a TOR browser Node. He later claimed this was a DDOS attempt and IP doxxed the visitor. Proving once again that Yougle.TV is an IP Scraping Doxxing Site with a MAdmin 
who hates his users enough to commit crimes against them.
- Dall claims to have invested at least another 500 dollars into his website and server
. claimed he has a monthly income of at least 600 US Dollars, presumably out of the pocket of his Mother Sys Iversen. But might as well be state welfare.
- Dall Malaysian Mod HAO was accidentally IP Doxxed by Dall himself during his sgtream stream. Detractors later found his residence via IP Geolocation.
- HAO allegedly left Dalls server the same night and has not been seen ever since. it is presumed the Youtube channel that was run by him will now be lefr dormant as well. Ironically, HAO was warned of something like this to 
happen and ignored all calls to caution like a complete Retard. Which arguably proves that he is even less intelligent than Low IQ Dall himself.
- Dall mused about being immortal and how he survived his suicide attempt with a moped, among other accidents. He especially but emphasis on how he believes he has regenrative powers that made him suvive 2 blackouts and 
blood loss the same night. He was completely ignoring the fact that he still complains about his neighbor dislocating his shoulder without effort to this day.

Later that Night, Yougle.TV was once again restreamed by the Detractor Channel Subterfuge on Bitwave.TV
- Kitty had a considerable meltdown over this, went into full emo mode and designed his website in an Edgy Spooky Theme, complete with Blood and Skulls. I got them impression he did not do this just for Halloween. Word was he 
also plasted shitty musc again
- Of course he also came to bitwave to sperg in chat
- In particular he issued an explicit death threat against Mandalorian, the owner of the Subterfuge channel, for restreaming him without his consent. This death threat was later disavowed by Pandan Sponge.
- Dall allegedly threatened suicide the same night, which would be at lest the 11th or 12th time since last October that he suicide baited.
- The stream ran for hours with a look outside dalls window in his Haderslev apartment.
Some time between Saturday night and Monday Dall also broke his New Microphone in a fit of rage. He now has to use his old Microphone again, which is in bad shape and made the sound quality of his streams ever since almost 
unbearable.

SUNDAY & Monday

- Sunday Morning Dall also had a Fallout with his former friend and stream colleague CrackRockChris.
- CrackRockChris gave Kitty a real talk about him and his site, calle his site DOGSHIT, that it wasnt worth a dollar and you cant stream on this platform as a career
- CRC, who was until this point regarded as an orbiter, also pointed out that he disassociated himself from Dall ever since Kitty openly announced Child Rape on his stream.
- CRC earned himself some respect for his harsh but true words against Dalls Business and will now try to pursue his fortune in another place.
- Kitty, expectedly, was having none of this. He could not take CRCs unflattering Criticism, had a fit and banned him from his site, even with GG Allins intervention, who reiterated Chriss points.
>Dall took extreme offense against this open wrongthink against him from someone he considered an online friend, ruining his attitude for the rest of the morning.

- Dall stayed up all Saturday night, had a low energy sperg stream almost the entire night that culminated in a Low Key G O D attitude, where he disregarded everythign chat said to him be virtue that it was old and bores him

Dall went to bed late in the morning, while bitwave was endlessly mocking him over his over-sensitivity and his once again imploding hugbox.
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Sunday + Monday, Dall losing his Mind, I have to quit but i must stream. Homo Projections Anonymous  10/28/19 (Mon) 20:31:30 No.13895 >>13896

Sunday and Monday

>Soundclips of Dall hyterically laughing, losing his sanity and mind over internet trolling.

https://streamable.com/7jgyj
https://streamable.com/o5gtx

Later that Evening, Dall returned poorly rested to YOugle.tv

>Complained to users in his chat room about his mental health, loneliness how the world is evil and that he sees Demons everywhere. He did disregard most attempts at giving him mental health advice.
>Dall took a really long shower after looking like a crusty hobo, for a moment it was suspected he had an accident there. which turned out to be a false alarm, unfortunately.
>Dall went out to buy pizza and whiskey Cola.
>Immediately Upon his return he realised he was being restream once again to Bitwave.tv
>he Immediately aborted his own stream in a surge of despair.

>A Detractor later leaked Discord messages from Dall. here is what it said:

"Kittystyle Today at 8:20 PM
i rly need someone to talk to please
im offically done streaming… this reastream shit is killing me inside(edited)
btw
i dont see the point anymore
im just giving free views to hellwave
and getting more and more insane
i promise to never go on cam again
im just ruining my own life this way… it makes no sense
i could keep making the site htough… but …. nobodys gonna use it i bet
so….. might aswell stop that too
my life really doesnt make any sense
"

As you can see Kitty begged for one of his nuthuggers to give him a private talk to build him back up again, showing his complete and utter dispair over the restream situation and a devastating yet realistic view on the future of his 
deserted doxxing site. He basicly completely gave up on streaming and vowerd to never show himself again.

Except when he did the very same night. No restream was had this night immediately,but a few hours later.

Dall turned his "streaming" website into a "radio" show where he just played youtube music clips and gave light commentary, as if this was somethign completely new.

Noteworthy events ever since include:
>Dall pretending to be smarter than the collected IQ of humanity by using "reverse psychology" against chat
>claiming he is winning more than Charlie Sheen and Donald Trump combined by letting people restream him with his dead fathers face and penis on screen.
>Dalls Micropenne being included in a playthrough of QUAKE as the main weapon. A playable Doom WAD is pending.
>Dall projecting his homosexuality on Bitwave.TV chat for daring to laugh at his leaked nudes
>Some of the music clips he played were humrous, including the song "Just the 2 of us" that is connected to the molestation of his sister
>Kitty trying to save face from his self-produced homosexuality admissions and trying not to sound homophobic
> Kitty being in denial over his meltdown from the same night where he vowed to never stream ever again
>Dall trying to lure people over to his doxxing website by offering "superchats" and music requests
>Dall returned later that afternoon after a short nap, poorly playing guitar, later turned off his website for "maintenance"
>Dall is stuck ina  aweird conundrum where he wants to give up his site because it makes no money and not caring that it makes no money because it is his business and "has to werk".
>His site is currently only used by himself and his Mod Pandan Sponge. No other chatters or streamers are on the site.
>Kitty chat messages were later archvied and read by the Bitwave Streamer Mangazero, who is a Rival to Dall.
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Dogshit.tv is a Dickless Experience (tell your Eunuch friends) Anonymous  10/28/19 (Mon) 20:37:23 No.13896

>>13895 (You)

Before i forget it, Dall claimed he is a certified Diskjockey with a Diploma (that took 1 day to get) and he advertised his Gay-free Website Yougle.TV with the Slogan that it was a quote "Dickless experience" (in reference to the 
QUAKE Game)

This fatal slip of the tongue did not go unnoticed and Dall was and will eat these words along with the dogshit tag for the near future.

Oh and of course, he spend almost every waking hour in Bitwave.tv chat under his troll accoun "Mobility Mary" to pretend he is a big winner whos not bothered at all what chat has to say, insisting he does not care about our opinion 
while using and misusing the phrase "living rent free in your head".

Anonymous 10/28/19 (Mon) 20:46:17 No.13897

Oh yeah, kitty is certified alright.
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Anonymous  10/28/19 (Mon) 20:50:00 No.13898

 a couple screenshots documenting the events on bitwave tv over the last 3 days.
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Anonymous  10/28/19 (Mon) 20:50:40 No.13899

Anonymous 10/29/19 (Tue) 11:30:05 No.13909
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"Kitty's Pencil only" Quake run from 
Subterfuge's stream.

Fred Farker 10/29/19 (Tue) 12:53:12 No.13911

Will this be the end of Kittystyle, will Kitty extract revenge on his distractors or will he make a comeback? Stay tuned to the Kitty thread same time same channel who knows when.

Yougle.tv not operating Anonymous  10/29/19 (Tue) 14:12:48 No.13915 >>13917

File (hide): 1572354768296.png (23.24 KB, 968x220, ClipboardImage.png)

Dalls website remained mostly offline over the night with a 403 Error
it is currently back online, but not useable. All links are broken except for the off-site 

forums and no stream is running.
it is unknown if Dall is redesigning the website yet again or if he has intentionally demolished it in a fit of despair.

Fred Farker 10/29/19 (Tue) 14:34:03 No.13917

>>13915 (You)
i just tried to log on and saw Kitty for half a second then screen went blank. I think he is trying to resurrect yougle tv
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Dall sperging in Bitwave Chat just now Anonymous  10/29/19 (Tue) 15:40:08 No.13918 >>13919

While his site was down. did not catch the full conversation, sadly. Someone pointed out his streaming service is worse than facebooks.
Shoutout to Fear and Loading whos currently streaming Gundam and Oven Enthusiast for the gif. OE also makes some nice photoshops from time to time.
also, a gif from his Nightly Spergout in May before the G O D stream, Dall screaming at 3 am to wake up his neighbors baby.

+++

er
@MobilityMary no one forced you, no one cares

 Dietslander
@MobilityMary we will restream you till the end of time

 Dora_The_Stormer
@Dietslander yea, probably

 MobilityMary
ok, then you actively force me to deal with you. suit yourself

 MobilityMary
ill keep saying the truth

 MobilityMary
you will keep projecting i assume

 GunterPenguin
:smugkitty: no u are the projector

 MobilityMary
thats why you will keep failing at life

 Dietslander
Was

 MobilityMary
you should focus on your own life rather than mine

 MobilityMary
you arent doing yourself a favor

 Dora_The_Stormer
@MobilityMary dude, just ignore. people on the i nternet do these kinds of stuff to get a rise out of you. the only way to win is not to play the game

 MobilityMary
in fact thats just a prove of how patehtic and low life you are

 MobilityMary
to think you cant even see, how you set youreslf up for future failure

 MobilityMary
yikes

 Dora_The_Stormer
@MobilityMary yesterday absolutelly no one was even caring about you. you were left to your own devices and such the entire day…until you decided to talk to fetch and sperg out in chat

 Dietslander
@MobilityMary failure at what? I got my own house, can't get fired from my job. I'm set for life

 MobilityMary
you cant stop talking about me. Whats up with that

 MobilityMary
if i wasnt in your life, you'd have absolutely nothing to talk about

 troll:1018
Isn't his site really just a page with embedded videos??

Dora_The_Stormer
@MobilityMary yesterday absolutelly no one was even caring about you. you were left to your own devices and such the entire day…until you decided to talk to fetch and sperg out in chat

 Dietslander
@MobilityMary failure at what? I got my own house, can't get fired from my job. I'm set for life

 MobilityMary
you cant stop talking about me. Whats up with that

 MobilityMary
if i wasnt in your life, you'd have absolutely nothing to talk about

 troll:1018
Isn't his site really just a page with embedded videos??

 troll:1018
Kitty, why does your streaming service not stream?

 MobilityMary
isnt it funny, how 1 person, can keep you all on your toes for years, and you have all these ideas about what would happen with me

 MobilityMary
all u ever managed to do, was drag me down to your level, where you assume you can beat me with experience

 troll:1018
Isn't the claim that you're a streaming service the same as me posting streams on my Facebook and pretending I'm a streaming service?

 H3CKS
@MobilityMary years? it's been like 10 months

 MobilityMary
no, some of the peopel here have actually been stlkaing me for longer, beleive it or not

 H3CKS
@MobilityMary that was a different group

 OvenEnthusiast
https://i.ibb.co/hMBGwsG/sperging2.gif
 MobilityMary
magna, why arent you going to bed.. i thought you were tired

 OvenEnthusiast
Can someone give this to Dispatch on Doxcord? https://i.ibb.co/hMBGwsG/sperging2.gif

 troll:1018
jfc oven….

 troll:1018
IS that real??

 OvenEnthusiast
@Pastor :pepelaugh:

 OvenEnthusiast
@troll:1018 It's just from that time he punched his mic, but upped the contrast a little

 troll:1018
lol evil looking as all hell

 troll:1018
Looks like it's taken from The Thing.

 troll:1018
Kitty, you demonic mutant.

 troll:1018
I'm TheEternalAbyss but he pretending I'm not.

 troll:1018
I can only be who I am :(

Anonymous  10/29/19 (Tue) 15:40:34 No.13919
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>>13918 (You)
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Yougle.tv Is Full of Stolen Code and Porn Malware Anonymous  10/29/19 (Tue) 19:07:47 No.13921 >>13941 >>13945 >>13952

>Yougle.tv Code Sample with Malwaretising
https://pastebin.com/WrF7EgEH

>Yougle.tv being publicly denounced as a Malware Site
https://twitter.com/teeextee/status/1189234830413848576?s=21

+++

As of the writing of this Post, Yougle.tv, Dalls failing business venture, is once again offline with a 403 error. Just this morning Dall cowed he will turn it into the next Facebook (or maybe MySpace) instead of a streaming site. This is 
his second rebranding attempt this month.

Memewhile, Kovalski took a look at the coding Yougle. TV had to offer. the results were devastating to say the least (going as far as to call it god fucking awful), but in no way surprising for anyone whos familiar with Dall.  It is said 
one should not assume malevolence what can be explained with idiocy, but with Kitty i am sure it is a mixture of both.

Kovalskis code investigation brought to light that Dalls website is full of trackers, Malware, Phishing links and Malwaretysing from the shadiest of porn sites you can think off. The situation is so bad that is is suspected that the sheer 
mass of malware is choking out his website into offline status, rendering it completely unusable.

The conclusion to this is, Either someone hacked dalls website and pumped it full of AIDS code, He stole the code from another website by copypasting it to save himself the effort, or he intentionally put all this shit in there, infecting 
his own and his communities computers with this crap to make a quick buck. Whatever it is. Yougle.TV, a confirmed doxxing site run by a self admitted child molester and pedophile, has once again taken a turn for the worst and 
should not be visited by anyone without a powerful and secure browser with a decent VPN service. It is very clear that the Admin is running a scamming scheme here and was proven once again a liar when he claimed he wrote any 
of the code himself.

Anonymous 10/29/19 (Tue) 19:32:18 No.13925

hi thomas dall.

samy loves youuu bb

Anonymous 10/29/19 (Tue) 23:25:41 No.13941

>>13921 (You)
Hmm. Where do you report dangerous sites to google to get them to blacklist it? Do your duty, anons and make the world a slightly better place.

https://safebrowsing.google.com/safebrowsing/report_badware/?hl=en

https://security.stackexchange.com/questions/1728/where-to-report-malicious-urls-phishing-and-malicious-web-sites

https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/0011-malware#report

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 01:06:00 No.13945 >>13947

>>13921 (You)
Can I get some verification Thomas has phishing links on his site before I start mass reporting it to all the antivirus companies? One scan of yougle.tv came back clean. Did he scrub his site?

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 01:19:27 No.13947

>>13945

The site has been going under renovations. Thomas always scouring this website for what people are saying about him (not that he cares of course) may have change the sources in which he is stealing code from.

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 09:07:27 No.13952

>>13921 (You)

None my scans yesterday turned up any signs of malware yesterday. Will need a bit more to go on.

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 11:39:15 No.13953

his site is clean as far as i can see.
reporting him with no evidence will just make you look silly. get evidence first then report

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 12:26:31 No.13954 >>13956
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>his site is clean as far as i can 
see.

Well that can be easily fixed. Just 
hijacked his frontpage stream.

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 14:52:09 No.13955

HII THOMASSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS I LOVE UUUUUUUUUUUU

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 14:57:56 No.13956
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>>13954
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Bitwave Group Call, Diddlebook failed, Offended over restreams, Video Links Anonymous  10/30/19 (Wed) 19:21:45 No.13957 >>13958 >>13960

To all who are questioning if Dalls website was actually infected with viruses feel free to contact Kovalski or Invicta on Bitwave, I am sure he will supply you with evidence concerning the matter in detail. I attached a screenshot 
posted by him where he took a look at the code on-site.

Later investigation brought to light that this Malicious Code was in someway connected to the Scammer Website FriendlyDuck.com, a service that sell hacker tools and software to contractors in the false promise they can make 
money with this. Dall most likely paid up to 500 Dollars or more for this Malicious code in the hopes it would elevate his streaming site to a facebook clone overnight.

Dall or one of his tech admins most likely removed the code when he realized it completely disabled his site or that he had been exposed on Bitwave and here with it, probably restoring the site to its old interface without much of any 
code changes.

+++

Meanwhile, Here are some new videos. Dall is once again immensely bothered by Bitwave restreams, derailing his complete radio show for this.

>Fetch and Kitty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGsb6riFNuk&feature=youtu.be&app=desktop [Embed]
30 Minute clip from a Discord Group chat/interview from Tuesday Night/ Wednesday Morning.
Guests Are Thomas Dall, XYRIX aka Fetch, Dora the Stormer, Mandalorian, Dispatch, Cunt Pirate, Kovalski (among others)

They talk about current ongoings on Kiwifarms with Joshua Moons US Subpoena and his pending lawsuit (probably also some bullshit related to the 5 eyes and the Christchurch shooting in March), Dall tries to express his delight 
over Nulls misery.

Later James Kovalski joins the Call, trying to appease Dall with an apology. Dall behaving like a complete cunt, demanding more groveling and eventually getting intervened by Cunt Pirate and other callers telling him straight to his 
face what a hypocritical slime he is asking these things of people while refusing to apologize for his recent death threads against Mandalorian for re-streaming him. Kitty eventually escalates the call by trying a Ralph Retort Holler-
over-you-Strategy, where he ended up getting muted so others could get a word in against him. Dall, being once again a petulent manchild, was so offended over not being allowed to NO U scream others into submission that he 
eventuallyy fled the call like a coward. 

He would later claim he was banned from the server, which is not true as you can hear if you watch this recording yourself. Not just that, but he also ended up kicking and muting other callers in the related discord group before this 
recording even started, since someone accidently assigned him a wrong role.

Dall would later return to DOGSHIT.TV, where he did a reactionary stream over Bitwaves Faggot Zoo stream, being in complete denial and revision of what happened and was being said on stream while stream guests were busy 
talking about other matters. Dall could have returned to the server at any point to have an open and honest discussion with his detractors, he rather chose to retract into his 1-manbaby-hugbox and whining to no one watching how 
mean his detractors are.

+++

>Kittys Pencil Quake
https://streamable.com/zgcse

>Dall streaming the Christchurch shooting
https://streamable.com/abzct

>Trolls radicalized me into a pedophile, dalls Nick Bates Defense
https://streamable.com/kogq3

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 20:31:11 No.13958 >>13961

>>13957 (You)

This does not exist on the page and that screen shot is very easy to fake by pasting in those details and taking screenshot.

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 20:44:47 No.13959 >>13973

who sits here and types in different colors?
are u gay

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 20:46:06 No.13960 >>13964
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>>13957 (You)

I got some bad news for MLPOL. Seems like they are 
using the same malware as kitty.

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 20:50:34 No.13961 >>13962 >>13973

>>13958

https://streamable.com/r2l9p

get fucked

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 20:52:02 No.13962 >>13963 >>13966

>>13961
Extensions faggot

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 20:53:29 No.13963

>>13962

those aren't extentions, that's malicious code provided by friendlyduck. A scam site that is well documented for infecting computers with malicious trackers and malware

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 20:54:15 No.13964 >>13965

File (hide): 1572465255391.png (227.04 KB, 1558x421, faked.PNG)

>>13960

Nice faked screenshot

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 20:55:26 No.13965

>>13964

That's the point. It's that simple to fake with screenshots and extensions. Just check for yourself and verify.

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 20:57:15 No.13966 >>13967 >>13968 >>13973

>>13962

yes, and the video of me going through it and showing you how to locate the code is proof. don't believe me, go replicate what I did. 

then go google what friendlyduck is and what their reputation is.

All you proved was you're clearly not capable of using inspect element on your browser.

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 20:59:10 No.13967

>>13966

I did the same thing and it is not there. You must have an extension causing it.

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 21:00:27 No.13968 >>13973
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>>13966

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 21:03:31 No.13969

IM STARVED
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Anonymous  10/30/19 (Wed) 21:08:57 No.13973 >>13974

>>13966
>>13961

Thank you for the clarifications, Kov. I think this will answer most of the questions people had.

>>13968

Hello Pandan Sponge. Welcome to MLPOL. I was wondering when you would show yourself here.

>>13959

please stop projecting your homosexuality onto others, Thomas Dall.

Anonymous 10/30/19 (Wed) 21:09:37 No.13974

>>13973 (You)

Yeah thanks man. Screenshot gave it away :D
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Thomas Dall failed male feminist rape logic, Kitty spergs over literally "nothing", Not an Argument Anonymous  10/31/19 (Thu) 18:22:53 No.13984 >>13986 >>13987

>Download link for a 90 minute stream archive from Bitwave
https://cdn.stream.bitwave.tv/rec/Subterfuge-1572504278_archive_19.10.31.flv
recorded discord voice chat from circa Wednesday night, October 30th. 
participants are Thomas Dall, Mandalorian (silent), Samantha Masters, Talk Shit (?) and James Smith.

Shoutout to Mark Pugner for the file. This was broadcasted tonight on Bitwave.

Mandalorian aka Suterfuge joins a Discord Voicechat Channel with Samy and Kitty in it. unbeknownst to all the others, Craig will not talk for the entirety of the recording. theres a lot of dead air in it, especially in the beginning.

On another note, Pandan Sponge, who posted here yesterday, seems to have helped to repair Dalls site, its now somewhat functional. Dall himself still refuses to go on cam or properly do his voice recording after he trashes his 
camera and mike in a fit of rage.

+++

start to circa 30 minutes
>Call starts out with Samy fruitlessly trying to convince Mandalorian to speak
>Kitty joins in shortly after, yells and insults him for not speaking up, plenty of Ad Hominems
>this goes on for over half an hour
>someone who i think is talk shit and James Smith eventually join the call
>calls Mandalorian a coward for this, althought he practically did the same thing a day prior with an open invite to join a bitwave group chat
>repeatedly calls him Pedoplorian and Rapistlorian, claims Bitwave TV is his hugbox

at ca 45 - 60 minutes
>kitty talks about how he "does not hate bitwave" and that the community is kind of beta testing his website for him, making it secure
>Dall accuses Holman of being a rapist, admits he has no evidence but insists he does not fabricate lies
>Smith and TS call him out that this is not logicial
>Dall responds with that "he does not care about their inferior hugbox opinion" and insist that he knows better because he understands "psychology"
>Dall points out how little he cares that people talk to him on bitwave, which he has open at all times (probably with this thread) for some strange reason

ca. 75 minutes
>Smith and TS point out that there is no correlation between show dix pic in a restream and physically raping someone
>point out dall has leaked nudes of his ex girlfriend as revenge porn to get back at her
>by his own logic he is now a rapist
>dall denies that, having no counter argument
> Talk Shit (?) Pressed him on the issue of his blatant double think, and why he is think he is innocent under his own law
>Dall has literally no response to this
>Call goes silent for minutes on end, (this is where i thought the actual recording stopped)
>Talk shit actually breaks the silence to see if dall is even still there
>he is, responding to this crucial questions about his judgement with "You guys are a waste of time."
>james smith, Talk Shit, And Samy eventually let the Conversation go to rest pointing out what a bore it is to talk with such an idiot who surrenders as soon as he loses the argument

TLDR
Thomas Dall exposes himself once again as a lying sociopath he truly is, even under the lense of his own baseless, proofless "logic" where everyone is guilty except him, even when he literally committed the same crimes.

Anonymous  10/31/19 (Thu) 18:25:01 No.13985

File (hide): 1572542701600.png (928.23 KB, 1150x748, ClipboardImage.png)

Anonymous 10/31/19 (Thu) 18:42:31 No.13986

>>13984 (You)
It's spookys brother mugen not Talk Shit

Kittystyle Loses to Silence - Youtube link Anonymous  11/01/19 (Fri) 01:26:27 No.13987 >>13993

File (hide): 1572567987348.png (434.65 KB, 872x582, ClipboardImage.png)

>>13984 (You)

Youtube Video, most likely soon available on Bitchute

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sth_hPypEHo [Embed]
The Call in almost full leght with slight edits.

i recommend watching at least the last 15 minutes.

+++

>Kittystyle Loses to Silence

"10/30/2019: Samy sends proxy named James Smith to bother Mandalorian to join her Discord VC to say "something important." Instantly realizing Kittystyle would use the opportunity to ambush him, Mandalorian sends disguised 
scamp Omegaman24 in his stead.

Omegaman24 remains silent the entire time. This results in Kittystyle ambushing vapor and getting furious; milk is sprayed. This video has been edited to remove massive amounts of dead air left by confused participants, and 
utilizes two different sources to have the most complete record of events. 

Trigger warning: there is considerable strong language in this video, and all hate speech in this video is strongly disavowed."

Loreful anon 11/01/19 (Fri) 01:42:00 No.13988

>to bother mandalorian lmao um ok I hardly think it was a bother but um like um ok

Anonymous 11/01/19 (Fri) 01:57:04 No.13989

File (hide): 1572569822671.jpg (151.25 KB, 818x481, krokodil-kitty.jpg)

Goodnight, sweet prince.

Anonymous 11/01/19 (Fri) 09:13:50 No.13993

File (hide): 1572596029852.png (716.46 KB, 844x476, ksltsb.PNG)

>>13987 (You)

A Bitchute link is available in the event this gets flagged as parties involved have been involved in 
flagging operations in the past.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/D4Q67OMa2McI/

Anonymous 11/01/19 (Fri) 13:24:52 No.13994 >>13997

SAMY IS BAEEEEE

Anonymous 11/01/19 (Fri) 13:37:19 No.13995 >>13997

wheres the other posts did they get deleted?

Anonymous  11/01/19 (Fri) 15:23:08 No.13997
File (hide): 1572618188387.png (794.36 KB, 644x900, __kobayashi_and_tooru_koba….png)

>>13994
>>13995

I asked a mod to clean up the thread and fortunately he did to completion.
what was not deleted for being off topic, spam or low effort trolling has been moved to >>13791 (Samantha 
Masters Cow Thread)
We welcome topical content, but please redirect all your future samyposting to the linked thread. Thank 
You kindly.

Anonymous 11/01/19 (Fri) 16:11:38 No.13998 >>13999 >>14000

kitty is fucking annoying

Anonymous 11/01/19 (Fri) 16:35:17 No.13999

>>13998
Mostly he's just boring, to the point of catatonia. It's that 1% of angry sperging that keeps 'em coming back tho.

Anonymous  11/01/19 (Fri) 17:32:15 No.14000

File (hide): 1572625935376.png (120.38 KB, 912x624, DSP Phil Monthly Income.png)

>>13998

hes mindnumbingly boring, he has literally nothing to bring to the table outside of his cataclysmic freakouts. he completely relies on copyrighted videos and his chats input to deliver the "content" to his 
channel. If he was not constantly embroiling hiomself in drama and trolling, even back on stream.me, nobody woudl have watched him except for this dirty dozen of nuthuggers. how he could ever be 
proud of this 10 year legacy of nothingness and think of it as a self-employed career is beyond me. 

Even DSP, the king of khantent, has more going for him. Kitty doesnt even play games anymore since became a prison bitch.

Anonymous 11/01/19 (Fri) 17:54:56 No.14001

Thomas Thomas Thomas the real James Smith will return soon enough, Back to what he does best 
An its all your fault

Anonymous 11/01/19 (Fri) 18:02:08 No.14002

File (hide): 1572627727538.mp4 (1 MB, 1280x718, whatsthatsmell.mp4) [play once] [loop]

Psyche is a nigger but Thomas Dall is a smelly pedophile that 
molested his 6-year-old sister.

File (hide): 1572691073442-0.png
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ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 1572691073442-1.png
(279.02 KB, 1243x698,
ClipboardImage.png)

Yougle.tv dead afk streams Anonymous  11/02/19 (Sat) 11:37:54 No.14008 >>14010 >>14011

not much happening on Dalls dogshit site or streams as far as i can tell, except some away-from-camera elevator music, when his site works. sometimes the stream itself is muted. no new streamers or VPN-friendly chat as far as i 
can tell. 

Dalls Discord server is also no longer publicly visible, according to detractors the server seems to have largely been barred of from the outside.

heres Subterfuges current stream overlay (which seems to run almost around the clock now), includes a summary of Dall, including house address and phone number.

Anonymous  11/02/19 (Sat) 11:40:57 No.14009
File (hide): 1572691257139.gif (1.26 MB, 750x450, rip-kitty.gif)

artist prediction gif of what Dalls future corpse will look like during a 
suicide/substance abuse stream

Anonymous 11/02/19 (Sat) 12:06:37 No.14010

>>14008 (You)
If he can't keep his own streaming server up - then and only then does an hero come into play. That belief that someone out there is watching him is what keeps him going. When he realizes nobody's watching, nobody cares, that's 
when 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJe6LLoGgR8 [Embed]

Anonymous 11/02/19 (Sat) 23:59:29 No.14011

>>14008 (You)

Leave it up to Mandy to effort stream his psychopathy

Anonymous 11/08/19 (Fri) 15:58:36 No.14060
File (hide): 1573225115536.jpg (534.36 KB, 1100x862, kitty-photo-reel.jpg)

Yougle.tv slightly redesigned, no events Anonymous  11/09/19 (Sat) 00:36:03 No.14067

Not much to see or report on kittys site. as far as i can tell theres currently no restream.

Pandan Sponge is reworking his site. it is unknown if dall pays him for his service or not.
Dogshit.tv now has an onsite-chat again. Registration with mail is required.
most of the time he streaming "radio" to no one, with no mike and no camera. attempts to contact him went largely without success.
detractors suspect Kitty is now effectively neutered, being stuck in the hug box of his sychophants making. it will probably a while before he surfaces again with new drama or when his e-celeb ego gets to him again when him. 

will resume posting if something noteworthy happens.

Anonymous 11/11/19 (Mon) 19:25:12 No.14078
File (hide): 1573496711883.jpg (208.87 KB, 600x588, kitty-and-aister-share-a-l….jpg)

Anonymous 11/12/19 (Tue) 07:54:13 No.14101

Well seeing as kitty isn't coming back for a while, I'm going to bow out for now maybe ill return when diddles comes back.-James Smith

Anonymous  11/12/19 (Tue) 22:01:01 No.14104
File (hide): 1573592461414.png (312.49 KB, 868x568, Kitty God i wish that were….png)

Shoutout to Richard Huckle

Dall announced to never stream again. Anonymous  11/16/19 (Sat) 10:18:45 No.14129

File (hide): 1573895924777.png (50.01 KB, 1096x88, ClipboardImage.png)

Discord Message from Dall as of circa November 12th, after 2 
weeks of not streaming. 

Detractors remain doubtful, due to Dalls history of lying and spreading misinformation. 
so far Kittys longest time period without streaming was about a month.

Anonymous 11/23/19 (Sat) 10:34:21 No.14235 >>14264

File (hide): 1574501661353.jpg (35.11 KB, 782x396, o.jpg)

Is still alive this near 
corpse junkie?

Anonymous  11/25/19 (Mon) 13:35:15 No.14264
File (hide): 1574685313710.png (287.83 KB, 922x515, whyson2.png)

>>14235

we hope to read reports of his future passing come early 2020 after his supposed 
eviction from his social housing

Anonymous  11/28/19 (Thu) 18:40:33 No.14314
File (hide): 1574962833283.webm (10.45 MB, 640x360, Joker.webm) [play once] [loop]

This is the future you chose.

File (hide): 1575442199813-0.png
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File (hide):
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File (hide): 1575442199813-2.png
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ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide):
1575442199813-3.gif (8.57
KB, 112x90, dark eye.gif)

Anonymous  12/04/19 (Wed) 07:50:00 No.14401

gone but not forgotten.

File (hide): 1575903445099-0.png
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ClipboardImage.png)

File (hide): 1575903445099-1.png
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ClipboardImage.png)
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ClipboardImage.png)

Thomas Dall - The Short Movie Anonymous  12/09/19 (Mon) 15:57:25 No.14458 >>14464 >>14483

>God Said No To Thomas - A Kittystyle Story - (Ponygorilla Christmas Special)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUsCcZUlQG0 [Embed]

someone made a 35 minute long mini documentary about Thomas Dall
i have not seen it yet nor do i know the creator
i will give it a watch, lets see whats in there

creator is rumored to be a pariah from bitwave.tv by the name of February, widely disliked by the local community (including the whiteknighting Dall)
so there may or may not be bullshit in there

Anonymous  12/09/19 (Mon) 18:06:56 No.14464

>>14458 (You)

https://mlpol.net/sp/res/14459.html

a more profound thread about the movie can be found here

Anonymous 12/11/19 (Wed) 17:38:31 No.14483

>>14458 (You)
I've  never fully understood why Turk is hated so much but that he is. Maybe someone can make a documentary on that?  The doco has some flaws in it, the timeline isn't exactly correct but eh, who cares, it's good enough for 
posterity and any normie who stumbles across this weird corner of the internet. It isn't like kitty actually matters in the grand scheme of things and any chronicle of him, doesn't really matter either. If it didn't happen exactly in the 
sequence he laid out it might as well have. If you don't like it, make your own chronicle of what did happen (shrug).

Anonymous 12/13/19 (Fri) 21:48:58 No.14512

thomas it is samy. I miss you.

Anonymous  12/23/19 (Mon) 17:50:50 No.14606
File (hide): 1577119850143.png (141.08 KB, 1182x593, ClipboardImage.png)

Thomas Dall had a falling out with Pony Gorilla aka Turk February over new material accusing him of newly grooming teenagers for sexual purposes since at least late November 2019.

Turk claims the situation escalated when he held an interview with dall on december 22nd about this exact topic. Dall - or someone whiteknighting him - promptly slandered Turk as a stalker 
and accused him of pedophilia.

More details can be found in the God Said No To Thomas thread.

https://mlpol.net/sp/res/14459.html

Anonymous 01/05/20 (Sun) 12:05:13 No.14770

where is kitty? i want kitty i miss his spergs
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